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I. Two different series of non–degradable polysiloxane networks were prepared for the
encapsulation and controlled release of a small molecule agent. For the first series, hydrosilylation
was utilized to prepare networks of varying crosslink densities, as determined from swelling
studies, from vinyl terminated and silylhydride functional poly(dimethyl)siloxanes. For the second
series, the thiol-ene reaction was utilized to prepare networks of varying crosslink densities, as
determined from swelling studies, from vinyl terminated and mercaptopropyl functional
poly(dimethyl)siloxanes. Nile red dye was used as an encapsulated agent and dye release from
each series of networks was measured using UV–vis spectroscopy to determine controllability of
encapsulated agent release from each network series through crosslink densities and thioether polar
group concentration. In addition, the networks were analyzed via dielectric analysis to determine
network polarity and its effect on dye release. Multi-layered network systems were also prepared
to study the ability of producing delivery devices capable of utilizing varying crosslink densities
to physically affect the directionality and amount of encapsulated agent release.
II. A series of additive free, hydrolytically degradable furyl–maleimide networks were
prepared for the encapsulation and controlled release of a small molecule agent. The Diels–Alder
vi

reaction was utilized to prepare networks with varying degradation rates using a tri–functional
furyl silane, with either a bi-functional maleimide silane, or a bi-functional maleimide disiloxane.
The thermal characteristics of the networks were studied through Differential Scanning
Calorimetry to determine crosslinking reaction completion and material characteristics.
Degradation rates for the networks were determined through mass loss studies in buffered saline
at 37 °C. Disodium fluorescein dye was used as an encapsulated agent and dye release from the
networks was measured using UV–vis spectroscopy. The primary product of degradation for the
networks was characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy and synthesized through Diels–Alder
chemistry. A toxicity study of the synthesized degradation product was performed via an MTT
assay to determine its cellular toxicity.
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PART I: NON-DEGRADABLE POLYSILOXANE NETWORKS
FOR CONTROLLED RELEASE APPLICATIONS

1.

INTRODUCTION

Materials for controlled delivery have recently received much attention with many diverse
types of devices becoming available as powerful tools for researchers and medical practitioners.
Material design plays a significant role in the quality and improvement of these devices. In this
study, polysiloxanes have been utilized to produce crosslinked materials via hydrosilylation for
drug delivery applications. These crosslinked materials are highly efficacious in terms of dosage
control and biocompatibility. Furthermore, release direction (vector) can be controlled through
mechanical means. Post–polymer modification can incorporate polar moieties within these
materials to enhance release kinetics as well as provide a way to make the materials available for
a wider range of non–polar and polar drugs. Finally, thioether moieties can easily be incorporated
into hydrophobic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) networks using thiol–ene chemistry. This
provides a facile way to produce drug delivery materials for use in a wide range of biomedical and
pharmaceutical applications.

1.1. Design Considerations

Controlled delivery, as a field, is one of the most attractive yet challenging areas in
chemistry, materials science, engineering, and pharmaceutics. Its application not only covers a vast
array of biological sciences, but other diverse fields such as agriculture1 and biotechnology.2 The
growing research efforts into the development and deployment of delivery systems (DS) is due to
their importance in the achievement of better quality of life for humans and animals, while
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increasing ecological compatibility.2 Although pharmaceutical research has focused primarily on
the development of new drugs and treatments for various illnesses, a portion of work has also been
devoted to the design and development of new and novel delivery systems, focusing on the
importance of dosage control to increase drug efficacy and compliance.2 The literature contains
many definitions of controlled delivery systems; however, all refer to systems containing two
essential components: (1) the encapsulated agent (EA) and (2) a carrier for the EA.3,4 The main
purpose of the EA carrier is the maintenance of EA delivery, that is, the amount of desired EA
delivered over time (dosage), and the delivery of the EA to a local area. In drug delivery
specifically, delivery of EA directly to a local area is meant to control possible toxicity of the EA
towards non–local tissues, minimizing side effects, and increasing patient compliance by
decreasing dosing frequency, all while reducing manufacturing costs.5 Although many
biomaterials and polymer materials have been developed for controlled delivery applications, any
material useful for consideration must be chemically inert to minimize EA–carrier material
interactions as well as interactions of the carrier material with the surrounding environment. The
material must also be biocompatible, minimize undesired byproducts, be non–leaching, possess
suitable mechanical properties, and must be easy and cheap to manufacture and implement. Some
of the most successful polymer–based materials that have recently been utilized for controlled
delivery applications include poly(urethanes), poly(vinyl alcohol), poly(acrylic acid),
poly(lactide–co–glycolides), polyanhydrides, and polysiloxanes (silicones).2 Successful utilization
of an encapsulated agent delivery system (EA–DS) also depends on the administration route, with
the choice of delivery route highly dependent on the properties of the EA such as solubility, access
to the delivery site, and its efficacy in desired treatment outcome. For drug delivery devices, patient
acceptability is also an important consideration. Currently, the most accepted drug delivery routes
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that provide an alternative to intravenous delivery include nasal, transdermal, pulmonary, ocular,
vaginal, rectal, and oral.6 Release of EA from a DS proceeds through different methods including
diffusion, degradation, and swelling followed by diffusion, with many types of DSs utilizing one
or more of these methods.7 Typically when a non–degradable polymer material is utilized as the
DS, diffusion is the main mechanism of drug release. In degradable materials, diffusion is also the
main mechanism of release; however, diffusion rates can be affected by the increase in surface
area as the material degrades. In DSs controlled through swelling, an influx of surrounding solvent
(typically aqueous solution) controls EA release.8,9 For silicone based DSs, diffusion is typically
the primary mechanism of EA delivery.2

1.2. Silicones

Polysiloxanes, or silicones, are organosilicon polymers consisting of a silicon–oxygen
backbone with a wide variety of side groups. These side groups greatly influence the properties of
the polymer including flexibility, hydrophobicity, and thermal stability. Silicones have been
produced with a variety of properties, including low viscosity (thin) liquids, highly viscous oil–
like fluids, greases, and rubbers by altering either polymer chain length or organic side groups
attached to the silicon–oxygen backbone.2 Polysiloxanes have a long history of use in the
biomedical field due to their unique combination of biocompatibility, thermal stability, chemical
inertness, and elastomeric properties. Applications of polysiloxane materials include implantable
delivery devices, medical device coatings, gas exchange membranes, ocular lenses, and orbital
implants.10 The most successful drug delivery device to date, the Norplant® system, an
implantable polymeric rod for the delivery of contraceptives (Levonorgestrel), is based on the
barrier properties of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a silicon dioxide filler (Silastic®)
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membrane. A single implantable device is capable of delivering the contraceptive agent at a steady
rate for over three years. In this particular device, Silastic® serves as both the matrix for drug
dispersion and the rate limiting barrier membrane.10,11 Despite controversy surrounding silicone
breast implants, polysiloxanes and their corresponding polymers maintain the best safety profile
among all polymers in use today for biomedical applications.12 Available from a wide range of
commercial sources, polysiloxanes can be purchased cheaply and in a large variety. These
polymers include polydimethylsiloxane homopolymers as well as copolymers substituted with a
variety of pendant groups including phenyl, vinyl, hydride, and thiol moieties.
Crosslinking of polysiloxanes to produce a polymeric matrix for small molecule
encapsulation is accomplished using several methods, including incorporation of tri– or tetra–
functional siloxane comonomers during polymerization, incorporation of a thermal initiator
capable of abstracting hydrogen atoms from polydimethylsiloxane, exposure of polysiloxanes to
high energy irradiation, or through the hydrosilylation of a silicon–hydride moiety with the use of
a transition metal catalyst.2 High temperature vulcanized silicone rubbers are typically produced
with the use of peroxide curing (Scheme 1).2
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Scheme 1. General peroxide curing mechanism of PDMS, (A) radical initiation, (B) radical
propagation, and (C) termination.13

Peroxide curing is a free radical–based mechanism with the generation of organic peroxide
radicals initiated by a high amount of heat. The process is exothermic and irreversible, producing
carbon–carbon bonds and converting long-chain linear polysiloxanes into three–dimensional
networks.14 Dialkyl peroxides such as dicumyl peroxide are among the most frequently used
peroxides for curing PDMS polymers.15 It is important to note that the process does generate
alkoxy byproducts that could potentially be the cause of undesirable interactions with an EA.
Additionally, the high heat required for radical generation may pose issues with EA degradation
as the crosslinking process must take place in the presence of EA/polymer mixtures. Therefore,
this method of polysiloxane crosslinking may be disadvantageous and undesirable due to the
requirement of high heat, potential interaction of EA with the peroxide, or potential interaction of
the EA with the peroxide radical produced.
Another useful way to crosslink polysiloxanes is the use of the condensation reaction
between hydroxy (silanol) functionalized PDMS and alkoxysilanes with the use of an
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organometallic crosslinking catalyst. The organometallic catalysts most often deployed for this
reaction are organo–tin compounds (Scheme 2).

Scheme 2. General condensation curing mechanism of hydroxy functionalized PDMS.13

The condensation curing reaction takes place at room temperature and is exothermic.
Silicones produced through this method are best utilized as sealants, adhesives or bonding agents,
and coatings due to their unique properties.13 Although the condensation of alkoxysilanes with
silanol functionalized polysiloxanes produces materials with excellent properties, there are several
potential problems with utilizing this curing method for the production of delivery materials.
Curing at room temperature is desirable; however, the use of tin catalysts in unsuitable for most
delivery applications due to its significant toxicity in most biological systems.16 Furthermore, tin
is not environmentally friendly and can cause potentially harmful ecological effects if used
abundantly.16 The condensation reaction also produces alkoxy byproducts which can potentially
interact with the EA or cause other potentially negative interactions with the surrounding target
environment.
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1.3. The Hydrosilylation Reaction

Many types of EA are sensitive to prolonged exposure to both heat and water, causing
possible degradation of the EA before it is released to the target location. For this reason, the
hydrosilylation of polysiloxanes with a platinum curing agent has recently attracted considerable
attention due to its cost effectiveness and safety. This method is FDA approved due to the absence
of organic compounds or volatile byproducts in the material (Scheme 3).2,17

Scheme 3. General addition curing (hydrosilylation) of PDMS.2,13

The term “hydrosilylation” refers to the addition reaction of silicon hydrides across
multiple bonds, including carbon–heteroatom double bonds, heteroatom–heteroatom double
bonds, and carbon–carbon double and triple bonds.18 Although platinum, palladium, or rhodium
salts or their complexes can be used as the catalysts for addition curing reactions (hydrosilylation),
platinum-olefin complexes provide the ability of the curing reaction to take place at room
temperature. Furthermore, while expensive, the molar amounts of platinum complex catalysts
needed for reaction are relatively low. Another significant advantage of the hydrosilylation
reaction is that it does not produce any potentially problematic byproducts.19,20 The hydrosilylation
reaction has been widely adopted for the production and modification of functional silanes and
siloxanes. First reported in 1947 by Sommer and coworkers21 with the reaction of trichlorosilane
and 1–octene in the presence of acetyl peroxide, the application of hydrosilylation towards
polymer science was reported two decades later in 1967.22 While the hydrosilylation reaction can
8

proceed through a free–radical mechanism, when catalyzed with the use of transition metal
complexes or salts, the mechanism is predominately polar, proceeding through the Chalk-Harrod
or modified Chalk-Harrod heterolytic mechanism. This is the most widely accepted mechanism
for platinum–catalyzed hydrosilylation. It is based on the elementary steps of oxidative addition
and reductive elimination which are fundamental to organometallic chemistry for purposes such
as the hydrogenation of olefins, (Scheme 4).22,23

Scheme 4. The Chalk–Harrod and modified Chalk–Harrod mechanism for the hydrosilylation of
alkenes.22

In 1957, Dow Corning Co. chemist John Speier reported the discovery of
hexachloroplatinic acid (H2PtCl6; Speier’s catalyst) as a very efficient catalyst.24 This became the
major starting point for the use of hexachloroplatinic acid and its derivatives towards
hydrosilylation as one of the most elegant and effective methods for the synthesis and modification
of organosilicon and related compounds. Over the last 60 years, many different hydrosilylation
catalysts have been reported, including iron, cobalt, palladium, and ruthenium–based complexes,
as well as other non–metal organic nucleophilic–electrophilic compounds. However,
9

chloroplatinic acid and its derivatives remain the most widely used and accepted catalysts,
particularly for the production of silicones.22,25
Although Speier’s catalyst was thoroughly studied and utilized in a wide range of
hydrosilylation reactions for many years, the catalyst was not very successful for the crosslinking
of polysiloxanes and the production of silicones in general, due to its insolubility in hydrophobic
polysiloxane polymers. For this reason, many different variations of Speier’s catalyst were
synthesized in order to enhance catalyst solubility in polysiloxanes and increase catalytic
efficiency. In 1973, Karstedt filed a patent for a new platinum–based catalyst for the
hydrosilylation of polysiloxanes.26 Later termed Karstedt’s catalyst, the platinum complex catalyst
is produced through treatment of Speier’s hydrosilylation catalyst (H2PtCl6) with the disiloxane
(CH2=CHSiMe2)2O to produce a siloxane or polysiloxane soluble catalyst (Figure 1).27 Karstedt’s
catalyst (Pt(dvs)) is now considered the most industrially useful modification of Speier’s catalyst,
and is widely accepted as the standard for the production of the majority of silicones.18,25,27

Figure 1. Karstedt's catalyst.26,27

While the topic of hydrosilylation is vast, covering a period of almost 75 years, with
expansive research into many different types of catalysts and small molecule syntheses, there have
recently been some notable uses of hydrosilylation for the preparation or modification of silicon–
containing polymers and networks.
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In 2014, Racles and coworkers28 prepared a series of polysiloxanes modified with polar
pendant groups through hydrosilylation for use as improved dielectric elastomer actuators (DEA).
Dielectric elastomer actuators (DEA) are stretchable capacitors that are responsive to electric
stimuli (electrical field) by changing their size and shape, converting electrical energy directly into
mechanical work.29 Because of their large strain/stress, high power densities, and excellent
electromechanical coupling at certain electric field strengths, a large variety of proposed
applications for DEAs has been explored.28 The performance of a particular DEA is directly
influenced by its elastic modulus and its permittivity (ability of the material to store an electric
field in the polarization of the medium). Silicones are elastomers of high interest for DEA
applications due to their good elastic properties over a range of temperatures, resistance to oxygen,
water, and sunlight, and because of their biocompatibility. However, the use of silicones in some
DEA applications is limited due to their low permittivity which requires high driving voltages for
actuation. With the goal of preparing a series of polysiloxane polymers with increased permittivity
while retaining their useful properties, a series of cyanopropyl modified polysiloxane polymers
was prepared (Scheme 5).28
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Scheme 5. Modified copolymers containing polar pendant groups (Racles and coworkers).28

To obtain polymers with varying content of polar cyanopropyl groups, mixtures of varying
allyl cyanide and n-hexene ratios were used. The commercially available trimethylsilyl end–
terminated polysiloxane polymers were functionalized through hydrosilylation with the use of
Pt(dvs). While the allyl cyanide allowed for the incorporation of polar functionalities throughout
the polymer, the n–hexene was used to ensure the same overall conversion of silylhydride (Si–H)
groups for all polymers Q1–7. Alkene/silylhydride stoichiometry was maintained at 1.1:1 except
in the case of Q1, produced without the use of n–hexene, where the allyl cyanide to silylhydride
was increased to 2:1 to increase reaction completion to 100%.28 All modified polymers were
characterized via FTIR and NMR spectroscopy and it was found that although an excess of allyl
cyanide was used, the conversion of silylhydride groups in all cases was around 90%. The authors
determined that this was mainly due to the presence of the electron withdrawing cyano group on
the allyl cyanide, making it less reactive than n–hexene towards hydrosilylation. The authors also
concluded that because n–hexene is less selective than allyl cyanide, it occupies random positions
on the polysiloxane chain. Allyl cyanide however, being less reactive than n-hexene, prefers the
more reactive silylhydride positions neighboring the newly formed Si-propylcyanide polar groups,
12

increasing the tendency to form short polar segments throughout the polymer. 28 Dynamic water
vapor sorption (DVS) analysis was conducted on all polymers to verify the water absorption
properties of the increasingly polar series of cyanopropyl functionalized polymers. Although an
increase in water absorption was measured with increasing polar cyanopropyl content, the
maximum sorption capacity was around 1%, which is rather low. Glass transition temperatures
(Tg) for all polymers were determined with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and it was
found that polymers with increasing polar cyanopropyl groups exhibited a linear increase in Tg
from

–111

°C

for

Q7

to

–62

°C

for

Q1,

as

compared

to

the

starting

poly[(silylhydride)methylsiloxane] (Tg = –139.7 °C).28 The nonpolar hexyl groups seemed to act
as a softener for the polymers, and a single Tg for all polymers indicated that no phase separation
occurs. Finally, permittivity (e’) was measured for all polymers, demonstrating a linear increase
in permittivity with an increase in polar cyano group content (Table 1).28

Table 1. Polymer properties (Racles and coworkers).28
Mol% CN-modified
Polymer

siloxane groups

wt% CN groups

’ at 10 kHz

Q1

87.8

18.5

15.7

Q2

89

18.6

15.9

Q3

62.1

12.5

11.3

Q4

38.8

7.5

7.4

Q5

16

3.0

4.7

Q6

9.2

1.7

3.7

Q7

0

0

2.74
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With the use of hydrosilylation, the modification of trimethyl end–terminated
polysiloxanes was easily accomplished using varying stoichiometric ratios of reactive groups.28
Also, because the hydrosilylation reaction is highly selective and creates no byproducts, the
reaction of both n–hexene and allyl cyanide with the polysiloxanes was accomplished
simultaneously and at room temperature, while only varying the molar ratios of reactive groups to
accomplish the synthesis.28 Furthermore, while the polymers did exhibit increased Tg with
increasing polar moiety content, the Tg’s were still well below room temperature, allowing the
polymers to maintain their elastic properties for use in DEA applications.28
There is a considerable amount of recent interest in the synthesis and production of
branched polymers since they may exhibit properties that are distinct from their analogous linear
materials. These branched polymers include dendrimers, star, and hyperbranched materials. Star
polymers contain a single focal point from which the branching occurs, dendrimers have well
defined architecture and a regular branching pattern, while hyperbranched polymers have an
altogether irregular pattern of branching and may be prepared in a single step through the direct
polymerization of a monomer. Dendrimers and star polymers, on the other hand, have been
prepared by both convergent and divergent synthetic approaches. Because of the great thermal,
elastic, and hydrophobic properties of silicones mentioned previously, there is considerable
interest in highly branched silicon–based materials. In 2004, Weber and coworkers reported the
successful synthesis of terminal silylhydride, irregular tetra–branched star polysiloxanes for the
production of crosslinked films (Figure 2).30
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Figure 2. A tetra–branched star polysiloxanes used to prepared crosslinked films (Weber and
coworkers).30

This report is of special consideration because the authors utilized both condensation and
hydrosilylation reactions to produce star polymer crosslinked networks. The synthesis began with
the condensation reaction between a 1:77 ratio of tetrakis(dimethylsiloxy)silane to cyclic
tetrasiloxane (D4) with the use of triflic acid at 22 °C to produce a low molecular weight star
polymer (Mw/Mn = 12,300/5400 by GPC). The acidic reaction was neutralized using basic
hexamethyldisilazane as a proton sink, halting the condensation reaction. The molecular weight of
the star polymer was increased by increasing the reaction temperature to 90 °C and withholding
the addition of neutralizing base, allowing for reaction completion to give a star polymer of
increased molecular weight (Mn/Mw = 17,940/8630 by GPC). The irregular star polymers could
then be terminally functionalized through the hydrosilylation reaction with 4-vinylcyclohexane1,2-epoxide using the Pt(dvs) catalyst. The irregular epoxy–terminated star polymers with varying
molecular weights were then crosslinked with the use of the [bis(4-dodecyl-phenyl)iodonium
hexafluoroantimonate] photocatalyst. This photo–acid catalyzed ring opening cure of epoxides has
the advantage of being perhaps the fastest known method of crosslinking epoxy–functionalized
polymers.31,32 The resulting films contained varying crosslink densities with varying molecular
weight of the star polymer used.30 The thermal properties of the irregular star polymers and their
epoxy–terminated analogs were measured through DSC. All polymers possessed glass transition
15

temperatures within a few °C of linear polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS); however, the crosslinked
networks prepared with the use of the star polymers exhibited glass transition temperatures
between –69 and –75 °C. With the preparation of these irregular star polymers and their associated
networks, the authors showed that advanced materials may be easily produced with the use of
simple reaction mechanisms. Furthermore, functionalization of these polymers for the purposes of
crosslinking was accomplished readily and easily using the hydrosilylation reaction with Pt(dvs).
In 2012, Sorarù and coworkers utilized hydrosilylation in the first reported attempt to
produce novel polysiloxane and polycarbosilane preceramic polymers for aerogel production.33
Since they were first reported by Kistler in 1931,34 aerogels have received considerable interest
due to their many fascinating properties, including high surface area (500–1000 m2 g-1),35 high
porosity (80–99.8%),36 low bulk density (0.003–0.8 g cm-3),37 and low thermal conductivity (~0.02
W m-1 K-1).38 Because of these interesting properties, aerogels have been featured in various
scientific and industrial applications39 with the advent of many new types of aerogels produced
from single oxides, chalcogenides, cellulose, and many others. Aerogels are normally produced by
the supercritical extraction of solvent from the wet gels, virtually eliminating capillary stress
during drying. Some recent research has demonstrated that gels can be dried at ambient
temperatures, eliminating the costly and complicated supercritical drying equipment.40,41 This
study however, utilized supercritical drying to allow for the comparison of the use of
hydrosilylation chemistry with previously reported chemistries using the same drying procedures.
Although hydrosilylation is often used in the field of polymer derived ceramics (PDC) to crosslink
siloxanes for the formation of preceramic networks, the authors stated there had been no reported
work on the utilization of the hydrosilylation reaction towards aerogel formation. For these
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reasons, the authors performed the crosslinking of preceramic polymers via hydrosilylation for the
production of novel aerogels (Figure 3).33

Figure 3. Preceramic polymers crosslinked to produce novel aerogels (Sorarù and coworkers).33

The gel Q8 was first produced by mixing 1:1 or 2:1 Si–H:vinyl stoichiometric amounts of
polyhydridomethylsiloxane and 2,4,6,8-tetramethyl-2,4,6,8-tetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane in the
presence of Pt(dvs) catalyst in differing amounts of acetone (either 70 or 90% v/v acetone) to
produce highly dilute solutions. Because hydrosilylation with the use of Pt(dvs) takes place above
the boiling temperature of the acetone solvent, the reaction mixture was placed into a pressure
chamber at 120 °C for two hours to give the Q8 wet gel.33 Likewise, the solid polycarbosilane
polymer and divinylbenzene were mixed in 1:2 or 1:4 Si–H:vinyl ratios in differing amounts of
cyclohexane (either 80 or 90% v/v cyclohexane) to produce dilute reaction solutions.
Hydrosilylation occurred in the presence of Pt(dvs) in a pressure chamber at 200 °C for two hours
to give the Q9 wet gel. Both the Q8 and Q9 wet gels were dried supercritically to obtain the
corresponding aerogels. Bulk density measurements were calculated from the mass and volume of
the Q8 aerogels; however, density and linear shrinkage measurements for the Q9 aerogels could
not be obtained due to their high fragmentation (Table 2).33
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Table 2. Aerogel properties (Sorarù and coworkers).33
Network (solv. %, Si–H:vinyl)

Density (g cm-3)

Linear Shrinkage (%)

Q8 (70%, 1:1)

0.84

30

Q8 (70%, 2:1)

0.60

21

Q8 (90%, 1:1)

0.41

44

Q8 (90%, 2:1)

0.33

34

It was found that by decreasing the ratio of vinyl groups to silyl hydrides, bulk density and
shrinkage of the final Q8 aerogel decreased as well.33 The dilution factor played a different role
by increasing linear shrinkage with increasing dilution, while bulk density increased with
decreasing dilution. The authors concluded that the hydrosilylation reaction could successfully
crosslink novel preceramic polymers for aerogel production, and the reaction occurred well even
in dilute conditions. Furthermore, the authors determined that density and linear shrinkage could
be controlled in the aerogels through variation in stoichiometric ratios of reacting functionalities,
as well as variation in reacting group concentrations through dilution.33
Due to the high selectivity of the hydrosilylation reaction, it has become increasingly
attractive for use in the synthesis and modification of monomers and polymers that would
ordinarily require difficult and multi–step syntheses to achieve.42–44 A good example is from the
report

in

1994

by

Allcock

and

coworkers,

who

modified

and

crosslinked

poly(organophosphazenes) containing allyl side groups.45
Poly(organophosphazenes) possess a wide range of properties depending on the side
groups attached to the phosphorous–nitrogen backbone.46 Typically, poly(organophosphazenes)
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are prepared through nucleophilic substitution reactions carried out on a poly(halophosphazene)
macromolecular intermediate, itself synthesized through the ring–opening polymerization of a
halophosphazene cyclic trimer.47 Reaction of the macromolecular intermediate with organic
nucleophiles results in halogen replacement by organic units. The polyphosphazenes synthesized
in this manner have organic side units bound to phosphorus through oxygen or nitrogen linkages.
Although this synthetic procedure is valuable in producing polyphosphazenes with a wide variety
of side groups and even mixed side groups attached to the polymer backbone, the procedure has
some limitations. Bulky side groups can interfere with the replacement of neighboring halogen
atoms. Furthermore, difunctional reagents, such as those which would yield side groups with
pendant alcohol, aldehyde, or carboxylic acid functionalities, cannot be attached to the polymer in
this way because of premature crosslinking.45 There is considerable interest in the preparation and
examination of polymers containing both organophosphazenes and organosiloxane units.
Incorporation of siloxane units into polyphosphazenes could lower the surface energy, lower the
glass transition temperature, and increase the gas permeability of the polymers, all of which are
properties of considerable technological importance.48 For this reason the authors linked
organosiloxane groups to small–molecule cyclophosphazenes which were then subjected to ring–
opening polymerization (Scheme 6).45
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Scheme 6. Poly(organophosphazenes) with (A) attachment of allyl functionalization to
cyclophosphazene, (B) addition of dimethylethoxy group to the cyclophosphazene through
hydrosilylation, and (C) condensation coupling of the macromers (Allcock and coworkers).45

This synthetic procedure was useful as a model reaction to produce polyphosphazenes that
contain side group unsaturation and can be used as precursors for the preparation of polymers with
otherwise inaccessible structures.45 The cyclophosphazene Q10 was reacted with 4–
(allyloxy)phenol in the presence of sodium under reflux to afford the Q11 allyl substituted
cyclophosphazene. Hydrosilylation of Q11 was performed with dimethylethoxysilane and Pt(dvs)
as a catalyst. Reaction progress was monitored using NMR spectroscopy, with no unsaturated
protons remaining after 17 hours. Ethanol and a trace amount of sulfuric acid were added to the
reaction mixture, and the mixture was refluxed overnight to produce the coupled Q11 in significant
quantities. The authors concluded that, based on the model study, the hydrosilylation reaction of
allyl–bearing high molecular weight organophosphazenes can be easily carried out. Furthermore,
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they concluded that the dimethylethoxysilane groups might be useful as hydrolytically sensitive
crosslinking sites in high molecular weight poly(organophosphazenes).

1.4. The Thiol–ene Reaction

The thiol–ene reaction is a great example of a relatively old type of chemistry that has been
recently employed as a new polymer crosslinking method, specifically polysiloxane crosslinking.
The reaction of thiols with adjacent carbon–carbon double bonds, or –enes, has been utilized in
organic chemistry for nearly a century,49 and these reactions may proceed through two different
types of mechanisms: (1) base catalyzed nucleophilic addition, or (2) UV–activation of a radical
initiator (Scheme 7).50

Scheme 7. General thiol–ene reaction mechanisms. The reaction can take place through (A)
nucleophilic initiated or (B) base initiated Michael–type addition or (C) radically mediated
mechanisms.50
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The Michael–type reaction, commonly termed thiol–Michael addition, and the radically
mediated mechanism, typically termed thiol–ene addition, are two examples of “click” chemistry
as described by Sharpless et al. in 2001 as reactions that “are modular, wide in scope, high yielding,
stereospecific, simple to perform using benign or easily removed solvents, and create only
inoffensive byproducts.”51,52 The thiol–ene reaction has been used to produce a wide range of
photocurable crosslinked polymers. Thiol–ene crosslinking, specifically for the crosslinking of
polysiloxanes, is advantageous due to its high efficiency, fast processing times, ease of production,
and cost effectiveness.49 Another advantage of using the thiol-ene reaction for crosslinking is that
there are no reaction byproducts. Although the photoinitiator may be of potential concern, very
small molar quantities of initiator are necessary for the reaction to proceed through radical
propogation.49 Furthermore, through characterization of crosslinked networks, Hoyle and
coworkers49,53 reported the increased homogeneity of networks prepared with the use of thiol–ene
chemistry. These networks have more regular structures than those formed through standard free–
radical polymerization of diacrylates.
Photopolymerization schemes, including thiol–ene chemistry, generally use a
photoinitiator that has high absorption at a specific wavelength of light to yield radical species.
There are, however, other factors to be considered in photoinitiator selection including its
biocompatibility, solubility in select solvents or water, stability, and cytotoxicity.54 Photoinitiators
undergo cleavage of carbon–carbon, carbon–chlorine, carbon–oxygen, or carbon–sulfur bonds to
form radicals when exposed to light (Scheme 8). A growing list of photoinitiators includes
aromatic carbonyl compounds such as benzoin derivatives, benziketals, acetophenone derivatives,
and hydroxyalkylphenones.55 Acetophenone derivatives that contain pendant acrylic groups have
been shown to substantially reduce the amount of unreacted photoinitiators with no significant loss
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in initiation efficiency.54,56 2,2–Dimethoxy–2–phenyl acetophenone (DMPA) in particular, an
acetophenone derivative, has proved to be a potent photoinitiator for most applications including
the preparation of hydrogels from acrylated poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) derivatives in several
biomaterial studies, as well as for the preparation of a plethora of silicones and silicone rubbers.55
Additionally, DMPA is highly efficient for the production of thick materials that are difficult to
irradiate thoroughly. Exhibiting fast reaction times and high conversions in methacrylate–based
systems with concentrations as low as 0.25 wt%; DMPA is one of the most popular photoinitiators
for use in thiol–ene chemistry.57

Scheme 8. Photolysis of 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) under UV irradiation.57

Several unique properties of the products of thiol–ene photopolymerizations have made
them of considerable interest in recent research: they exhibit all the advantages of typical
photopolymerizations including rapid polymerization, no solvents required for processing, optical
transparency, and excellent mechanical properties.58 Additionally, thiol–ene photopolymerization
is relatively uninhibited by oxygen,59,60 exhibits delayed gelation,61 and affords radical
polymerization of a diverse range of thiol and vinyl functional groups.62 Ever since the radical
thiol–ene step growth polymerization mechanism was first reported, numerous studies have
investigated the relationships between the thiol or –ene functionalized monomer and
polymerization rates.58
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In 2003, Bowman and coworkers elucidated the kinetic responsiveness, mechanism, and
rate limiting steps for the thiol–ene reaction with the use of a variety of monomers, (Figure 4).58

Figure 4. A series of monomers utilized to study the thiol–ene reaction (Bowman and coworkers).58

Bowman and coworkers performed reactions with stoichiometric ratios of 1:1, 2:1, and 1:2
thiol:ene between pentaerythritol tetra(3–mercaptopropionate) (Q14) and a series of di–ene
containing monomers including trimethylolpropane diallyl ether (allyl ether, Q15), 1,6–hexanediol
diacrylate

(acrylate,

Q16),

1,6–hex–anediol

di(endo,exo–norborn–2–ene–5–carboxylate)

(dinorbornene, Q17), triethylene glycol divinyl ether (vinyl ether, Q18) and VL20 (vinyl silazane,
Q19). All reactions were initiated through the cleavage of DMPA, with termination assumed to
occur via bimolecular radical recombination.58,62,63 When multifunctional monomers with average
functionality of two or greater are used for thiol–ene reactions, highly crosslinked polymer
networks are formed through a step growth mechanism. This step growth mechanism includes
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propagation of a thiyl radical through a vinyl functionality (step 1), followed by chain transfer
from the resulting carbon radical to a thiol functional group, which regenerates the thiyl radical
(step 2). Successive propagation and chain transfer steps are the basis for the step growth thiol–
ene photopolymerization reaction (Figure 5).58

Figure 5. Propagation and chain transfer steps for the thiol–ene photopolymerization (Bowman
and coworkers).58

The photopolymerization reactions were followed with FTIR spectroscopy. Differences in
polymerization rates of systems with differing stoichiometric ratios were fit using the ratio of
propagation to chain transfer kinetic parameters (kp/kCT). In thiol–ene photopolymerizations, the
ratio of propagation to chain transfer kinetic parameters significantly impacts the polymerization
kinetics and the rate limiting step.58 Whenever the propagation kinetic parameter is much greater
than the chain transfer kinetic parameter (kp >> kCT), the polymerization rate is first order and
therefore dependent only on the thiol function group concentration, and chain transfer is the rate
limiting step of the reaction. Alternatively, if the chain transfer kinetic parameter is much greater
than the propagation kinetic parameter (kCT >> kp), propagation is the rate limiting step and the
polymerization rate is dependent only on the vinyl functional group concentration. When the kp/kCT
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ratio reaches unity, the polymerization rate is approximately equally dependent on both the thiol
and vinyl functional group concentrations (Table 3).58

Table 3. The ratio of propagation to chain transfer kinetic parameters (Bowman and coworkers).58
Rp ∝ [SH]x[C=C]y
Functional group

kp/kCT

x

y

Rpmax

Acrylate

13

0.4

0.6

2.1

Allyl ether

10

1

0

1.0

Vinyl ether

1.2

0.5

0.5

4.8

Norbornene

1

0.5

0.5

6.0

Vinyl silazane

0.2

0

1

3.3

The authors proposed that the rate of thiyl radical propagation (kp) is primarily controlled
by electron density.58 Furthermore, the rate of chain transfer (kCT) is primarily controlled through
carbon radical stability. Although no clear trend was apparent, the authors postulate that the ratio
of propagation to chain transfer kinetic parameters (kp/kCT) and polymerization rates for the thiol–
ene reaction chemistry are strongly correlated to the electron density of the vinyl groups and carbon
radical stabilities.58
Hydrogels prepared from the chain polymerization of multifunctional macromolecular
monomers represent an important class of biomaterials. The materials have increasingly been
utilized as in situ formed materials for the purpose of cellular delivery and tissue regeneration.64,65
With the use of photoinitiated thiol–ene polymerization, these gels can be fabricated or
polymerized under physiological conditions which allows the hydrogel to form in the presence of
tissues, cells, and other biological materials.66,67 Highly swollen hydrogels can serve as a tissue–
like environment for the culture of cells, with the high amount of water contained within the gels
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promoting cellular transport and prolonging cell survival. They can also be tailored to include
biological signals (medicines, etc.) that promote or suppress targeted cellular activity.68 From two–
dimensional to three–dimensional cell cultures, these hydrogels are allowing researchers to answer
questions of both fundamental biology and clinical importance. Preparation of these gels has
typically involved long chain polymers covalently crosslinked using highly reactive, often toxic
crosslinkers. The use of photopolymerization would have the benefits of fast reaction times, high
conversion, lack of catalyst, and would increase the usefulness of hydrogels as biocompatible cell
culture environments and delivery systems. It is also important that these hydrogels be prepared
using relatively noninteracting components, which allows for further proliferation of cells within
the hydrogel environment. Furthermore, degradation rates for gels synthesized with hydrolytically
degradable crosslinks must not exceed that of extracellular matrix development. In 2005, Anseth
and coworkers reported the photopolymerized synthesis of hydrolytically degradable
poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(lactic acid)-diacrylate (PEG–PLA–DA) hydrogels useful for cell
encapsulation, tissue engineering, and drug delivery (Scheme 9).68–70

Scheme 9. General method for the production of PEG–based hydrogels (Anseth and
coworkers).53,68–71
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Utilizing tetrakis(3–mercaptopropionate) (Q20) as a crosslinker with a PEG–PLA–DA
techelic (terminated in identical functionalities) macromonomer (Q21), the authors prepared a set
of hydrogels with 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1 thiol:acrylate functionality content. Real–time thiol–acrylate
conversion was monitored via FTIR spectroscopy by measuring absorption peaks for acrylate
carbon–carbon double bonds and S–H groups in thin film samples during irradiation using a series
of scans at a rate of 0.67 scans per second. All samples were irradiated with a 5 mW/cm2 of 320500 nm light to undergo photopolymerization without the use of an initiator. A custom–made
heating apparatus was used to maintain a constant temperature of 40 °C during all
photopolymerizations.

In

addition

macromonomers, no

addition

to

rapid

photopolymerization

of a separate initiating species

of
was

thiol–acrylate
required.

The

homopolymerization of Q21 was also performed without the addition of a photoinitiator, achieving
roughly 15% conversion after exposure to UV light. However, with the addition of 15 mol% Q20,
conversion under the same reaction conditions reached 75%. This delay in the
homopolymerization of Q21 was attributed to the inhibition of radical polymerization by oxygen
in the reacting mixtures. With the addition of a thiol monomer, this inhibition is minimized or
eliminated. It was also found that unequal consumption of thiol and acrylate groups for hydrogels
containing differing stoichiometric ratios of reacting groups indicated a mixed–mode
polymerization was occurring in the gels. In other words, a mixture of chain and step growth
polymerization mechanisms occurred during formation of the hydrogels. As initial thiol mole
fractions decrease, final thiol conversion increased. This was also useful in the determination of
mixed–mode polymerization occurrence (Table 4).70
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Table 4. Conversions for various thiol:acrylate molar ratios in hydrogels (Anseth and coworkers).70
Thiol:acrylate ratios

Final Conversion

[SH]0:[C=C]0

Acrylate

Thiol

4:1

100 ± 0.31

19 ± 0.31

3:1

100 ± 0.59

23 ± 0.34

2:1

100 ± 0.24

38 ± 0.59

Thiol–ene polymerization times were significantly shorter than for previously reported
biomaterials formed through the Michael–addition reaction and 90% conversion was achieved in
60 seconds compared to the 1–2 hours needed for optimal crosslinking efficiency of the Michael–
addition materials. Increasing the intensity of the UV light source also increased final conversion
and dramatically reduced reaction time, approaching that of initiator–containing systems.
Comparisons of the time required for each reacting mixture to reach 75% conversion further
indicated that the addition of Q20 to the initiatorless Q21 dramatically decreased cure time (Table
5).70

Table 5. The time to reach 75% conversion in initiatorless thiol–ene hydrogels (Anseth and
coworkers).70
Sample

Time to reach 75% acrylate conversion (minutes)

15 mol% thiol, 50 mW cm-2

3.6 ± 1.7

15 mol% thiol, 5 mW cm-2

14.0 ± 0.4

0 mol% thiol, 5 mW cm-2

27.1 ± 2.8
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This study determined that in situ formation of photo–curable hydrogels without the need
of a photo–initializing species could be accomplished, producing hydrogels quickly and
efficiently. Furthermore, it was determined that the photopolymerization of PEG–PLA–DA
macromonomers could be tuned through varying the amounts of thiol crosslinker.70
Typically, functional polysiloxanes with hydrophilic or other specialized functional groups
are prepared using the hydrosilylation reaction in the presence of a platinum or rhodium catalyst.
This can be a disadvantage due to the high cost of platinum catalysts and because some functional
groups like alcohols, amines, and carboxylic acids may interact with the platinum catalyst. The
ability to easily functionalize polysiloxanes easily and cheaply with the use of
photopolymerization and avoiding the need for a metal catalyst would be very beneficial,
especially for use in biological applications. In 2013, Feng and coworkers achieved this goal by
preparing a series of versatile and functional polysiloxanes via the thiol–ene reaction without the
need for a metal catalyst (Figure 6).72
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Figure 6. A series of polymers and monomers utilized in thiol–ene reactions (Feng and
coworkers).72

Previous studies have reported on the synthesis of functional siloxanes via the thiol–ene reaction;
however, these methods often required high temperatures and long reaction times, or a large excess
of mercaptans.73,74 To prepare functional polysiloxanes, two different thiol–ene reactions were
carried out using DMPA as a photoinitiator. A vinyl terminated polysiloxane (Q22) was reacted
with a series of thiol substituted alcohols, carboxylic acids, ester, alkoxysilane, and protein groups
to produce ,–functional polysiloxanes, that is polysiloxanes containing terminal functionalities.
Likewise, a vinyl functional polysiloxane (Q23) was reacted with the same series of thiol
substituted alcohols and carboxylic acids to produce functional polysiloxanes. Reactivity orders of
the different thiol monomers were measured using FTIR spectroscopy, revealing that the reactivity
orders of the various thiols used were nearly identical, with reactions times for all thiols between
5–10 minutes with 90–98% yields (Table 6).72
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Table 6. Thiol–ene reaction conditions (Feng and coworkers).72
Polymer

Monomer

[SH]/[C=C]

Time (min)

Q22

Q24

1.0

5

Q22

Q25

1.0

5

Q22

Q26

1.0

5

Q22

Q27

1.0

5

Q22

Q28

1.0

5

Q22

Q29

1.0

7

Q23

Q24

1.1

10

Q23

Q25

1.1

10

Q23

Q26

1.1

10

Q23

Q27

1.1

10

Q23

Q28

1.1

10

Q23

Q29

1.3

10

Full conversion of the thiol–ene reaction was confirmed with NMR spectroscopy by
obesrving the disappearance of vinyl peaks in both the functionalized polymers. Furthermore, it
was determined through reactivity order analysis that the reaction rate did not appear to depend on
thiol structure.72 The thermal properties of the functionalized polysiloxanes were evaluated
through TGA and DSC analysis, indicating that the polysiloxanes exhibited excellent thermal
stability. Additionally, the results indicated that the presence of thioether bonds did not appreciably
change the thermal stabilities of the functional polysiloxanes compared to the original polymers.72
This work demonstrates that thiol–ene chemistry provides a facile and efficient strategy for the
preparation of functional polysiloxanes with various functional groups. Also, these reactions can
be carried out without metal catalysts and under mild conditions, expanding the application of
these functional polysiloxanes in the fields of biology and medicine.72
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The same year (2013), Feng and coworkers75 reported the preparation of novel UV–curable
silicone rubber by utilizing the thiol–ene reaction. Silicone rubbers, or crosslinked silicones, are
heavily utilized in commercial applications. Typically these silicones are prepared through either
platinum–catalyzed hydrosilylation, tin– or titanium–catalyzed condensation reactions, or by a
thermal–initiated free radical process.75 These processes limit the application of these silicones in
medicinal and biological applications due to the potentially toxic metal catalysts and high–
temperature curing. Preparation of silicones utilizing photo–initiated crosslinking is beneficial by
eliminating the need for metal catalysts and by performing the crosslinking at room temperature
(Scheme 10).75

Scheme 10. Preparation of novel UV–curable silicone via the thiol–ene reaction (Feng and
coworkers).75

Vinyl-substituted PDMS polymers (Q30) with number average molecular weight (Mn) of
6.3 x 105 and containing varying methylvinyl siloxane unit content of 0.16, 0.22, and 0.30 mol%
were reacted with poly(mercaptopropylmethylsiloxane) polymers (Q31) (Mn = 2000 g/mol), with
mercaptopropyl siloxane unit content of 100%, to obtain crosslinked silicone elastomers Q32–34
using DMPA as a photoinitiator and 10 minutes of UV irradiation. The Q32–34 polymers were
analyzed by DMA in shear mode, at 1 Hz, and at temperatures ranging from –100 °C to 20 °C,
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with a heating rate of 3 °C min-1 in air (Table 7). Polymer Q32 was also analyzed with the use of
TGA with a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 from room temperature to 700 °C with the temperature of
decomposition starting above 350 °C under both nitrogen and air.75

Table 7. The effect of methylvinyl siloxane unit content on the mechanical properties of Q32-34
polymers (Feng and coworkers).75
Methylvinyl unit

Tensile

Tear strength

Elongation

Hardness

Sample

content (mol%)

strength (MPa)

(kN/m)

at break (%)

(Sh A)

Q32

0.16

5.96

46.82

1083

40

Q33

0.22

6.49

23.26

946

45

Q34

0.3

8.36

26.13

498
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DMA analysis provided a useful means to reveal mechanical movement and other
properties of the silicone rubbers, showing that the content of methylvinyl siloxane units within
the silicone rubbers had important effects on mechanical properties. With increasing methylvinyl
content, tensile strength and hardness increased due to the presence of an increased number of
crosslinks.76 Furthermore, glass transition temperatures (Tg) for the Q32–34 silicone rubbers were
found to be very narrow, with Tg decreasing with the increase of vinyl content within the silicone
rubbers. These silicone rubbers were easily manufactured with the use of a two–component system
and exhibit excellent thermal stabilities.75 Furthermore, the UV–curing thiol–ene reaction can be
carried out without the need for heavy metal catalysts and high temperatures, while remaining free
from reaction byproducts. Additionally, these silicone rubbers are not oxygen sensitive and may
be prepared under atmospheric conditions, making them ideal for potential biological
applications.75
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The next year (2014), the same group reported the simple preparation of polysiloxane–
based europium luminescent elastomers utilizing the thiol–ene reaction (Scheme 11).75 Europium
complexes have recently received considerable attention for their numerous potential applications
including organic light–emitting devices (OLEDs), luminescent probes, and optical imaging. Poor
thermal stability and processability however, inhibit these europium complexes in further
applications. Previously, the incorporation of europium complexes into polymers has proven to be
a good strategy for increasing the usability of these complexes. Previous methods of preparing
europium complex composites failed to produce composites with high content or fine dispersion
of the europium complexes. High dispersion of these complexes will allow for greater transparency
and increased luminescent intensity. Polysiloxanes, with their excellent mechanical and thermal
properties, are ideal for use in luminescent composites. Furthermore, the ability to complex
europium into polysiloxane matrices increases europium dispersion (Scheme 11).77

Scheme 11. The preparation of a polysiloxane–based luminescent elastomer with (A) alkyl thiol
functionalization, and (C) crosslinking of the functionalized polymers with a tetra–thiol
crosslinking agent (Feng and coworkers).77
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Polysiloxanes (Q35) were functionalized with various thiols containing either carboxylic
acid or ester groups through the thiol–ene reaction in the presence of DMPA to give a series of
functional polysiloxanes (Q36–38). Full conversion was confirmed with NMR spectroscopy
through the elimination of vinyl peaks (5.0–5.7 ppm).77 Europium complexes were added to the
functional polysiloxanes, coordinating with the carboxylic acid or ester moieties of the
polysiloxane pendant groups. Crosslinking of the Q36–38 europium doped polysiloxanes was
accomplished through thiol-ene reactions with tetrakis(3–mercaptopropionate) and the remaining
vinyl groups in Q36–38 over 15 minutes.77 Complete thiol–ene conversion was confirmed
qualitatively by rinsing the crosslinked elastomers with THF, which is a good solvent for uncured
substrates. FTIR spectroscopy confirmed europium complex coordination with the polymer matrix
pendant groups. Successful attachment of rare–earth ions to the polymer backbones was strongly
supported by the appearance of a new peak around 1635 cm-1 in the spectra of the modified
polymers.78 Although this synthetic strategy is not limited to europium complexes, the preparation
of europium-doped polysiloxane elastomers is a good example of the functionalization and
crosslinking of silicone elastomers using the thiol–ene reaction.77
Since their initial introduction in the 1990’s, dendrimers have received increased attention
due to their highly branched three–dimensional structures and monodispersed compositions,
resulting in their widespread use in applications including catalysis, host–guest chemistry, and
liquid crystalline materials.79–81 Carbosilane dendrimers are one of the most common types of
dendrimer and typically undergo preparation through alternating reaction cycles of hydrosilylation
and subsequent nucleophilic substitution with a Grignard or organolithium reagent, adding
generations through repetition of these reactions.82 Although this method has been long
established, these reactions require metal catalysts and other reagents that are highly moisture and
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temperature sensitive. With the advent of the thiol–ene photopolymerization as a synthetic
strategy, carbosilane dendrimers could be prepared more easily without the use of expensive
catalysts and in high yields.83 In 2009, Son and coworkers reported the use of alternating thiol–ene
and Grignard nucleophilic substitution reactions to produce carbosilane–thioether dendrimers up
to the 5th generation (Scheme 12).83

Scheme 12. The preparation of carbosilane–thioether dendrimers (Son and coworkers).83

With the use of tetravinylsilane as the dendrimer core, the first-generation dendrimer was
prepared by UV–initiated thiol–ene reaction of the tetravinylsilane core with commercially
available 3–mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane to produce the methoxy terminated intermediate
dendrimer Q39.83 For generation three and above dendrimers, the thiol–ene reaction was initiated
with 1 mol% benzophenone as a photoinitiator, and a 10% excess of thiol was added to enhance
reaction completion, reduce reaction time, and prevent possible side reactions such as crosslinking
or disulfide formation.83 To complete the first generation dendrimer formation, the methoxy
terminated Q39 was reacted with an excess of vinylmagnesium bromide in THF, producing the
vinyl terminated Q40 dendrimer in good yields. The thiol–ene and nucleophilic substitution
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reactions could be repeated multiple times in order to yield higher generation dendrimers
containing thioether groups throughout.83 Dendrimer structures were confirmed with the use of
NMR spectroscopy. Increased viscosity was correlated with increasing generations of the
dendrimers. Analysis with gel–permeation chromatography (GPC) confirmed the dendrimers’ size
and relative monodispersity.83 The photoinitiated thiol–ene reaction for carbosilane dendrimer
synthesis afforded increased effectiveness and ease of dendrimer production as well as increased
cost–effectiveness of dendrimer production through the elimination of expensive catalysts, thus
expanding the applications for these dendrimers.83
Increased interest towards miniaturization and high throughput processing has led to the
development of strategies for the rapid fabrication of nanoscale patterns and imprint lithography
using hard and soft patterned substrates.84,85 Soft imprint lithography in particular is highly
attractive for its large–scale patterning abilities for nano and microstructures on surfaces. Many
different types of materials have been utilized for soft imprint lithography; however, most suffer
from resolution and fidelity issues caused by thermal expansion mismatch and/or oxygen
sensitivities caused by their respective synthetic strategies.86 Typical formulations for soft imprint
lithography are based on a thermally crosslinked PDMS (Sylgard 184TM).87 While this material is
capable of patterning microstructures, it suffers from poor mechanical properties, solvent
resistance, and entails a thermal curing process that leads to complications when patterning below
1 m. More recently, DeSimone88 and Rogers89 have introduced photocurable perfluoropolyether
(PFPE) derivatives leading to significant improvements in fidelity, solvent resistance, and
chemical robustness. However, these methacrylate–based systems suffer from high costs, limited
variability, and oxygen sensitivity. Utilizing the radical initiated thiol–ene chemistry, soft imprint
lithography materials can be prepared that are robust, user–friendly, and versatile through the
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incorporation of various crosslinkers. Furthermore, this would allow the low–cost commercially
available materials to be formulated to yield high fidelity crosslinked materials in a fast and reliable
fashion.87
In 2008, Hawker and coworkers reported the production of highly versatile and robust
materials for soft imprint lithography by utilizing the thiol–ene reaction (Figure 7).87

Figure 7. Monomers used for polysiloxane and PEG–based networks for soft imprint lithography,
with (A) the polysiloxane base component and its related di– and tri–ene functional crosslinker,
and (B) the PEG base component with its related tetra–thiol functional crosslinkers (Hawker and
coworkers).87

In order to demonstrate the versatility and high performance of the thiol–ene based materials, two
very dissimilar materials based on polysiloxane and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) were prepared
for comparison. Poly[(mercaptopropyl)methylsiloxane] (PMMS) (Q41) was chosen as the base
component for the polysiloxane based systems and was reacted with a series of di– and tri–ene
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crosslinkers. Accordingly, the PEG–based system utilized the commercially available tetrakis(3–
mercaptopropionate) (Q47) and four-armed PEG star polymers (Q48) as thiol functional
crosslinkers. A series of polysiloxane based materials was prepared by photoinitiated thiol–ene
reactions between various mixtures of Q41 and Q42-45 crosslinkers in the presence of <0.1 wt%
of DMPA. Likewise, a series of PEG based materials was prepared through photoinitiated thiol–
ene reactions between various mixtures of Q46 and Q47–48 in the presence of <0.1 wt% DMPA.
The mixed–mode polymerizations were optimized through weight ratios instead of tuning the
alkene–to–thiol ratios, although in all cases the alkene/thiol ratio varied from 1.0–1.3 mol
alkene/mol thiol. The ability to prepare multicomponent materials by incorporating two or more
crosslinkers allowed for further tuning of the physical, chemical, and mechanical properties of the
materials. Water contact angles were measured for all materials to determine their
hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties, an important consideration in soft print lithography
applications. Additionally, the elastic modulus was measured for each sample blend to determine
their viability in sub–100 nm lithography processes (Table 8).87 The materials were utilized to
demonstrate their patterning abilities at 200 and sub–100 nm scales. Using stamps, the materials
were patterned, with the new materials were characterized by lack of adhesion by stamps easily
peeling away from the crosslinked materials. All patterning tests resulted in highly resolute and
uniform patterns for all materials tested.
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Table 8. Composition of samples blends with their respective elastic modulus and water contact
angle (Hawker and coworkers).87
Equivalents

Young’s

Water contact

Sample blends

by weight

Modulus (MPa)

angle (°)

Q41 / Q42

3/2

47.3 ± 1.36

71

Q41 / Q42 / Q45

6/4/1

24.2 ± 0.66

75

Q41 / Q42 / Q43 / Q45

7/2/1/2

15.6 ± 1.21

76

Q41 / Q44

1/1

5.0 ± 0.31

67

Q47 / Q46 (300 Da)

2/3

8.3 ± 0.33

57

Q47 / Q46 (700 Da)

2/7

7.1 ± 0.42

60

Q48 / Q46 (700 Da)

9/8

4.8 ± 0.14

56

Thiol–ene chemistry was extremely useful for the efficient preparation and fabrication of
tunable PEG– and polysiloxane–based crosslinked materials for soft print lithography.
Additionally, the materials were inexpensive and the reactions were easily accomplished with the
use of photoinitiation.87 Furthermore, these crosslinked materials were prepared in a matter of
minutes and produced outstanding results while increasing user–friendliness. The modular nature
of the materials allows for further tuning of their mechanical and physical properties through
selection of starting materials from a plethora of crosslinkers containing double bonds and/or
thiols. Importantly, the molding of stamps was performed without the use of specialized equipment
and high aspect ratios, with sub–100 nm features fabricated with high fidelity.87 The features of
this synthetic strategy involving thiol–ene chemistry allows for the continued advancement of
nanoscale patterning, and in particular, soft print lithography.87
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1.5. Delivery Applications of Silicones

Silicones are useful for a large variety of EA delivery applications; however, the largest
portion of the development and research of silicones as a DS has been directed towards the delivery
of drugs and other medically related small molecules and polymers (including proteins) to targeted
delivery sites. With this in mind, this section will focus primarily on the further development of
silicones as a drug DS that is safe, cost–effective, and allows for the control of release. Controlled
release systems (CRS) are an important class of delivery systems and are designed to deliver an
EA for days or years with predetermined or tunable release profiles. These CRSs should exhibit
three important characteristics, including (1) maintaining drug concentrations within therapeutic
ranges, (2) localizing drug release to the desired target site of action in order to limit potential off–
target side effects and increase therapeutic potency, and (3) improving therapeutic compliance by
reducing the number of required dosages.90 Development of a controlled release DS requires the
simultaneous consideration of numerous interdependent factors, including the biocompatibility of
the DS, targeting (such as organ, tissue, cell, etc.), mechanism of release, delivery vehicle (polymer
size and shape, etc.), administration route (oral, transdermal, implantable, etc.), and the property
of the EA (molecular weight, solubility, etc.). Inherent characteristics of silicones including
hydrophobicity, adhesion, biocompatibility, and aesthetics allow them to offer function and
performance as carriers for use as a DS.91 Over the years, many different types of controlled
delivery systems have been engineered to accommodate specific applications (Figure 8).90
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Figure 8. Controlled release systems engineered using different material strategies. Hydrogel
systems release drug through a swollen network. Matrix systems release drug through diffusion
through a network of interconnected pores. In reservoir systems, drug passes through a
semipermeable membrane. Osmotic pump systems release drug through small pores in an
impermeable membrane in response to osmotic gradients. In erodible systems, drug is released as
the material surface dissolves. In degradable systems, drug is released as pores are created when
the material degrades throughout.90

Silicones have been successfully utilized to prepare many of these controlled delivery
systems including matrix type systems,92,93 hydrogels,94,95 osmotic pump systems,96 and reservoir
type systems.97 As a matter of fact, it was silicone rubber that stimulated further investigation into
controlled delivery materials in the 1960’s when it was observed that hydrophobic/lipophilic small
molecules diffused through silicone tubing.98 Since then, silicones have been utilized in an
increasing number of controlled release applications with a plethora of silicone–based
formulations arising to meet the demands of modern practitioners and researchers. Silicones are
especially attractive for use in controlled release applications due to their intrinsic thermal and
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mechanical properties, well known biocompatibility, inertness, ease of manufacture, cost
effectiveness, and ability to be easily modified.

1.6. Research Objectives
Silicones have been extensively employed for delivery materials and devices,5,94,96,97,99,100
with their implementation almost exclusively relying on their unique intrinsic properties such as
hydrophobicity, elasticity, and ability to encapsulate therapeutic agents. Previously, the use of
silicones in controlled release applications has necessitated the need for engineering techniques
such as altering material shape or size to tune drug delivery rates, or for the modification of
silicones through the incorporation of non–silicon crosslinkers or moieties.2,95,101,102 While the use
of silicones in delivery devices and materials is advantageous due to their good biocompatibility,
ease of production, cost–effectiveness, and inertness,90,103–105 there is still a great need to
chemically modify or functionalize these silicones in a way that would allow fine tuning of
delivery rates. With that in mind, the main goals of this research are the development of a silicone–
based material that is easily modified through crosslink density to fine tune release rates of an
encapsulated agent (EA) through diffusion. The silicone materials presented in this research serve
as matrix type delivery materials, with rates of drug diffusion through the material as the primary
release mechanism. Furthermore, an additional type of chemically modified silicone material was
prepared to incorporate polar moieties throughout the crosslinked silicones. With the ability to
tune polarity as well as crosslink densities, EA release rates may be further refined.
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2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) Networks

In order to prepare polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) crosslinked networks (PSN) capable of
releasing an EA in a controlled manner, two different types of PDMS were utilized. Using a vinyl
terminated PDMS (VTP) (Table 9) with a silylhydride functional PDMS (SFP) (Table 10), the
vinyl and silylhydride functionalities of the two polymers undergo hydrosilylation with the use of
a platinum catalyst (Pt(dvs)) (Scheme 13).33

Table 9. Vinyl terminated PDMS (VTP).

Si(CH3)2O

Weight %

Density

Viscosity

Units

Vinyl

(g/mL)

(cSt)

6000

76

1.0

0.97

100

V31

28,000

365

0.22

0.97

1000

V41

62,700

821

0.10

0.97

10,000

Name

MW (g/mol)

V21

Note: tabulated data provided by Gelest
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Table 10. Silylhydride Functionalized PDMS (SFP).

MW

Equivalent

# Si–H

Density

Viscosity

(g/mol)

Weight

Present

(g/mL)

(cSt)

HMS–031

1900–2000

1600

1.2

0.97

30

HMS–071

1900–2000

1000

2.0

0.97

30

HMS–151

1900–2000

490

4.0

0.97

30

HMS–301

1900–2000

245

8.0

0.97

30

Name

Note: tabulated data provided by Gelest

Scheme 13. Hydrosilylation with silylhydride functional PDMS and vinyl terminated PDMS;
monomer units shown with R groups indicating continuation of the polysiloxane chains.

The hydrosilylation reaction occurs at room temperature and is followed by a final, post
cure heating of the material to afford greater crosslink efficiency. Post curing is possible through
the decrease in viscosity due to heat. This reduction in viscosity imparts increased movement and
mixing, in bulk and in solution, allowing for the further matching of unreacted functionalities
throughout the material to undergo crosslink formation. The post curing process can also aid in the
removal of remaining volatile solvents, some volatile catalysts, and volatile catalyst residues.106
Utilizing the various VTP and SFP in conjunction, twelve formulations are possible (Table
11). However, due to formulation viscosities as well as crosslinking (hydrosilylation) times, three
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of the formulations could not be adequately prepared. These formulations are designated with a
strikethrough (Table 11). The VTP of these formulations (V41) is very viscous, which prevented
thorough mixing. Furthermore, due to the low mol % silylhydride functionality of the
corresponding SFP, the formulations did not crosslink sufficiently (remained liquid) after a
reasonable amount of time.

Table 11. Formulations of vinyl–terminated and silyl hydride functionalized polymers. A
strikethrough designates those formulations which could not be adequately prepared.
V21

V31

V41

formulations

formulations

formulations

HMS–031

V21 / HMS–031

V31 / HMS–031

V41 / HMS–031

HMS–071

V21 / HMS–071

V31 / HMS–071

V41 / HMS–071

HMS–151

V21 / HMS–151

V31 / HMS–151

V41 / HMS–151

HMS–301

V21 / HMS–301

V31 / HMS–301

V41 / HMS–301

Karstedt’s catalyst (Pt(dvs)), was the most appropriate catalyst for use in this application.
This catalyst is readily available commercially as a 3% Pt solution in mono–vinyl terminated
PDMS. The PSN samples were produced in small cylindrical molds (5 mm x 5 mm), available
from VWR. These molds produced samples of consistent size of roughly 0.5 mL in volume. Over
minutes to hours, the samples undergo room temperature cure, changing from a viscous liquid to
a solid elastomer sample while inside the mold. It should be noted that after completion of cure,
these PSN are nonpolar in nature and very hydrophobic. These PSN are loosely crosslinked,
especially compared to crosslinked networks produced with smaller molecules (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Polysiloxane network formation though hydrosilylation. Green blocks represent silylhydride functionalities, red triangles represent vinyl functionalities. The SFP and VTP are mixed
in the presence of Pt(dvs) and undergo the crosslinking hydrosilylation reaction to form
crosslinked PSN.

2.1.1. Optimizing Cure Conditions and Determining Relative Crosslink Densities

Although the hydrosilylation reactions within the material mixture are catalytically
initiated, reaction completion is ensured through high temperature vulcanization. For this reason,
the most efficient post–curing temperature was determined which would afford the maximal
completion of hydrosilylation throughout the networks. A range of temperature conditions was
tested, and it was determined that heating at 100 °C for two hours was the most efficient post–
cure. These conditions were used throughout this research project for the post–curing of all
networks for two reasons: first, many organic dyes and drugs begin thermal decomposition when
exposed to temperatures above 100 °C; second, these conditions resulted in the least amount of
mass loss from network samples during swelling studies as discussed below.
Crosslinking efficiency across the PSN formulations was determined by conducting swell
studies in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent. PSN samples, post cured at either 100, 135, or 165 °C,
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were massed and placed into 20 mL of various organic solvents for 48 hours (Figure 10). Solvents
used were acetone, THF, n-propanol, and chloroform, with THF producing the best results in terms
of total swelling ratios and swelling time. THF caused swelling of all network samples to a fairly
large extent in a relatively short amount of time. Acetone, n-propanol, and chloroform on the other
hand, either did not appreciably swell the network samples or took many days to achieve a
significant swell.

Figure 10. A series of polysiloxane network samples after swelling in THF for 48 hours. From left
to right: V31/HMS–031, V31/HMS–071, V31/HMS–151, V31/HMS–301. Note that swelling
ratios decrease with increasing relative crosslink densities.

The data obtained from swelling studies allowed for the determination of post–cure
efficiency by calculating the percent difference between pre–swell and post–dry masses (mass loss
(%)). To be clear, post–dry masses were obtained after the network samples were fully swollen in
solvent for 48 hours and allowed to dry on top of a warm conduction oven for 48 hours, returning
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to their original size. Mass loss (%) was calculated by subtracting the original mass (MO) for each
network sample from the final (dry) mass (MF) after completion of swelling studies (Equation 1).

Equation 1.

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 (%) =

𝑀𝐹 − 𝑀𝑂
𝑀𝑂

∗ 100%

Once the most efficient post–curing conditions were established with consideration
towards both mass loss (%) and EA degradation at high temperatures (100 °C for 2 hours), an
additional swelling and mass loss study was performed for all formulations. New PSN samples of
all formulations were prepared as described above, post cured at 100 °C for 2 hours, massed, and
placed into THF swelling solvent for 48 hours, after which time the swollen masses for each
formulation was obtained. The PSN samples were then allowed to dry on top of a warm conduction
oven for an additional 48 hours, after which time the dry masses of the samples were obtained.
Data from the swelling study was then used to determine relative crosslink density for each
formulation by the inverse relationship of crosslink density to mass swell (%). Therefore, the larger
the mass swell (%), the lower the relative crosslink density for a network formulation.
The original masses (MO) and swollen masses (MS) of the PSN samples were then used to
calculate the first mass swell (%) (MS100) (Equation 2)

Equation 2.

𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 (%) = 𝑀𝑆100 =

𝑀𝑆 −𝑀𝑂
𝑀𝑂

∗ 100%

Because the MS100 swelling measurement utilizes the original mass of the samples it is useful to
indicate the swelling ratio, and consequently the relative crosslink densities of the formulations,
assuming that there is a 100% crosslinking efficiency. Due to the fact that the crosslinking
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efficiency of the samples is not 100%, and there is mass loss associated with the swelling studies,
a second swelling measurement is needed (MSeq) (Equation 3).

Equation 3.

𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 (%) = 𝑀𝑆𝑒𝑞 =

𝑀𝑆 − 𝑀𝐹
𝑀𝐹

∗ 100%

This MSeq swelling measurement utilizes the final, dry mass (MF) of the samples in place of the
original mass (MO) and considers the mass loss associated with the swelling studies. This mass
loss is incurred from non-crosslinked polymers that leave the samples during the swelling studies
and therefore do not contribute to the overall crosslink densities of the networks. Because of this,
the MSeq swelling measurement gives a more accurate depiction of the true swelling ratios
exhibited by the samples by accounting for the mass lost from their non-crosslinked portions
(Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Mass change (%) for all polysiloxane networks (PSN). Green bars represent mass swell
(%) (MS100), and yellow bars represent the mass swell (%) (MSeq) of PSN samples after 48 hours
in THF solvent. Gray bars represent mass loss (%) of PSN samples after swelling and 48 hours of
drying.

As a whole, formulations containing higher crosslink densities exhibited less mass loss (%)
as compared to formulations possessing relatively lower crosslink densities as determined through
swelling studies. This could be due to higher crosslink density formulations restricting the
diffusion of unreacted polysiloxanes out of the networks during the swelling studies. Additionally,
formulations possessing relatively low crosslink densities as determined through swelling studies
exhibited less crosslink efficiencies due to the decreased concentration of crosslinking sites
throughout the material. It is important to note that in general, samples exhibiting a greater mass
loss with decreased crosslinking efficiency also exhibited the larger increase of their MSeq swelling
ratio compared to MS100. This is because a larger mass loss from the samples correlates with a
larger number of non-crosslinked polymers removed from the samples.
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While swelling studies gives a good qualitative indication of relative crosslink densities, it
is important to have a quantitative measurement associated with crosslink densities. This allows
for further comparisons of PSN formulations and facilitates formulation selection when a specific
release is desired. Calculation of crosslink densities can be accomplished using the Flory–Rehner
model of crosslinked polymer materials with the use of swelling studies and more specifically,
swelling ratios. Originally introduced by Paul Flory and John Rehner in 1943,107 the Flory-Rehner
model of the statistical mechanics of crosslinked polymer networks utilizes the thermodynamic
properties of a polymer/solvent lattice system. At a swelling equilibrium (network swelling reaches
maximum), the crosslink density (ν, mol/cm3) can be calculated using the following (Equation 4).

Equation 4.

𝜈= −

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑒 (1− 𝜙)+𝜙+𝜒𝜙2
1

𝜙
2

𝑉𝑙 (𝜙3 −( ))

For the Flory-Rehner crosslink density equation, where ϕ is the volume fraction of polymer at
equilibrium swelling and Vl is the molar volume of the swelling solvent, an additional term is
required, χ, also known as the polymer–solvent interaction parameter or simply as the FloryHuggins parameter. This parameter, derived simultaneously and independently by both Paul Flory
and M. L. Huggins,108,109 explains the difference in energy of a solvent molecule immersed in pure
polymer and in pure solvent (Equation 5).

Equation 5.

𝑉

𝜒 = 𝜒𝑙 + 𝑅𝑇𝑙 (𝛿𝑙 − 𝛿𝑝 )
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2

The Equation 5 is derived from a thermodynamic model where Vl is the molar volume of the
swelling solvent (the reciprocal of the density), R is the gas constant, T is the temperature. The δl
and δp are the solubility parameters for the swelling solvent and polymer, respectively, and defined
as the square root of the cohesive energy density or internal pressure of the swelling solvent and
polymer. Both of these values are readily obtained from published tabulated values, with δl for
THF 19.4 MPa1/2 and for polydimethylsiloxane 14.9 MPa1/2.110 The χl term is the inverse of the
lattice constant, a measure of the number of nearest neighboring monomers in a polymer network,
and is generally regarded to be 0.34 for silicone networks.111
The volume fraction (ϕ) of the swollen polymer at swelling equilibrium may be easily
calculated using the following (Equation 6).

Equation 6.

𝜙=

1
𝑚 𝜌
𝜌
1+( 𝑎 )−( )
𝑚𝑏 𝜌𝑙
𝜌𝑙

The terms in the denominator include ma and mb, the mass of the polymer before swelling and in
its swollen state, respectively, as well as ρ and ρl the density of the polymer and swelling solvent,
respectively.
With the combination of the above described equations, the crosslink densities for the
formulations presented were calculated and tabulated as follows (Table 12).
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Table 12. Calculated crosslink densities of PSN formulations.
Formulation

ν (x 10-5 mol cm-3)*

V21/HMS-031

0.785 ± 0.077

V31/HMS-031

0.827 ± 0.012

V21/HMS-071

3.84 ± 0.15

V31/HMS-071

4.02 ± 0.05

V41/HMS-301

6.46 ± 0.12

V31/HMS-301

11.6 ± 0.0

V31/HMS-151

12.5 ± 0.1

V21/HMS-151

20.7 ± 0.7

V21/HMS-301

41.6 ± 0.3
*at 25 °C

The tabulated crosslink densities are arranged in numerical order from smallest crosslink density
to highest crosslink density. Furthermore, the data strongly correlates with the swelling ratios
presented from the swelling studies for the formulations using the MSeq calculations (Figure 11).
Additionally, there is a large discrepancy between crosslink densities calculated across all PSN
formulations, and the calculated crosslink densities for these formulations are within expectations
for silicone materials containing no filler.111

2.1.2. Effect of Relative Crosslink Density on Dye Release

This method of material design affords the ability to use VTP of varying size (chain length,
molecular weight, etc.) as well as SFP with varying mol % silylhydride functionality to effectively
change the crosslink densities of the PSN samples by altering the number of crosslinks per unit
volume.112 This change in crosslink density can increase or decrease release rate and release
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duration of an EA within the PSN samples through three controlling factors. First, by changing
crosslink density, pore size in the PSN is changed. Pore size has an inverse relationship with
crosslink density. Secondly, just as crosslink density directly affects pore size, pore size affects
the surface area of hydrophobic PDMS chains that the EA is exposed to; as pore size increases,
the area or “effective surface” of the PDMS chains increase, allowing more EA molecules or
particles to situate themselves next to or around the PDMS chains. This affects release rate and
duration through diffusion. If the EA contained within the PSN is solvated more effectively by the
network than by the surrounding solvent or aqueous environment, then the dye or drug will like to
stay in the PSN more readily than diffuse out into the solvent of the surrounding environment.113–
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Thirdly, increasing crosslink density by decreasing VTP chain length or increasing SFP mol %

functionality both result in a stiffer and more brittle gel network which inhibits diffusion of the EA
particles through the gel network by increasing the mechanical stiffness of the crosslinked polymer
network.
Nile red dye (9–diethylamino–5–benzo[α]phenoxazinone) was encapsulated in PSN to
study release rate from network samples of each formulation. Due to its lipophilic/hydrophobic
nature, Nile red is a good model for many non–polar drugs. By utilizing Nile red, a model of drug
delivery can be produced by which dye release can be studied via UV spectroscopy. Dye loaded
network samples were prepared by mixing the appropriate VTP and SFP together in a 20 mL glass
vial. Nile red dye (1 wt% w/w) was then added, and the mixtures were mixed vigorously with a
glass stir rod for 60 seconds and then placed into a sonicator to mix further. Pt(dvs) catalyst (0.15
mL, 0.232 mol Pt) was added, and the mixtures were stirred vigorously for 60 seconds with a
glass stir rod and then poured into cap molds of approximately 0.5 mL in volume, where the
networks underwent partial crosslinking at room temperature over a period of minutes to hours
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depending on the formulation. The crosslinked networks were then removed from the cap molds
by using a disposable needle connected to compressed air. The needle was inserted a small distance
into the bottom of the cap molds, and the compressed air pushed the cured network samples out of
their molds. The PSN samples were transferred to a glass vial and post–cured at 100 ˚C for two
hours in a convection oven. The networks were then massed and briefly dipped into 10 mL of
absolute ethanol to remove excess Nile red dye on the exterior (not encapsulated) of the network
samples. The samples were then placed into glass vials with 20 mL of absolute ethanol to undergo
dye release (Figure 12).

Figure 12. (A) polyethylene cap molds used to produce network samples including a ~0.5 mL inner
“cup” that served as the mold for the network samples, (B) PSN sample containing Nile red dye
(1 wt% w/w), (C) dye-loaded PSN sample in absolute ethanol, (D) visualization of dye release
over time (Nile red dye released in absolute ethanol).

Ethanol was selected as the most optimal releasing solvent due to Nile red dye photo–
bleaching in water; for this reason, it was selected as the most water–like and biocompatible
solvent that does not cause Nile red to be photo–bleached in any appreciable amount. The ethanol
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solutions containing the network samples were monitored at various time intervals using UV
spectroscopy at max = 552 nm to determine amount of dye released over a given time interval.
Three silicone formulations were chosen according to relative crosslink densities derived from
swell studies using the MS100 swelling ratios (Figure 11). These formulations include V21/HMS–
301, the highest relative crosslink density formulation, followed by V31/HMS–071 of medium
relative crosslink density, and V31/HMS–031, the lowest relative crosslink density formulation
(Figure 13).

Figure 13. Fraction of Nile red dye released (%) vs time (h) from a selection of polysiloxane
networks with V21/HMS–301 being the highest relative crosslink density formulation (blue
triangles), V31/HMS–071 of medium relative crosslink density (red circles), and V31/HMS–031
of lowest relative crosslink density (black squares).

The dye release study shows a maximum total % dye release of 68%, 71%, and 70% for
V21/HMS–301, V31/HMS–071, and V31/HMS–031, respectively. This study was performed over
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a period of 669 hours (28 days). All samples exhibited a fairly fast dye release at the beginning of
the study, which began to slow after the first 7–8 days. After the first few days a small disparity
between the fraction of dye released (%) from each network sample was found, while this disparity
began to lessen at around 17 days as dye release from V21/HMS–301 began to slow. While the
study was only carried out over 28 days, dye was still being released by all network samples, and
it was estimated that dye could continue to be released for several more days, albeit at a very slow
rate. Furthermore, it should be noted that dye release rates did not occur as expected. With
V31/HMS–031 being the lowest relative crosslink density, it was expected that those network
samples would release a greater fraction (%) of dye and at a much higher rate than the medium
relative crosslink density V31/HMS-071. Additionally, it was expected that the high relative
crosslink V21/HMS–301 network samples would release a smaller fraction (%) of dye at a much
slower rate throughout the entire study in comparison with the other two network formulations.
The dye release from all three networks however, did not agree with expectations and has similar
releases throughout the study. The reason for this may be because pore sizes in all three different
formulations are large enough so that they do not inhibit diffusive release. This may hold true for
most small molecule EA’s. With the use of larger EA’s such as other polymers, or proteins, pore
sizes may be able to restrict diffusive release to a measurable extent. Although the fractions of dye
released (%) over time (h) did not quite meet expectations, the study was nevertheless useful in
determining the ability for hydrophobic silicone networks to release a hydrophobic dye through
diffusion. Altering network parameters such as the incorporation of polar groups into the silicone
networks, swelling the silicone networks to facilitate dye release through mechanical means, or
the inclusion of different types of EA may be necessary to further increase disparity of release
rates between the network formulations of varying relative crosslink densities. Although
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differences in relative crosslink densities have shown to negligibly impact release rates through
diffusion in these PSN samples, crosslink densities may play a role in release rates through other
means such as using the PSN as a membrane component in an effusion pump. Additionally,
crosslink density may impact the mechanical properties of PSN such as elasticity and toughness,
allowing for equivalent release rates from PSN–based DSs with different mechanical properties.

2.1.3. Force Driven Release
The above method of encapsulating dye into the networks is referred to as the “manual
mixing” approach. That is, the dye was manually mixed into the polysiloxane mixture, then the
mixtures were crosslinked via hydrosilylation with the use of Pt(dvs), which physically
encapsulated the dye into the final crosslinked network samples. To increase the initial release
characteristics of network formulations, an additional strategy, referred to as the “force driven”
approach, was utilized. This method differs from the “manual mixing” approach in that the
network samples are crosslinked prior to the addition of dye. The network samples are then swollen
in a THF solution of dye for 48 hours, removed from the solution and placed directly into absolute
ethanol to release the absorbed dye solution as the network relaxes or shrinks back to its original
size. The EA release is initially driven by mechanical force stored within the network in the
swollen state as it shrinks to its original volume in absolute ethanol. This mechanism of release is
markedly different than release from the manually mixed samples in that the EA is initially
expelled from the network samples by physical force rather than relying solely on diffusion. Once
the initial release is accomplished, and the network samples relax or shrink back to their original
size, release rates are then governed through diffusion. To prepare for the study, V31/HMS–301
network samples were prepared by mixing V31 and HMS–301 polymers together in a 20 mL glass
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vial. The mixture was stirred vigorously for 60 seconds and Pt(dvs) catalyst was added to the
mixture and the mixture was stirred vigorously again and poured into cap molds to crosslink for
approximately 20 minutes. The samples were removed from the cap molds with the use of a
disposable needle attached to compressed air. The networks samples were then placed into a glass
vial and into a convection oven to post–cure at 100 °C for two hours. The network samples were
then placed into 20 mL solutions of Nile red in THF (15.7 mM) and allowed to swell and absorb
the dye solution for 48 hours. After swelling, the samples were placed into 20 mL of absolute
ethanol to release the absorbed dye and dye concentration was determined using UV-vis
spectroscopy at max=552. This study was also repeated using acetone as the swelling solvent in
place of THF, due to the high solubility of Nile red dye in acetone and negligible swelling that
acetone imparts on the network samples. Comparison studies were carried out simultaneously in
both THF and acetone utilizing the V31/HMS–301 formulation over a period of six days. Dye
released during this study was measured as the amount of dye (g) released during each time
interval in contrast to the previous release study which measured released dye as a fraction of total
dye (%) released up to each time point (Figure 14).
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Figure 14. The amount of Nile red dye released (g) vs time (hours) from V31/HMS-301 network
samples swollen in Nile red/acetone solution (15.7 mM) (red circles), and Nile red/THF solution
(15.7 mM) (black squares).

Initially, a large amount of dye is released for highly swollen samples from the THF/dye
solution. After 24 hours, dye release begins to slow as the PSN samples shrink to their original
size. After shrinking, at around 96 hours, normal diffusion release takes over and continues to
occur throughout the remaining portion of the study. The PSN samples do not appreciably swell
in acetone, even so there is a relatively large initial release, facilitated by a very small amount of
network swelling in the acetone/dye solution. After just six hours, the acetone-swollen network
returns to its original size and release by diffusion occurs. Diffusion release rates are still not very
high for the network swollen in acetone because the network samples did not appreciably swell,
so dye–containing solution was unable to penetrate deeply into the network sample over the 48–
hour swelling time.
An additional study was performed utilizing a similar method as described above, but the
amount of time the V31/HMS–301 PSN samples were allowed to swell in the solution of Nile red
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in THF (3.18 mM) was varied. The PSN samples were prepared as described above and placed
into the THF/dye solution to swell for either 15, 30, or 60 minutes, after which time the samples
were removed from the swelling THF/dye solution and placed into 20 mL of absolute ethanol to
release the absorbed dye solution. After 48 hours, the network samples had returned to their
original size, releasing most of the absorbed dye solution. The remaining dye within the samples
after they return to their original size may be further released through diffusion as shown in the
previous study (Figure 14). The concentration of the dye solution released through mechanical
force during sample shrinkage was then measured using UV-vis spectroscopy at max=552 nm and
the amount of Nile red dye (g) released, calculated against a calibration curve, was then plotted
vs the amount of time each sample was left in the swelling THF/dye solution. (Figure 15). This
study is useful for controlling and predicting initial EA release whenever a large initial release is
desired, such as a loading dose. Controlling the duration of time the networks are held in a swelling
solvent allows for the control of the amount of EA released from the initial, mechanical force
driven release.
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Figure 15. The amount of Nile red dye released (g) vs time swollen in 3.18 M Nile red dye/THF
solution (minutes) for V31/HMS-301 network samples. After swelling in the THF/dye solution for
15, 30, or 60 minutes, the samples were placed into ethanol to release the absorbed dye solution.
Once returning to their original size (48 hours), the amount of Nile red dye (g) released was
measured using UV-vis spectroscopy at max=552 nm and plotted vs swelling time in the THF/dye
solution.

Because the V31/HMS-301 PSN samples were left in the dye-containing swelling solvent
for various amounts of time, they varied in swelling ratios. It was found that the longer the network
samples were allowed to soak in the dye-containing swelling solvent, the more they swelled,
increasing the amount of dye solution absorbed. Dye released amounts (g) strongly correlate to
the amount of time the network samples were allowed to swell, with increasing swelling times
corresponding to a larger release of absorbed dye.
An additional study was performed utilizing a similar method as described above but
changing the Nile red concentration in the THF swelling solution. Different amounts of Nile red
(5 mg, 15 mg, 25 mg, 50 mg, 100 mg, and 200 mg) were each dissolved in 20 mL of THF to make
six different concentrations: 0.785 mM, 2.36 mM, 3.93 mM, 7.85 mM, 15.7 mM, and 31.4 mM.
Network samples were prepared as described above and allowed to soak in the different swelling
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solutions for 48 hours, absorbing the dye solutions as they swelled completely. The network
samples were then removed from the swelling solutions and placed into 20 mL of absolute ethanol
to release the absorbed dye solution. After 48 hours, the network samples had returned to their
original size, releasing most of the absorbed dye solution. The remaining dye within the samples
after they return to their original size may be further released through diffusion as shown in a
previous study (Figure 14). The concentration of the dye solution released through mechanical
force during sample shrinkage was then measured using UV-vis spectroscopy at max=552 nm and
the amount of Nile red dye (g) released, calculated against a calibration curve, was then plotted
vs the concentration of swelling THF/dye solution for each sample. (Figure 16). This study is
useful for controlling and predicting initial EA release whenever a large initial release is desired,
such as a loading dose. Controlling the concentration of EA in the swelling solvent allows for the
control of the amount of EA released from the initial, mechanical force driven release.
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Figure 16. The amount of Nile red dye released (g) vs Nile red concentration in swelling for the
V31/HMS-301 network samples. After swelling in the THF/dye solution for 48 hours the samples
were placed into ethanol to release the absorbed dye solution. Once returning to their original size
(48 hours), the amount of Nile red dye (g) released was measured using UV-vis spectroscopy at
max=552 nm and plotted vs concentration of the various THF/dye solutions utilized.

This study exhibited a strong, logarithmic correlation between the Nile red concentration
in the swelling solvent and the amount of dye released from the networks. This indicates that the
higher the concentration of EA within the swelling solvents, the greater the amount of EA the
network samples absorb, and consequently release.
An additional study was performed utilizing a similar method as described above but
changing the PSN sample formulation, using V21/HMS–301 of high crosslink density, V31/HMS–
071 of medium crosslink density, and V31/HMS-031 of low crosslink density. Nile red was
dissolved into THF solvent to produce a 251 M dye containing swelling solution. The PSN
samples of varying crosslink densities were prepared as described above and allowed to soak in
10 mL each of swelling solution for 48 hours, absorbing the dye solution as they swelled
completely. The PSN samples were then removed from the swelling solutions and each placed into
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20 mL of absolute ethanol to release the absorbed dye solution. After 48 hours, the network
samples had returned to their original size, releasing most of the absorbed dye solution. The
remaining dye within the samples after they return to their original size may be further released
through diffusion as shown in a previous study (Figure 14). The concentration of the dye solution
released through mechanical force during sample shrinkage was then measured using UV-vis
spectroscopy at max=552 nm and the amount of Nile red dye (g) released, calculated against a
calibration curve, was then plotted vs the PSN sample formulation. (Figure 17). This study is useful
for controlling and predicting initial EA release whenever a large initial release is desired, such as
a loading dose. Controlling the crosslink density of the PSN through the use of various PSN
formulations allows for differences in swelling ratios, with the greater ratio of swelling allowing
the PSN sample to absorb a larger amount of EA solution and consequently allows for the control
of the amount of EA released from the initial, mechanical force driven release.
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Figure 17. The amount of Nile red dye released (g) vs PSN network formulation. After swelling
in the THF/dye solution for 48 hours the samples were placed into absolute ethanol to release the
absorbed dye solution. Once returning to their original size (48 hours), the amount of Nile red dye
(g) released was measured using UV-vis spectroscopy at max=552 nm and plotted vs the various
formulation of PSN samples utilized.

This study exhibited a strong, nearly linear, correlation between the crosslink density of
the PSN formulation used and the amount of dye released from the networks. This indicates that
the lower crosslink density of the PSN affords increased swelling in the swelling solvent and EA
solution, allowing the PSN to absorb and consequently release a greater amount of EA.
These studies were useful to determine that the release of dye can be accelerated and
controlled through mechanical means, by swelling the networks samples and allowing them to
absorb dye dissolved in the swelling solvent. It was also found that after shrinking to their original
size, with mechanical force, the dye release continues through diffusion. Furthermore, these
studies show that the amount of dye released is governed by swelling ratios, controlled by either
solvent choice or duration of swelling, and by dye concentrations within the swelling solvent.
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Hence, there are various approaches to delivering a specific drug loading dose or a large amount
of initial EA at the beginning of release.

2.1.4. Vector (Directional) Drug Release

Drug or dye release vector (direction) may also be controlled using mechanical means. By
producing silicone network devices of varying layers, multi–directional, and even uni–directional
release vectors may be achieved. Silicone network devices used for the study of multi–directional
release vectors were produced using layers of polysiloxane networks with differing relative
crosslink densities. First, a network formulation with high relative crosslink density (V21, HMS301) was used as a bottom layer. Building on this layer, a network formulation with low relative
crosslink density (V31, HMS-031) containing encapsulated Nile red dye was cast onto the first
layer. Lastly, a final layer of high relative crosslink density was cast as the third or top layer of the
network sample. All network layers, regardless of crosslink density or whether they contained dye,
adhered to adjacent layer(s) to produce a single network sample (Figure 18). These types of multi–
directional releasing silicone network devices, or “sandwich” devices, are useful to control the
release vector of any EA to a planar or two–dimensional release. Due to the physical barrier of the
top and bottom layers, the EA is compelled to release out of the low relative crosslink density
middle layer directly into the surrounding solution or environment as it is easier for EA
molecules/particles to release into the surrounding liquid environment than diffuse through the
adjacent network layers.
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Figure 18. A multi–layer, dye releasing network sample for multi–directional release.

In much the same manner as discussed above, a silicone network device may be produced
that allows for a uni–directional release vector by altering the casting procedure. Initially, a layer
consisting of a network formulation with high relative crosslink density (V21, HMS-301) was cast
as a donut–shaped layer containing a central hole. After fully curing, the central hole of the donut
shaped material was filled in halfway with the same polysiloxane formulation, producing a
cylinder-shaped sample containing a central depression. After fully curing, a second layer
consisting of a low relative crosslink density network formulation containing encapsulated Nile
red dye was cast into the central depression, after which the entire silicone network device was
cured. Again, all silicone network layers, whether containing EA or not, adhered to adjacent
layer(s), forming a singular silicone network device (Figure 19-21).
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Figure 19. Preparation of uni-directional release PDMS network samples. (A) pouring high
crosslink density formulation into donut shaped portion of polyethylene cap mold, (B) removal of
donut sample from cap mold and curing, (C) pouring high crosslink density formulation into center
of donut shaped sample, (D) curing filled donut sample and pouring low crosslink density
formulation containing dye into center of donut shaped sample, (E) curing of final sample.

Figure 20. A top view of a prepared multi–layer, polysiloxane network sample for uni–directional
release.
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Figure 21. A side view of a prepared multi–layer, polysiloxane network sample for uni–directional
release.

Due to the physical barrier of the surrounding layer, the EA is compelled to release from
the low crosslink density center, cup–shaped layer directly into the surrounding solution or
environment as it is easier for EA molecules/particles to release into the surrounding liquid
environment than diffuse through the adjacent network layer. Ultimately, EA may be delivered to
a specific site with greater control and targeting than a DS lacking any directionality. Additionally,
these silicone network devices were easily manufactured, in only a few steps, and without the need
for additional materials or synthetic strategies.

2.1.5. Post–polymer Modification: The Capping Method

The PSNs described above possess excellent physico-chemical properties including
elasticity, enabling the materials to be physically flexible in certain biological conditions. The
PSNs also have the ability to easily encapsulate a wide range of small molecules and potentially
oligomers such as those required for RNA type therapeutics. These properties make them good
candidates for controlled release delivery applications. However, due to their hydrophobic nature,
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they are not suitable for some applications that require the release of more polar EAs. It is difficult
to achieve a homogenous mixture of polar EAs in non-polar, hydrophobic polymer solutions
without the use of solvents. Additionally, pairing polar EAs with a hydrophobic DS may drastically
alter release rates due to variations of EA concentrations throughout the polymer matrix caused by
the insolubility or reduced solubility of the EA within the network, resulting in release rates that
are unpredictable. Modification of the polymers prior to crosslinking can incorporate polar
moieties into the networks which may facilitate increased loading capacities and grant the ability
to further tune release rate profiles when using more polar EAs. When selecting polymers for drug
delivery network materials with controlled release rates, two main characteristics need to be
considered: (1) the polarity or hydrophobic/hydrophilic nature of the EA, and (2) the polarity or
hydrophobic/hydrophilic nature of the DS itself. The correct interplay of these two characteristics
can afford a more stable and predictable release rate through the interactions between the DS and
EA facilitating a more homogeneous mixture of polar EA throughout the polymer matrix through
solubility considerations, and without the need of a solvent. Furthermore, the release of highly
polar EA from DSs have historically been plagued by relatively fast and uncontrolled release rates
due to the high solubility of the polar EA into the surrounding aqueous environment. Tuning the
polarity of the DS to closer match the surrounding aqueous environment will allow for more
therapeutically viable, predictable, and controlled release rates due to the increased solubility of
the EA within the DS, reducing the impetus for the EA to leave the DS so quickly. For this reason,
two different synthetic strategies were proposed to determine the viability of modifying the SFP
polymer to allow the incorporation of polar moieties into the SFP prior to crosslinking with VTP.
The first synthetic strategy involves the grafting of either 2–methoxyethyl acrylate or ethyl
acrylate onto the silylhydride functional PDMS (SFP) through hydrosilylation (“capping”). A 2:1
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hydride to acrylate ratio was investigated, leaving unreacted silylhydride groups for crosslinking
after post–polymer functionalization through hydrosilylation (Scheme 14).

Scheme 14. Proposed functionalization of silylhydride functional PDMS (SFP) with (A) 2methoxyethyl acrylate, and (B) ethyl acrylate through hydrosilylation.

A model reaction of the hydrosilylation of 2–methoxyethyl acrylate using triethylsilane
was performed first to determine the viability of functionalizing silylhydride functional PDMS
(SFP) with 2–methoxyethyl acrylate. The model reaction for the proposed synthetic strategy is
shown below (Scheme 15).

Scheme 15. Model hydrosilylation reaction of 2-methoxyethyl acrylate with triethylsilane.

The reaction was monitored using NMR spectroscopy. Although possible undesired side
reactions occurred, indicated by the presence of additional peaks, vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–
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6.45 ppm were greatly diminished 48 hours after reaction initiation. This indicated that the
proposed synthetic strategy of the functionalization of SFP with 2–methoxyethyl acrylate could be
viable (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Model reaction of the hydrosilylation of 2-methoxyethyl acrylate using triethylsilane.
1
H NMR spectra (500 MHz, chloroform-d) of (1) 2-methoxyethyl acrylate, (2) triethylsilane, (3)
2-methoxyethyl acrylate with triethylsilane and Pt(dvs) after one hour, (4) 2-methoxyethyl acrylate
with triethylsilane and Pt(dvs) after 24 hours. (5) ethyl acrylate with triethylsilane and Pt(dvs) after
48 hours. A reduction in the presence of vinyl peaks noted after 48 hours.

Although the model hydrosilylation reaction of 2–methoxyethyl acrylate using
triethylsilane was found to be incomplete after 48 hours as shown above (Figure 22), a significant
reduction in the presence of vinyl peaks was noted. For this reason the proposed post–polymer
modification of HMS-301 (SFP) was carried out using 2–methoxyethyl acrylate and Pt(dvs)
through the hydrosilylation reaction (Scheme 14, A). The reaction was monitored using NMR
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spectroscopy, by observing the disappearance of vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–6.45 ppm after
48 hours (Figure 23). Possible solubility issues were indicated by the reaction mixture remaining
slightly cloudy throughout the reaction procedure.

Figure 23. Post–polymer modification procedure (capping method) of HMS-301 (SFP) with 2–
methoxyethyl acrylate. 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, chloroform-d) of (1) 2–methoxyethyl acrylate,
(2) 2–methoxyethyl acrylate with HMS-301(SFP) and Pt(dvs) after one hour, (3) 2–methoxyethyl
acrylate with HMS-301 (SFP) and Pt(dvs) after 24 hours, (4) 2–methoxyethyl acrylate with HMS301 (SFP) and Pt(dvs) after 48 hours. Disappearance of vinyl peaks noted after 48 hours.

With the success of the post–polymer modification (“capping”) of HMS–301 (SFP) with
the use of 2–methoxyethyl acrylate through hydrosilylation, the model reaction of the
hydrosilylation of ethyl acrylate using triethylsilane for the proposed synthetic strategy was
performed as shown below (Scheme 16).
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Scheme 16. Model hydrosilylation reaction of ethyl acrylate and triethylsilane.

The reaction was monitored using NMR spectroscopy. Although possible undesired side
reactions occurred, indicated by the presence of additional peaks, vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–
6.45 ppm were found to have disappeared 24 hours after reaction initiation. This indicated that the
proposed synthetic strategy of the functionalization of SFP with ethyl acrylate could be viable
(Figure 24).

Figure 24. Model reaction of the hydrosilylation of ethyl acrylate using triethylsilane. 1H NMR
spectra (500 MHz, chloroform-d) of (1) ethyl acrylate, (2) triethylsilane, (3) ethyl acrylate with
triethylsilane and Pt(dvs) after one hour, (4) ethyl acrylate with triethylsilane and Pt(dvs) after 24
hours. (5) ethyl acrylate with triethylsilane and Pt(dvs) after 48 hours. Disappearance of vinyl
peaks noted after 24 hours.
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After the successful model reaction, the proposed post–polymer modification (“capping”)
of HMS-301 (SFP) was carried out using ethyl acrylate and Pt(dvs) through the hydrosilylation
reaction (Scheme 14, B). The reaction was monitored using NMR spectroscopy, by observing the
disappearance of vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–6.45 ppm after 24 hours (Figure 25). Possible
solubility issues were indicated by the reaction mixture remaining slightly cloudy throughout the
reaction procedure.

Figure 25. Post–polymer modification procedure (capping method) of HMS-301 (SFP) with ethyl
acrylate. 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, chloroform-d) of (1) ethyl acrylate, (2) ethyl acrylate with
HMS-301 (SFP) and Pt(dvs) after 30 minutes, (3) ethyl acrylate with HMS-301 (SFP) and Pt(dvs)
after 24 hours. Disappearance of vinyl peaks noted after 24 hours.

The post–polymer modification strategy (“capping”) using both 2–methoxyethyl acrylate
and ethyl acrylate to add polar moieties to the HMS–301 SFP proceeded successfully as indicated
by the disappearance of vinyl peaks in the NMR spectra. Additionally, this capping method is a
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straightforward technique that could be useful for the incorporation of polar moieties as well as
the further control of crosslink density in PSN through the capping or removal of crosslinking sites
available on the SFP portion of the PSN formulation.
A second proposed synthetic strategy for the post–polymer modification of silylhydride
functional polysiloxanes was the incorporation of hydrolytically cleavable polar groups on the
polysiloxane backbone. These hydrolytically cleavable polar groups were thought to potentially
increase release rates through two methods: (1) the polar groups further enhance solubility of polar
EA into the hydrophobic PSN, increasing loading capacity, and (2) the hydrolytically cleavable
polar groups enhance release rates by control of the cleavage or hydrolysis rates of the polar
groups. As a polar EA aggregates with the polar, hydrolytically cleavable groups, the EA remains
in network for a greater length of time, diffusing and releasing quickly when the hydrolytically
cleavable groups detach from the network matrix structure. As the polar groups attached to the
network matrix are cleaved, the network matrix becomes increasingly non-polar, facilitating
increased diffusion rates through solubility considerations. As the network matrix becomes
increasingly non–polar, EA, along with detached polar groups (“caps”) become decreasingly
solubilized by the network matrix and would rather leave to the surrounding, polar aqueous
environment. With this in mind, a synthetic strategy was developed which involved the grafting
of chlorodimethylvinylsilane onto silylhydride functional polysiloxanes through hydrosilylation.
Subsequently, a substitution reaction between mercaptoethanol and the chlorodimethylsilane
pendant group is performed in the presence of triethylamine to yield hydrolytically unstable
silylether pendant groups (Scheme 17).117
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Scheme 17. Proposed functionalization of silylhydride functional PDMS (SFP) by incorporation
of hydrolytically cleavable pendant groups by (A) hydrosilylation of silylhydride functional
polysiloxanes with chlorodimethylvinylsilane, and subsequent (B) substitution reaction with
mercaptoethanol to introduce silyl ether cleavable polar groups.

Initially, the hydrosilylation of chlorodimethylvinylsilane with triethylsilane was carried
out as a model reaction (Scheme 18).

Scheme 18. Model hydrosilylation reaction of chlorodimethylvinylsilane with triethylsilane.

The reaction was monitored with NMR spectroscopy. Vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–
6.45 ppm remained even 24 hours after reaction initiation (Figure 26).
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Figure 26. Model hydrosilylation reaction of chlorodimethylvinylsilane with triethylsilane. 1H
NMR spectra (500 MHz, chloroform-d) of (1) chlorotrimethylvinylsilane, (2)
chlorodimethylvinylsilane with triethylsilane and Pt(dvs) after 24 hours. Vinyl peaks remain after
24 hours.

With the model reaction not proceeding to completion as determined by NMR
spectroscopic analysis, other synthetic strategies may be necessary. These reactions were useful to
explore post–polymer modification strategies for the incorporation of polar groups within
hydrophobic PSN.

2.2. Thioether–containing PDMS Networks (MPPN)

With previous synthetic strategies for the incorporation of polar pendant groups into
hydrophobic PSN providing mixed results, a new method was devised. Replacement of
silylhydride functional polysiloxanes with mercaptopropyl functional polysiloxanes allows thiol–
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ene chemistry to be used for the fast, easy, and cost–effective incorporation of thioether moieties
within PSN.
A selection of commercially available mercaptopropyl functional polysiloxanes was
chosen that contained different amounts of mercaptopropyl groups within the polysiloxane
polymers (Table 13)

Table 13. Mercaptopropyl functional PDMS (MFP).

Name

MW (g/mol)

# MP Present

Density (g/mL)

Viscosity (cSt)

SMS–022

6000–8000

1.4

0.97

120–180

SMS–042

6000–8000

2.7

0.98

120–170

SMS–142

3000–4000

4.0

0.98

100–200

Note: tabulated data provided by Gelest

In addition, a mercaptopropyl functionalized homopolymer was obtained in order to make
a very highly crosslinked polymer network (Table 14).
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Table 14. Poly[(mercaptopropyl)methylsiloxane] homopolymer (PMMS).

Name

MW (g/mol)

# MP Present

Density (g/mL)

Viscosity (cSt)

SMS–992

4000–7000

40

0.97

75–150

Note: tabulated data provided by Gelest

Utilizing the various MFP and PMMS in conjunction with the VTP previously listed (Table
9), twelve formulations were possible. Because the polymers crosslink through the thiol–ene
mechanism, the mixtures were placed into a photo–crosslinker (UV light at 365 nm) to initiate the
thiol–ene reaction with the use of DMPA as a photoinitiator (Table 15).

Table 15. Formulations of VTP and MFP used to produce MPPN.
V21

V31

V41

formulations

formulations

formulations

SMS–022

V21 / SMS–022

V31 / SMS–022

V41 / SMS–022

SMS–042

V21 / SMS–042

V31 / SMS–042

V41 / SMS–042

SMS–142

V21 / SMS–142

V31 / SMS–142

V41 / SMS–142

SMS–992

V21 / SMS–992

V31 / SMS–992

V41 / SMS–992

Mercaptopropyl functionalized polysiloxane network (MPPN) samples were produced
using the small cylindrical molds (0.5 mL) as described above for the PSN networks using a 1:1
ratio of mercaptopropyl to vinyl functional groups.(Figure 27).
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Figure 27. Thioether–containing PDMS network formation through the thiol–ene reaction. Gray
blocks represent mercaptopropyl functionalities, and orange triangles represent vinyl
functionalities. The MFP and VTP are mixed in the presence of DMPA photoinitiator and undergo
the crosslinking thiol–ene reaction upon UV irradiation to form crosslinked MPPN.

After completion of the radically initiated thiol–ene crosslinking, these MPPN contain
varying amounts of polar moieties. The number of polar moieties present in the network is directly
proportional to the samples’ crosslink density. This has the effect of not only increasing polarity
of the networks with increasing crosslink density but may also aid or hinder diffusion of EA from
the network, depending on the polarity of the EA, through solubility and other interactions with
the more polar networks. Depending on the polarity of the EA, as the networks become more polar,
the EA may prefer to remain in the networks if a highly polar EA is used or prefer to leave the
networks if a more non–polar EA is used.
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2.2.1. Optimizing Cure Conditions

A high temperature post–cure (100 °C for two hours) was utilized to ensure reaction
completion and consistency across all networks. Swell studies were performed using the same
conditions for swell studies conducted on the previous PDMS networks (Figure 28).

Figure 28. Mass change (%) for all mercaptopropyl polysiloxane networks (MPPN). Blue bars
represent mass swell (%) (MS100), and yellow bars represent mass swell (%) (MSeq) of MPPN
samples after 48 hours in THF solvent. Gray bars represent mass loss (%) of MPPN samples after
swelling and 48 hours and drying.

The swelling study performed for the MPPN networks shows there is a large range of
relative crosslink densities in the various formulations with the lower relative crosslink density
polymers swelling to a greater extent, and the higher relative crosslink density network swelling
to a lesser extent. This is also a good indication of relative network polarity, as the concentration
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of polar thioether groups throughout the networks is directly proportional to their crosslink density
due to the networks being crosslinked through the thiol–ene reaction.
The swell studies for both the PSN and MPPN samples are useful for comparison reasons
to determine relative crosslink densities across all networks produced. This could afford a
guideline for expected release rates between all networks and further allows for the proper
selection of networks appropriate for specific real–world applications (Figure 29).

Figure 29. Mass change (%) for all PDMS and MPPN samples. Green bars represent the mass
swell (%) (MS100) of PSN samples after 48 hours in THF solvent. Blue bars represent the mass
swell (%) (MS100) of MPPN samples after 48 hours in THF solvent. Yellow bars represent the
mass swell (%) (MSeq) for both the PSN and MSN samples. Gray bars represent the mass loss (%)
of network samples as compared to their original mass after swelling in THF solvent for 48 hours
and drying.
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The crosslink densities for each MPPN formulation was also calculated using the FloryRehner model described previously for the PSN formulations (Equation 4–6). Because the
presence of thioether groups within the MPPN does not affect the lattice constant of the networks
as it does not affect branching, the same value for χl may be used (0.34). Additionally, because the
thioether group concentration is small compared to the bulk of the polymer network, the same
value of polymer–solubility parameter (δp) may be utilized (14.9 MPa1/2). The crosslink densities
for each MPPN formulation was calculated and tabulated below (Table 16).

Table 16. Calculated crosslink densities for MPPN formulations.
Formulation

ν (x 10-5 mol cm-3)*

V41/SMS-022

0.262 ± 0.009

V31/SMS-022

0.394 ± 0.006

V21/SMS-022

1.45 ± 0.02

V41/SMS-042

1.54 ± 0.05

V31/SMS-042

1.90 ± 0.02

V31/SMS-992

2.62 ± 0.09

V41/SMS-142

3.85 ± 0.04

V21/SMS-042

5.80 ± 0.04

V21/SMS-992

7.61 ± 0.36

V31/SMS-142

8.01 ± 0.06

V21/SMS-142

21.2 ± 0.1
*at 25 °C

The tabulated crosslink densities are arranged in numerical order from smallest crosslink
density to highest crosslink density. Furthermore, the data strongly correlates with the swelling
ratios presented from the swelling studies for the MPPN formulations using the MSeq calculations
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(Figure 28). Additionally, there is a large discrepancy between crosslink densities calculated across
all MPPN formulations, and the calculated crosslink densities for these formulations are within
expectations for silicone materials containing no filler.111

2.2.2. Effect of Relative Crosslink Density and Network Polarity on Dye Release

Three formulations of MPPN were selected according to relative crosslink densities
derived from swell studies using the MS100 swelling ratios. (Figure 28). These formulations include
V21/SMS–142, the highest relative crosslink density formulation, V31/SMS–992 of medium
relative crosslink density, and V41/SMS–022 with the lowest relative crosslink density
formulation (Figure 30). Nile red dye (9–diethylamino–5–benzo[α]phenoxazinone) was also
utilized in the MPPN samples to compare release rates from the hydrophobic PSN samples with
the more hydrophilic MPPN samples. Additionally, the lipophilic/hydrophobic nature of Nile red
is a good model for many non–polar drugs. By utilizing Nile red as a drug model, dye release rate
can be studied via UV spectroscopy. Dye loaded network samples were prepared by mixing the
appropriate VTP and MFP together in a 20 mL glass vial. Nile red (1 wt% w/w) was then added
to the network formulations, and the mixtures were mixed vigorously with a glass stir rod for 60
seconds and then placed into a sonicator to mix further. DMPA photoinitiator (0.15 mL, 0.015
mmol) was added to the mixtures, which were then stirred vigorously for 60 seconds with a glass
stir rod and poured into cap molds of approximately 0.5 mL in volume. The sample mixtures
contained in the cap molds were then placed into a UV crosslinker for 30 minutes at 365 nm
wavelength. The crosslinked networks were then removed from the cap molds by using a
disposable needle connected to compressed air. The needle was inserted a small distance into the
bottom of the cap molds, and compressed air pushed the cured networks out of their molds. The
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networks were then massed and briefly dipped into 10 mL of absolute ethanol to remove excess
Nile red dye on the exterior (not encapsulated) of the network samples. The network samples were
then placed into glass vials with 20 mL of absolute ethanol to undergo dye release. Ethanol was
selected as the most optimal releasing solvent due to Nile red dye photo–bleaching in water; for
this reason, it was selected as the most water–like and biocompatible solvent that does not cause
Nile red to be photo–bleached in any appreciable amount. Network samples were monitored at
various time intervals using UV spectroscopy at max = 552 nm to determine amount of dye
released over a given time interval (Figure 30).

Figure 30. Fraction of Nile red dye released (%) vs Time (h) for a selection of MPPN samples in
absolute ethanol at 37 °C performed over 35 days. UV–vis spectroscopy was used to determine
released dye concentrations with max=552 nm.

The dye release study shows a maximum fraction of dye release of 97%, 97%, and 85%
for V21/SMS–142, V31/SMS–992, and V41/SMS–022 respectively, after 840 hours (35 days).
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Dye concentrations were measured using UV–vis spectroscopy at max=552nm. All samples
exhibited a fairly fast dye release at the beginning of the study, which began to slow after the first
9–10 days, with the highest crosslink density V21/SMS–142 exhibiting the fastest initial release
of Nile red dye. The medium crosslink density V31/SMS–992 samples and low crosslink density
V41/SMS–022 samples initially released dye at roughly the same rate; however, release rate for
the V41/SMS–022 network samples began to slow before the V31/SMS–922 network samples.
This trend continued through the release study. Additionally, the highest crosslink density
V21/SMS-142 network samples began to release more slowly after the initial release compared to
the other formulations, coming into line with the medium crosslink density V31/SMS–992 network
samples’ release rate after approximately 30 days of release. The release study, as a whole, fits
with expectations, as higher crosslink density networks contain a higher concentration of polar
thioether groups. With this increase in polar thioether group concentration, the networks become
more polar and have a decreased ability to solvate the hydrophobic Nile red dye. As network
polarity increased, the greater impetus the Nile red dye has to leave the networks through diffusion
into the surrounding environment. Although crosslink density was expected to play a significant
role in the release rate for the various networks, as seen in the previous dye release study with the
use of PSN networks, crosslink density for these materials may not affect release rates as much as
network polarity (Figure 31).
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Figure 31. Fraction of Nile red dye released (%) vs Time (h) for both PSN and MPPN networks.

A comparison between fraction of Nile red dye released (%) between both the PSN and
MPPN samples indicates that there is a noticeable difference in release characteristics among the
high, medium, and low crosslink density MPPN samples. This is in stark contrast to the relatively
equivalent release between high, medium, and low crosslink densities of the PSN samples. The
comparison also shows that the MPPN samples were able to release more Nile red dye over the
same period of time, as compared to the PSN samples. Furthermore, because closely equivalent
crosslink densities for both the MPPN and PSN were used throughout the studies, as characterized
through swelling studies, there is good indication to believe that these differences are derived from
thio–ether concentration as a consequence of crosslink density, and not solely from crosslink
density alone.
This study was important in determining the effect of network polarity on the release rate
of Nile red, a hydrophobic EA. Furthermore, the data suggests that network polarity affects release
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rates to a somewhat greater extent than relative crosslink density. This study will be useful in the
design of future release materials through an understanding of release rates of a hydrophobic EA
from non–polar and polar network samples.

2.3. Dielectric Analysis

Dielectric materials, also known as electrical insulators, undergo polarization in the
presence of an applied electrical field. Put simply, this polarization of dielectric materials causes
positive charges to be displaced in the direction of the applied electrical field, while negative
charges are displaced in the direction opposite the applied electrical field. This charge
displacement generates an internal electrical field which opposes the applied electrical field. This
is in stark contrast to electrical conductors (metals) in which charges flow through the material
under an applied electric field. Within these dielectric materials, portions of the material become
polarized and reorient themselves so that their axes of symmetry align with the applied electrical
field. The dielectric properties of materials in general may be affected by several key factors
including molecular chain arrangement, crosslink density, crystalline phase fraction, tacticity,
molecular weight distribution, temperature, free volume, and measuring frequency.118 These
properties affect the ability for the material to undergo polarization and can inhibit the ability for
internal structures to reorient parallel to the applied electrical field.
Relative permittivity (“dielectric constant”, r) is an effective tool that allows for the
characterization of the dielectric properties of polymers and polymeric materials including the
material’s polarizability. The relative permittivity (r) of a dielectric material is the ratio of the
capacitance induced by two metallic plates with a dielectric material between them (C) to the
capacitance of the same plates with air or a vacuum between them (C0) (Equation 7).
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Equation 7.

𝐶

𝑟 = 𝐶

0

Capacitance is the measurement of a dielectric material’s ability to become polarized while in the
presence of an applied electrical field induced by two metallic plates. The capacitance of a
dielectric material is directly related to the intrinsic polarity of the material as well as the ease of
which it can reorient internal dipoles, creating an internal electrical field which resists the applied
electrical field (Figure 32).

Figure 32. Dielectric material behavior between parallel plates with (A) a dielectric material
without applied electric field and (B) the polarization of a dielectric material under an applied
electric field.

In a parallel plate capacitor (a dielectric material placed between two parallel plates),
capacitance is given by the following (Equation 8).
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Equation 8.

𝐶=

𝑟 0 𝐴
𝑑

Capacitance is calculated using Equation 4, where r is the material’s relative permittivity,
0 is the permittivity of free space (vacuum) with constant value (8.8542 𝑥 10−12 𝐹𝑚−1 ), A is the
area of the parallel conducting plates, and d is the distance between the parallel conducting plates
(the thickness of the dielectric material) (Figure 32).119
By measuring the dielectric material’s capacitance, the unitless relative permittivity of the
material may be found by rearrangement of Equation 8 as follows (Equation 9).

Equation 9.

𝑟 =

𝐶𝑑
𝐴0

Put simply, relative permittivity gives insight into the electronic properties of a material
including its intrinsic polarity, ability to be polarized, and its ability to hold an electrical charge.120
In general, as a dielectric material become more polarizable, and with increased intrinsic polarity,
the relative permittivity (r) increases. With a reduction in the material’s ability to be polarized,
with increased hydrophobicity (lower intrinsic polarity), the material’s relative permittivity
decreases towards unity as it behaves more like air.121
In this study, the relative permittivities of PSN and MPPN samples were calculated by
measuring each material’s capacitance between two charged parallel plates. The PSN and MPPN
formulations chosen were those of high crosslink density, medium crosslink density, and low
crosslink density as determined through swelling studies discussed previously (Table 17).
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Table 17. Relative permittivity for high, medium, and low crosslink density PSN and MPPN
samples.
Relative Permittivity (r)a

Formulation

PSN
V21 / HMS-301
(high x–link density)

3.20

V31 / HMS-071
(medium x–link density)

3.40

V31 / HMS-031
(low x–link density)

3.48

MPPN
V21 / SMS-142
(high x–link density)

3.32

V31 / SMS-992
(medium x–link density)

3.49

V41 / SMS-022
(low x–link density)

3.57

a

Measured at 1 kHz, 1 volt, 25 °C.

It was found that due to the polar thioether bonds within the MPPN materials, the relative
permittivity for the MPPN increased overall as compared to the PSN. It was also found that while
thioether concentrations increased with increasing crosslink density across the series of MPPN
formulations, the relative permittivity decreased. This is due to the increased restriction of the
crosslinked networks to undergo polarization through the inhibition of reorientation of intrinsic
and induced dipoles as crosslink density increases.122 As an electrical field is applied to the
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networks, the ability of intrinsic and induced dipoles to reorient parallel to the applied electrical
field is diminished due to the increased non–linear structure produced through crosslinking (Figure
33).

Figure 33. Behavior of mercaptopropyl crosslinks in MPPN samples. (A) Typical thioether
crosslinks under normal conditions, (B) thioether crosslinks while under an applied electric field.

Nevertheless, relative permittivity values are an excellent way to further understand the
general polarity, hydrophilicity, and other electronic and structural characteristics of the
crosslinked materials in question.
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3.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed and studied a series of PSN for the encapsulation and
release of a small molecule agent. The hydrosilylation reaction was utilized in the presence of
Pt(dvs) to crosslink a series of vinyl terminated and hydride functional polysiloxanes, producing a
series of networks with varying crosslink densities as determined by swelling studies. Furthermore,
it was determined that release of EA (in this study, hydrophobic Nile red dye) through diffusion
from the hydrophobic PSN was not appreciably affected by crosslink densities. Model reactions
were performed for the development of a new synthetic strategy for the incorporation of polar
moieties within crosslinked PSN with mixed results, leading to the preparation of thioether–
containing MPPN. The thiol–ene reaction was utilized to crosslink mercaptopropyl functional and
vinyl terminated polysiloxanes to prepare a series of networks of varying crosslink densities as
determined by swelling studies. With the use of dye release studies, the addition of polar thioether
moieties throughout the MPPN had a greater effect on the release rate of the hydrophobic Nile red
dye than crosslink density. As the relative crosslink density in the MPPN samples was increased,
the concentration of polar thioether group increased as well, resulting in higher release rates than
samples of lower relative crosslink density. Through dielectric analysis, differences in polarity
attributed to both the PSN and MPPN materials through the introduction of thioether bonds was
further investigated. Dielectric analysis indicated that with the introduction of polar thioether
bonds, the relative permittivity of the MPPN materials increased; however, as crosslink density
increased through the series of MPPN samples, the polarizability, and consequently, the relative
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permittivity of the materials decreased. This indicated that although the concentration of polar
moieties increases with increasing crosslink density, the materials crosslink density may also
impact the general polarity or hydrophilicity of the MPPN materials though the inhibition of
rearrangement of intrinsic dipoles. Other methods of EA release were proposed, including
directional or vector controlled PSN network devices, as well as utilizing mechanical force stored
in swollen gels to propel initial EA release. Through this research, development, and
implementation of crosslinked PDMS networks for the encapsulation and release of hydrophobic
small molecules have been successfully demonstrated. Furthermore, this research will improve the
design and function of future crosslinked PDMS networks for the purpose of EA release. Future
studies will include additional types of EA, including additional hydrophobic and hydrophilic
EA(s). Additionally, functional PDMS should be utilized with functional moieties of different
polar character. Functional moieties can include carboxylic acids, amides, esters, and amines such
as different amino acids. These polar groups may be useful in further understanding how the
interaction between polar network and EA affects release rates. Release studies of prolonged
duration will also be undertaken and will elucidate EA loading capacities and release mechanics
over a longer duration. The incorporation of degradable moieties such as silyl ether groups may
also be advantageous to future studies as a means of further controlling and tuning EA release
rates.
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4.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and general comments. All solvents and reagents were purchased at the highest
level of purity and used as received except as noted. Anhydrous solvents were purified and dried
by passing through a purification system (INERT Pure Solv) or by conventional distillation
techniques. NMR spectra were measured on a JEOL ECA 500 MHz NMR spectrometer in the
Department of Chemistry at Southern Methodist University using 7 inch, 5 mm o.d. NMR tubes,
and chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm) referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS)
at 0 ppm (CDCl3 δ = 7.24 ppm and d6–DMSO δ = 2.50 ppm). UV–vis spectra were measured with
a BRAND teck 1.5 mL semi–micro cuvettes (path length 1 cm) at 23 °C in absolute ethanol on an
Agilent Cary 8454 UV–visible spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).
Photopolymerized networks were crosslinked with an UVP Cl-1000 UV–crosslinker with 5 x 8–
watt UV dual bipin discharge type tubes at 302 nm wavelength. All polysiloxane polymers and
Pt(dvs) (3.0% Pt in vinyl terminated PDMS) were purchased from Gelest and used without further
purification. A Pt(dvs) stock solution was produced for use throughout the experiments by adding
0.05 mL of neat Pt(dvs) solution (3% Pt in divinylsiloxane) to 1.0 mL of V21 PDMS. A 1.0 M
DMPA photoinitiator stock solution was also prepared for use in all MPPN crosslinked samples
by mixing 1.28 grams DMPA in 5 mL of THF. All experiments were run under atmospheric
conditions. Cap molds used to produce consistently sized/shaped samples were obtained from
VWR (part #60965D-1) and are polyethylene caps that fit 1 dram scintillation vials with inner cap
dimensions of 5 mm in diameter by 6 mm in height. Dielectric analysis was performed using a
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Keysight E4980AL precision LCR meter (20 Hz – 300 kHz) fitted with a Keysight 16451B DC
parallel plate dielectric test fixture at 1 kHz, 1 volt, and 25 °C.
General procedure for PSN preparation. PSNs were prepared by mixing vinyl–
terminated and silylhydride functional PDMS in the following amounts in a 20 mL scintillation
vial.

Formulation

Vinyl–terminated PDMS

Silylhydride functional PDMS

V21/HMS–301

V21 (1.64 g, 0.273 mmol)

HMS–301 (0.298g, 0.153 mmol)

V21/HMS–151

V21 (1.46 g, 0.243 mmol)

HMS–151 (0.482 g, 0.247 mmol)

V21/HMS–071

V21 (1.05 g, 0.175 mmol)

HMS–071 (0.885 g, 0.454 mmol)

V21/HMS–031

V21 (1.18 g, 0.197 mmol)

HMS–031 (0.758 g, 0.389 mmol)

V31/HMS–301

V31 (1.86 g, 0.066 mmol)

HMS–301 (0.075 g, 0.038 mmol)

V31/HMS–151

V31 (1.81 g, 0.065 mmol)

HMS–151 (0.132 g, 0.068 mmol)

V31/HMS–071

V31 (1.64 g, 0.059 mmol)

HMS–071 (0.302 g, 0.155 mmol)

V31/HMS–031

V31 (1.44 g, 0.051 mmol)

HMS–031 (0.495 g, 0.254 mmol)

V41/HMS–301

V41 (1.91 g, 0.031 mmol)

HMS–301 (0.035 g, 0.018 mmol)

Stock Pt(dvs) catalyst solution (0.15 mL, 0.232 mol Pt) was added via syringe. The
mixture was stirred vigorously for 60 seconds with a glass stirring rod and poured into cap molds
with an approximate volume of ~0.5 mL. The networks began to gel within the cap molds after
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approximately twenty minutes for high relative crosslink density samples, ranging to overnight for
low relative crosslink density samples. The network samples were removed from their cap molds
using a needle and compressed air; a disposable needle connected to compressed air is inserted
into the bottom of the cap molds, ejecting the samples from the mold. The networks were
transferred to a glass vial and post–cured at 100 ˚C for two hours in a convection oven. For
networks containing dye, Nile red (1% w/w) was added to the network mixture. After mixing
vigorously for 60 seconds with a glass stir rod, the mixture was sonicated for five minutes, prior
to the addition of Pt(dvs) catalyst, then the above curing procedure was followed.
General procedure for the preparation of MPPN. MPPN samples were prepared by
mixing vinyl–terminated and mercaptopropyl functional PDMS in the following amounts in a 20
mL scintillation vial.
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Formulation

Vinyl–terminated PDMS

Mercaptopropyl functional PDMS

V21/SMS–992

V21 (1.91 g, 0.318 mmol)

SMS–992 (0.086 g, 0.016 mmol)

V21/SMS–142

V21 (1.54 g, 0.257 mmol)

SMS–142 (0.460 g, 0.131 mmol)

V21/SMS–042

V21 (1.05 g, 0.175 mmol)

SMS–042 (0.944 g, 0.135 mmol)

V21/SMS–022

V21 (0.717 g, 0.120 mmol)

SMS–022 (1.28 g, 0.183 mmol)

V31/SMS–992

V31 (1.98 g, 0.071 mmol)

SMS–992 (0.019 g, 0.003 mmol)

V31/SMS–142

V31 (1.88 g, 0.067 mmol)

SMS–142 (0.120 g, 0.034 mmol)

V31/SMS–042

V31 (1.68 g, 0.060 mmol)

SMS–042 (0.322 g, 0.046 mmol)

V31/SMS–022

V31 (1.45 g, 0.052 mmol)

SMS–022 (0.555 g, 0.079 mmol)

V41/SMS–992

V41 (1.99 g, 0.032 mmol)

SMS–992 (0.008 g, 0.001 mmol)

V41/SMS–142

V41 (1.94 g, 0.031 mmol)

SMS–142 (0.056 g, 0.016 mmol)

V41/SMS–042

V41 (1.84 g, 0.029 mmol)

SMS–042 (0.158 g, 0.023 mmol)

V41/SMS–022

V41 (1.71 g, 0.027 mmol)

SMS–022 (0.293 g, 0.042 mmol)

Stock DMPA catalyst solution (0.15 mL, 0.015 mmol) was added via syringe. The mixture
was stirred vigorously for 60 seconds with a glass stirring rod and poured into cap molds with an
approximate volume of ~0.5 mL. The network formulations were placed into a UV–crosslinker
and irradiated at 365 nm for 30 minutes to crosslink. The network samples were removed from
their cap molds using a needle and compressed air; a disposable needle connected to compressed
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air was inserted into the bottom of the cap molds, ejecting the samples from the mold. The
networks were transferred to a glass vial and post–cured at 100 ˚C for two hours in a convection
oven. For networks containing dye, Nile red (1% w/w) was added, and the mixture was stirred
with a glass stir rod for 60 seconds and then sonicated for five minutes, prior to the addition of
DMPA catalyst.
Upon visual inspection, samples made with or without the inclusion of dye (EA) were
similarly cured throughout. Several neat and dye containing samples were cut into small pieces to
determine if the inclusion of dye inhibits crosslinking of the network, with no un–cured portions
found for either the neat or dye containing samples.
General procedure for release studies. A calibration curve was created by measuring the
UV absorbances at max=552 nm of a series of dilute Nile red solutions of known concentration in
absolute ethanol (0.496 M, 4.96 M, 34.1 M, 49.6 M; y=35197x+0.0055, R2=0.9981).
Samples containing Nile red (1 wt% Nile red dye), as prepared above, were briefly dipped into 10
mL of absolute ethanol to remove excess (unencapsulated) Nile red dye on the exterior of the
network samples. The samples were then massed and placed into separate vials containing 20 mL
absolute ethanol. At different time intervals, the samples were removed, massed, and placed into
fresh vials containing 20 mL of absolute ethanol. UV absorbance data was then obtained for the
solutions containing released Nile red dye at max=552 nm, and the amount of dye released was
calculated using the calibration curve. The fraction of dye (%) released was calculated as the total
amount of dye released divided by the total amount of dye in each massed network sample.
General procedure for swelling studies. PSN and MPPN samples were prepared as
above, massed, and placed into 20 mL of THF swelling solvent for 48 hours. The swollen networks
were removed from THF, dabbed dry with a Kimwipe, and massed to obtain their wet, swollen
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mass. The network samples were then placed into clean, tared 20 mL glass vials and left in open
atmosphere on top of a conduction oven (at approx. 40 °C) to dry for 48 hours whereupon they
shrunk to their original size. The final, dry mass was then measured for each network sample.
General procedure for preparing “force driven” PSN. For solvent variable “force
driven” studies, V31/HMS-301 network samples were prepared as above. Once prepared, the
samples were submersed into 20 mL of Nile red dye (15.7 mM) in swelling solvent solution (THF
or acetone) for 48 hours. Upon swelling and absorbing the dye solution, the network samples were
placed into 20 mL of absolute ethanol to undergo dye release. At different time intervals the
samples were removed and placed into fresh vials containing 20 mL of absolute ethanol. UV
absorbance data at =552 nm was obtained for the solutions containing released Nile red dye. The
UV absorbance data was then used in conjunction with a previously obtained calibration curve to
calculate the amount of Nile red dye released, which was then plotted vs the time interval. For
concentration variable “force driven” studies, V31/HMS–301 network samples were prepared as
above. Once prepared, the samples were submersed into 20 mL of Nile red dye (0.785 mM, or
2.36 mM, or 3.93 mM, or 7.85 mM, or 15.7 mM, or 31.4 mM) in THF swelling solvent solution
for 48 hours. Upon swelling and absorbing the dye solution, the network samples were placed into
20 mL of absolute ethanol to undergo dye release for 48 hours. The samples were removed, and
UV absorbance data was obtained at =552 nm for the solutions containing released Nile red dye.
The UV absorbance of each solution containing released Nile red dye was used in conjunction
with a previously obtained calibration curve to calculate the amount of Nile red dye released. The
amount of Nile red dye released was then plotted vs the Nile red dye swelling solution
concentration. For swelling time variable “force driven” studies, V31/HMS-301 network samples
were prepared as above. Once prepared, the samples were submersed into 20 mL of Nile red (3.18
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M) in THF swelling solvent for different time intervals (15, 30, or 60 minutes). Upon swelling
and absorbing the dye solution, the network samples were placed into 20 mL of absolute ethanol
to undergo dye release for 48 hours, while shrinking to their original non–swollen size. After the
48–hour release/shrinkage period, the network samples were removed, and UV absorbance data
was obtained at max=552 nm for the solutions containing released Nile red dye. The UV
absorbance was then used in conjunction with a previously obtained calibration curve to calculate
the amount of Nile red dye released, which was then plotted vs the swelling time interval. For
formulation variable “force driven” studies, V21/HMS–301 (high crosslink density), V31/HMS–
071 (medium crosslink density), and V31/HMS–031(low crosslink density) network samples were
prepared as described above. Once prepared, the samples were each submersed into 10 mL of Nile
red (251 M) in THF swelling solvent. The PSN samples of varying crosslink densities were
allowed to soak in the Nile red and THF swelling solutions for 48 hours. Upon swelling, the PSN
samples were then removed from the swelling solutions and each placed into 20 mL of absolute
ethanol to undergo dye release for 48 hours while shrinking to their original non–swollen size.
After the 48–hour release/shrinkage period, the network samples were removed, and UV
absorbance data was obtained at max=552 nm for the solutions containing released Nile red dye.
The UV absorbance was then used in conjunction with a previously obtained calibration curve to
calculate the amount of Nile red dye released, which was then plotted vs the PSN formulation.
General procedure for preparation of multidirectional release PSN. A V21/HMS–301
network solution of high relative crosslink density was prepared as above. A few drops of the
mixture were placed into cap molds and crosslinked at room temperature for approximately twenty
minutes, creating the first layer of the sample. The same procedure was repeated by preparing a
V31/HMS–031 network solution of low relative crosslink density as above. Nile red dye (1 wt%
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v/v) was measured into the mixture and mixed vigorously for 60 seconds with a glass stir rod, then
further mixed by sonication for five minutes. A few drops of this V31/HMS–031 mixture was
placed into the cap molds over the existing V21/HMS–301 layer. The network samples were left
to crosslink at room temperature for approximately twenty minutes, producing a second, low
relative crosslink density layer containing dye. If a third layer is desired, the first portion of the
procedure is repeated, adding a third layer of V21/HMS–301 high relative crosslink density
network (not containing dye) to the sample. The network samples were removed from their cap
molds using a needle and compressed air; a disposable needle connected to compressed air is
inserted into the bottom of the cap molds, ejecting the samples from the mold. The samples were
then placed into a glass vial and post–cured at 100 ˚C for two hours in a convection oven.
General procedure for preparation of unidirectional release PSN. A V21/HMS–301
network mixture of high relative crosslink density was prepared as above. Several drops of the
mixture were placed into the outer “donut” shaped area of the cap molds. The mixture was left to
crosslink at room temperature for approximately 20 minutes. The “donut” shaped network samples
were removed from the cap molds using a razor and tweezers to cut the cap molds away and
remove the sample. The “donut” shaped network samples were placed onto a clean glass surface
and an additional amount (roughly 2–3 drops) of the V21/HMS–301 mixture (prepared as above)
was added to the center of the “donut” shaped samples to fill in the bottom and produce a small
cup in the middle of the donut shaped samples. The network samples were left to crosslink at room
temperature for approximately twenty minutes. A V31/HMS-031 network mixture of low relative
crosslink density was then prepared as above. Nile red (1 wt% v/v) was measured into the mixture,
and the mixture was stirred vigorously for 60 seconds with a glass stir rod, then further mixed via
sonication for five minutes. A few drops (2–3 drops) of the V31/HMS–031 dye loaded network
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mixture was then placed into the “cup” shaped area in the center of each “donut” shaped network
sample that was previously prepared. The network samples were left to crosslink at room
temperature for approximately twenty minutes. The network samples were then post–cured at 100
˚C for two hours in a convection oven.
Synthesis of 2–methoxyethyl 3‐(triethylsilyl)propanoate. A 50 mL round-bottomed
flask was charged with 2–methoxyethyl acrylate (2.4 mL, 18.8 mmol), triethylsilane (3 mL, 18.8
mmol), and neat Pt(dvs) catalyst solution (0.05 mL, 3% Pt). The reaction mixture was stoppered
and stirred using a magnetic stirring bar for 48 hours yielding a clear viscous liquid. 1H NMR (500
MHz, chloroform-d) revealed disappearance of vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–6.45 ppm.
General procedure for the functionalization of silylhydride functional PDMS with 2–
methoxyethyl acrylate. A 50 mL round-bottomed flask was charged with HMS-301 silylhydride
functional PDMS (5 mL, 2.5 mmol) and 2–methoxyethyl acrylate (1.29 mL, 10 mmol) to maintain
a 1:2 2–methoxyethyl acrylate to silylhydride ratio. Pt(dvs) was added to the reaction mixture (0.05
mL, 3% Pt) and the mixture was stoppered and stirred with a magnetic stirring bar for 24 hours.
1

H NMR (500 MHz, chloroform-d) revealed disappearance of vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–

6.45 ppm.
Synthesis of ethyl 3– (triethylsilyl)propanoate. A 50 mL round-bottomed flask was
charged with ethyl acrylate (2 mL, 18.8 mmol), triethylsilane (3 mL, 18.8 mmol), and neat Pt(dvs)
catalyst solution (0.05 mL, 3% Pt). The reaction mixture was stoppered and stirred using a
magnetic stirring bar for 48 hours yielding a clear viscous liquid. 1H NMR (500 MHz, chloroformd) revealed disappearance of vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–6.45 ppm.
General procedure for the functionalization of silylhydride functional PDMS with
ethyl acrylate. A 50 mL round-bottomed flask was charged with HMS-301 silylhydride functional
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PDMS (5 mL, 2.5 mmol, 20 mmol SiH) and ethyl acrylate (1.06 mL, 10 mmol) to maintain a 1:2
ethyl acrylate to silylhydride ratio. Pt(dvs) was added to the reaction mixture (0.05 mL, 3% Pt)
and the mixture was stoppered and stirred with a magnetic stirring bar for 24 hours. 1H NMR (500
MHz, chloroform-d) revealed disappearance of vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–6.45 ppm.
Synthesis of chlorodimethyl[2–(triethylsilyl)ethyl]silane. A 50 mL round-bottomed
flask was charged with chlorodimethylvinylsilane (5 mL, 36.2 mmol), triethylsilane (5.79 mL,
36.2 mmol) and neat Pt(dvs) catalyst solution (0.05 mL, 3% Pt). The reaction mixture was
stoppered and stirred using a magnetic stirring bar for 24 hours yielding a clear viscous liquid. 1H
NMR (500 MHz, chloroform-d) revealed continued presence of vinyl peaks in the region of 5.75–
6.45 ppm.
General procedure for the preparation of PSN and MPPN films for dielectric analysis.
PSN and MPPN formulations were each prepared and mixed as described above in 20 mL
scintillation vials. The PSN and MPPN formulation mixtures were then each poured separately
onto a smooth, flat, high–density polyethylene (HDPE) sheet and spread evenly on the HDPE sheet
using a glass stirring rod to produce a film of approximately 0.5 mm in thickness. The PSN films
were then allowed to cure on the HDPE sheets at room temperature for approximately one hour.
The MPPN films on the HDPE sheets were placed into a UV crosslinker to cure for 30 minutes.
Once each PSN and MPPN film was cured they were removed from the HDPE sheets and each
placed onto a glass petri dish. All films were then placed into a convection oven to post–cure for
two hours at 100 °C. The films were then removed from the oven, allowed to cool, and dielectric
analysis was performed on each film separately at 25 °C, 1 kHz, and 1 volt.
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PART II: ADDITIVE FREE, DEGRADABLE SILYL-ETHER
FURYL-MALEIMIDE NETWORKS

1.

INTRODUCTION

Degradable materials have recently received increased attention, with many diverse types
of these materials becoming available for use as powerful tools for a wide range of applications
including biomaterials for drug delivery and tissue engineering,1–3 commodity plastics,4,5
fertilizers,6 and adhesives.7 Material design, structure, and composition play a significant role in
their manufacture, implementation, degradation rates, and release rates, with the most common
materials requiring catalysts, fillers or other additives during their production. The focus of this
research is the development of a material that may be useful for a host of delivery applications,
with increased biocompatibility and ecological soundness due to the absence of catalysts, solvents,
and other additives. These materials allow for the controlled release of an encapsulated agent
through tunable degradation rates achieved by altering the chemical structure of their incorporated
monomers. In this study, a selection of maleimide(ethoxy)silane, maleimide(ethoxy)siloxane, and
furyl(methoxy)silane monomers are crosslinked via the Diels–Alder (DA) reaction without the use
of solvents and at moderate temperatures. The Diels–Alder networks are easy and inexpensive to
produce. Their degradation rates are highly tunable, and the degradation products are not harmful.

1.1. Design Considerations

The Diels–Alder (DA) reaction is one of the most well–known reactions in organic
chemistry. First reported in 1928 by Otto Diels and Kurt Alder, who later won the Nobel Prize in
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1950 for their discovery,8 it involves a straightforward [4+2] cycloaddition between a diene and
dienophile to produce a stable cyclohexene adduct (Scheme 19).9,10

Scheme 19. General Diels–Alder and retro–Diels–Alder reactions between a diene and dienophile
to produce a stable cyclohexene adduct.

The DA reaction typically involves low energy of initiation and may be employed towards
the formation of not only C–C bonds, but heteroatom–heteroatom bonds as well. With negative
H0 and S0 values for a typical DA reaction, the retro–DA reaction becomes favorable at high
temperatures and may be synthetically important for some adducts containing special structural
features.11,12
Recent attention has been devoted to the application of rapid reactions that meet three main
criteria of ideal synthesis: efficiency, versatility, and selectivity. These types of reactions have
become known as “click” reactions13 and are classified into four main categories: (1) cycloaddition
reactions (including some Diels–Alder reactions),13 (2) nucleophilic ring–opening reactions in
strained heterocyclic electrophiles,14 (3) non–aldol carbonyl addition reactions,15 (4) and additions
to carbon–carbon multiple bonds such as the thiol–ene and Michael addition reactions.16 Many of
these so-called “click” reactions are advantageous in many applications because they can proceed
without the use of a metal catalyst. In order to determine whether a reaction may be classified as
“click” in the context of polymer chemistry, a group of polymer chemists proposed additional
requirements that should be added to the original definition as proposed by Kolb and Sharpless in
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200113 due to differences in macromolecular synthesis: (1) the use of equimolar amounts of
building blocks, (2) a simple large–scale purification process, and (3) a reasonable timescale
without the need for fine–tuning reaction conditions.17 With these new criteria in mind, it becomes
even more appropriate to designate DA reactions as “click–type”. There is currently limited
literature devoted to the use of DA cycloaddition reactions as “click” or “click–type” reactions in
polymer and material science.18–20 Therefore, polymeric materials produced with the use of DA
cycloaddition reactions are at the forefront of materials science.

1.2. The Diels–Alder Reaction: Furan–Maleimide Adducts

The utilization of the DA reaction towards the thermoreversible polymerization or
crosslinking of monomers or polymers containing furan (diene) and maleimide (dienophile)
moieties has garnered increased interest because the furan–maleimide (FM) DA adduct requires
relatively low temperatures for both the forward DA and retro–DA reactions. This opens the door
to very interesting applications including recyclable networks,21 self–healing materials,22,23 heat–
degradable materials, insulations for electronics,24 and even sensing technologies.25 Another very
important reason the FM couple is attractive is because furan derivatives are derived from
renewable resources and are therefore very likely to portray an advancement in sustainable
approaches in green chemistry and material science.26
For many years, extensive efforts have been made to understand the reaction mechanism
of the DA reaction, and the [4+2] cycloaddition between furan or furyl groups with either maleic
anhydride or maleimide groups. In 2005, Svatoš and coworkers performed a thorough
investigation of the DA reaction between furan and either maleic anhydride or maleimide
involving aspects of both kinetics and stereoselectivity (Scheme 20).27
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Scheme 20. DA [4+2] cycloaddition studies (Svatoš et al.).27

Through their extensive study, and with the aid of both experimental and computation
methods including 1H NMR spectroscopy and CCSD(T) ab initio calculations, they were able to
determine that at the onset of reaction, endo–stereoselectivity was not as high as previously
reported.27 Their study showed that the isomeric composition of products must lie within the
varying levels of thermodynamic stability of the formed adducts, with the endo–adduct
decomposing at a very high rate, and the corresponding exo–adduct being much more stable. “The
dichotomy of kinetic versus thermodynamic control can be easily seen in the reaction of R1 with
R2, where increasing the temperature from 300 K to 338 K increased the endo/exo rate constants
about 10 times, while the retro–DA reaction of the endo–adduct R3 increased 50 times, and the
reverse reaction of R4 only 10 times”. This indicated that the exo–adduct of formation is
thermodynamically more stable than the endo–adduct.27
Although an important consideration, the preference between the endo and exo
stereoisomers of the DA reaction may pose only a small issue towards the application of
polymerization and crosslinked network formation. It is, however, important to emphasize the
effects of specific groups within the vicinity of either the furyl or maleimide heterocycles, such as
carboxylic acid, amide, or hydroxyl functionalities. These types of functionalities can affect the
rates of DA couplings and retro–DA considerably.28,29
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In 2004, Philp and coworkers described a fast and selective furan–maleimide DA (FM–
DA) reaction mediated by hydrogen bonding, in which the reaction acceleration and selectivity
were generated by transition state stabilization (Scheme 21).28

Scheme 21. Hydrogen bonding assisted DA reaction (Philp et al.).28

Compound R4 was synthesized through the carboxylation of furfuryl alcohol and
subsequent amination using 2–amino–6–methylpyridine, while building blocks R5 and R6 were
synthesized through the imidization of maleic anhydride using –aniline, and subsequent
esterification of the carboxylic acid (for R6) with the use of cesium carbonate.28 Utilizing 1H
NMR spectroscopy at 35 °C to obtain kinetics data, the bimolecular reaction between R4 and R6
was found to be very slow and unselective. The appearance of peaks in the range of  5.18–5.39
corresponded to the resonances of the cycloadduct protons used to derive cycloadduct
concentrations within the mixtures.28 Both diastereoisomers, exo–R8 and endo–R8, were formed
in an approximate 2:1 ratio with a combined conversion of 4% in around 5 hours. In contrast, the
recognition–mediated reaction through hydrogen bonding interactions between R4 and R5
proceeded at an increased rate and with higher selectivity, with only the exo–adduct of R7 formed
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with greater than 80% conversion in 5 hours.28 The presence of the polarizing hydrogen bond in
the system is the key to its success and shows the ability to not only increase reaction rates for the
DA cycloaddition reaction through bimolecular interactions, which bring reacting functionalities
physically closer, but also to increase selectivity.28 This work is of particular interest in monomer
crosslinked systems where monomer structure and flexibility may play an important role in DA
reaction rates, energy requirements, and selectivity.
Two major motivations for the synthesis of linear polyadducts of FM–DA
polycondensations include (1) exploiting their thermoreversible nature for use in self–healing or
recyclable materials, and (2) transforming the polycondensation adducts through an aromatization
reaction to prepare polymers that are highly thermostable.30
In 1998, the first structurally verified A–B furfurylmaleimide monomer was synthesized
by Gandini and Goussé.30 The compound was synthesized to provide a means for
homopolymerized linear polymers capable of thermal regeneration; however, as will be explained,
the authors were not fully successful with the polymerization efforts, and specifically the formation
of a thermoreversible polymer (Scheme 22).30
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Scheme 22. Synthesis of R9 (Gandini and Goussé).30

Monomer R9 was prepared through a condensation reaction between 2–furfurylamine and
maleic anhydride in acetone over a 12–hour period to give a maleamic acid which was in turn
cyclized in the presence of acetic anhydride and sodium acetate.30 The crystalline product gave an
elemental analysis report that was within expectations; C 60.79% (calc. 61.02), H 3.71% (calc.
3.95), O 26.88% (calc. 27.12), and N 8.17% (calc 7.91).30 Mass spectrometric analysis also gave
conclusive results with the correct molecular peak appearing at m/z=177. Melting point
determination as obtained by DSC was found to be 106 °C, and upon further heating a strong
exotherm began at 175 °C which suggested thermal homopolymerization.30 Proton and carbon–13
NMR spectroscopy, as well as FTIR spectroscopy, were utilized to confirm the structure of R9.
Furthermore, two distinct proton resonances of the maleic protons found in the 1H NMR spectra,
and two distinct frequencies for the maleic carbonyls found at 1700 and 1800 cm-1 in the FTIR
spectra, indicate the absence of a plane of symmetry within R9. Thermal studies of the
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polycondensate of R9, with the use of thermogravimetric analysis, showed a progressive mass loss
up to about 40% at 400 °C, then a very stable thermolysis product which did not further degrade
until above 850 °C. It was suggested that irreversible chemical changes such as aromatization were
stabilizing the FM adduct, producing thermally stable polymers that do not undergo the retro–DA
reaction. Although the reason for the lack of progression through the DA and retro–DA reactions
was not clear, it was thought that unique electronic interferences between the two heterocycles
caused the issue; they were “too close for comfort”.30
Further elucidation of the relationships between the FM adduct structures and their
mechanical properties could significantly impact the design of thermoreversible polymeric
systems and other mechanochemical systems in general. Since FM–DA adducts typically fulfill a
load bearing, structural role in polymeric systems, their mechanical stability is of important
consideration. With mechanically induced retro–DA reactions observed in the past,31 the very
recent work of Craig and Wang in 2019 includes the evaluation of the internal competition between
the mechanically triggered retro–DA reaction and the mechanochemical ring opening of gem–
dichlorocyclopropane (gDCC) (Figure 34).32

Figure 34. FM adduct and gDCC–containing polymers (Craig and Wang).32
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In order to perform competition studies between mechanical scission of FM–DA adducts
and the non–scissile ring opening reaction of gDCC, the authors first prepared a series of endo
(R10) and exo (R11) FM adduct polymers of differing number–averaged molecular weights (Mn)
(R10.1–10.3 and R11.1–11.3). The polymers were synthesized using the carbodiimide
polyesterification methodology presented by Moore and Stupp,33 where the diols of each FM–DA
isomer and gDCC were copolymerized with glutaric acid over a period of three days. The polymers
then underwent pulsed sonication in tetrahydrofuran (THF) to generate mechanical forces along
the polymer backbone,34 with number average molecular weights (Mn) of the polymer fractions
obtained by size exclusion chromatography with a multiangle light scattering attachment (SEC–
MALS).32 To quantify the mechanical reactivity of each polymer, the Mn of fractions of gDCC
obtained from the scission cycle were used to calculate a slope ([ln(Mn,0) – ln(Mn,t)]/ln2, where t =
sonication time). The magnitude of the slope indicated relative mechanical reactivity of the most
scissile bond along the polymer backbone, with a larger slope reflecting a larger mechanical bond
strength. This slope reflected an internal competition and was independent of factors that often
influence scission rates such as temperature and solvent. The authors determined that polymers
containing endo FM–DA adducts exhibited decreased mechanical bond strengths in comparison
to the exo adduct. It was also found that as Mn increased, relative mechanical bond strengths
decreased. The authors concluded that the endo FM stereoisomer was more mechanically labile.32
These observations were confirmed with computational modeling involving force–free activation
energies (G‡) and the force–free activation lengths (x‡) of the retro–DA reactions of the two
stereoisomers. These stereochemical effects, while seemingly subtle, could potentially manifest in
bulk behavior and affect material structural characteristics such as fracture tendencies.32
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The outstanding thermooxidative stability of aromatized polyimide polymers is well
recognized and can be very advantageous for applications that require thermally stable polymers.
These polymers are utilized in applications ranging from materials for use in the aerospace field,
to coatings for microelectronics. For microelectronic applications, the properties required of
polyimide coatings include high flexibility, substrate adhesion, high thermal stability, and
electrically insulative properties. Typically, these types of coatings are supplied as either polyamic
acids or esters, which are coated onto a substrate where imidization occurs in situ with elimination
of water or alcohol.
With the use of siloxane–modified bis(furan) monomers and their counterpart
bis(maleimide) monomers, production of soluble siloxane–modified polyimides are possible with
high control of polymerization reactions and without the formation of byproducts.24 In 1988,
Tesoro and Sastri introduced a strategy by which 1,4–bis(5–methylfurfuryl)benzene was
polymerized with siloxane containing bismaleimides.35 This was useful to determine
copolymerization capabilities using the FM–DA reaction (Figure 35).35

Figure 35. Siloxane–modified bis(furan) and bis(maleimide) monomers (Tesoro and Sastri).35
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The authors synthesized a bis(furan)benzene monomer (R12) which was copolymerized
with a siloxane containing bis(maleimide) (R13) to produce an FM–DA adduct linear polymer.
Elemental analysis of the FM–DA adduct polymer indicated a 1:1 adduct ratio of R12 and R13.
The polymer was then aromatized under reflux with acetic anhydride, producing a thermally and
hydrolytically stable copolymer with a moderate number–averaged molecular weight (Mn). (Table
18).

Table 18. Polymer properties (Tesoro and Sastri).35

a

Polymer

Mn a

Tg (°C)b

Non–aromatized polymer

8500

63

Aromatized polymer

8400

103

104, 103, 500 Å, –Styragel; THF; 1 mL/min. bN2; 20 °C/min. N2; 10 °C/min.

The DA polymerization reaction between bismaleimides and bisdienes has previously been
demonstrated as a way to prepare condensation polyimides.35,36 Polyimides prepared in this fashion
have exhibited excellent thermal stabilities, and with the inclusion of flexible linkages or chains
within their backbone, the toughness of these cured networks can be improved.35,36 Bismaleimides
in particular have been widely used for the preparation of high performance composite matrices
due to their thermal stability. However, the poor solubility of bismaleimides in low boiling point
solvents, as well as the brittleness of their cured networks have limited the applications in which
they are useful. Therefore, increasing the solubility of bismaleimides and enhancing the toughness
of their cured networks will allow these crosslinkers to be useful in a wider range of applications.37
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It was for this reason that in 1999, Hao and coworkers prepared a series of bismaleimide and
bisfurans containing silyl ether linkages (Figure 36).37

Figure 36. FM-DA adduct bismaleimides containing silyl ether linkages (Hao and coworkers)37

The authors prepared a series of six different FM–DA adduct bismaleimides (R14) by
mixing various silyl ether containing bismaleimides and silyl ether containing bisfurans in a 2:1
maleimide to furan ratio in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent. The mixtures were stirred and refluxed
at 72 °C for 10 hours, then poured into a 1:1 by volume water/methanol solution. The precipitates
were then collected and washed with water and dried under reduced pressure at 50 °C.37 The six
different bismaleimides (R14) were characterized using 1H NMR spectroscopy to confirm their
structures. The FM-DA adduct bismaleimides (R14) were then aromatized by dissolving each R14
in acetic anhydride and refluxing for four hours, after which the precipitates were filtered, washed
with dilute NaHCO3 solution and then water. The R15 products were dissolved into
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dimethylformamide (DMF) and precipitated in water to complete purification. Aromatization
completion was confirmed through FTIR spectroscopy by observing a decrease in the intensity of
the absorption at 1600 cm-1 assigned to olefinic bonding in R15 as compared to R14. The
disappearance of the absorption at 1265 cm-1 due to C-O-C stretching (from within the FM-DA
adduct) in R15 as compared to R14 was also observed.37 Solubilities of the six R15 aromatized
FM–DA adduct bismaleimides were also tested in six different solvents: n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP), DMF, THF, acetone, glycol monomethyl ether (GME), and ethyl acetate. Solubility tests
were useful to determine that the series of R15 were all soluble in both high boiling point and polar
solvents, or in low boiling point solvents such as acetone. The authors concluded that the R15
bismaleimides exhibited increased solubility due to the introduction of silyl ether linkages
throughout their backbones, as compared with 4,4’–bismaleimideodiphenylmethane.37 The R15
bismaleimides were also crosslinked through an addition–type reaction of maleimide olefinic
bonds to form crosslinked resins. Thermal studies were performed on the crosslinked resins
prepared with all six R15 bismaleimides using DSC and TGA. It was found that with the increased
content of Si–phenyl, which bestows additional stiffness to the polymers, the observed glass
transition temperatures (Tg) increased. These results indicated that dimethyl silane linkages were
more flexible than diphenyl silane linkages due to their small rotational barrier. It was also
observed that increasing the content of Si–phenyl in the R15 bismaleimides also increased the
thermal–oxidative stability of the polymers. This was observed through the decrease in mass loss
at high temperatures for the R15 bismaleimides containing increased phenyl groups found through
TGA analysis, with initial mass loss temperatures of 350–380 °C and 50% mass loss temperatures
of 600–690 °C for all R15 bismaleimides.37 The authors concluded that with enhanced solubility
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and thermal stability properties, these polymers will be useful in a much wider range of
applications in comparison to bismaleimide polymers that lack silyl ether linkages.37
With the understanding that FM–DA cycloadditions can be utilized as linkages for linear
polymers capable of property change through monomer modification, and also that the FM adduct
can undergo dehydrogenation aromatization to produce a thermally stable linkage, our focus can
now gravitate towards the preparation of non–linear or three–dimensionally crosslinked networks.
Non–linear polymeric networks from the FM–DA reaction involving multifunctional furan
and maleimide polymers or monomers are arguably the very first examples of thermally healable
crosslinked materials. Although these materials have gained increased interest in recent years,
there are relatively few examples of FM–DA crosslinked materials in the literature. Interest in
these types of materials was first developed by Wudl and coworkers, when in 2002 they
crosslinked a selection of tetrafurans with tris–maleimides in solution and in bulk (Scheme 23).38
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Scheme 23. Production of a non–linear DA crosslinked network (Wudl et al.).38

Maleimide compounds typically have relatively high melting points (R16 mp = 113 °C)39
and are difficult to dissolve into liquid furan monomers. The authors were able to thoroughly mix
the powdered R16 into the liquid furan R17. Air trapped within the mixture was then removed via
vacuum and the mixture was heated to 115 °C in a silicone bath for roughly 20 minutes. This
allowed the solid R16 to dissolve into liquid R17 within three minutes, resulting in a mixture with
greater homogeneity. Upon cooling to about 40 °C over a 12–hour period, a colorless, transparent
material was obtained.38 Being able to prepare a mixture with greater homogeneity through light
heating is advantageous in material design, as this allows for the use of solid or crystalline starting
reagents without the need to add organic solvents. Monomers that may not otherwise be soluble
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with each other may be heated above their melting temperatures to encourage dissolution without
the need for organic solvents.
Solid state

13

C NMR spectra of the crosslinked R18 material, as a function of thermal

cycling, indicated that unreacted furan moieties produced peaks at 111 and 150 ppm. These peaks
were found to shift to lower values upon crosslinking. The degree of DA crosslinking for this
system was followed quantitatively via UV spectroscopy and it was found that the crosslinking
process occurred at a much faster rate at higher temperatures. The authors found that reaction
completion (95 % ± 5 %) occurred in just three hours at 75 °C. After crosslinking was complete,
residual small peaks due to unreacted furan groups were still observed at 111 and 150 ppm. The
authors speculated that this may be because DA cycloaddition begins as soon as R16 is dissolved
in the mixture through heating, and the mixture may not have been sufficiently homogeneous as it
would have been in solution. Mechanical characterization of R18 using dynamic mechanical
analysis indicated a softening transition at 86 °C with peak tan  appearing at 100 °C.38
Furthermore, in order to assess the re–mending or healing abilities of R18, the authors subjected
R18 to compact tension tests in which a sharp pre–crack was created in the crosslinked R18
samples with the use of a razor blade and tapping of the samples. A load was applied perpendicular
to the pre–crack and the fracture continued to propagate through the sample. After structural failure
(the samples split into two halves), the halves were matched and held together with a clamp while
heating the sample to 120–150 °C for around two hours, then cooled to room temperature. It was
found that the halves had completely re–merged or healed with only a slight interface mismatch
discernable.38
Self–healing materials have promising properties for a multitude of applications including
biomimetics or bio–inspired materials.39,40 Most materials in nature are themselves self–healing
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composite materials, such as biological tissues in both animals (flora) and plants (fauna).41
Material design for biomimetic materials can be approached in two different ways. First, healing
agents can be incorporated within the material using microcapsules42,43 or hollow tubes44,45 that
release the healing agents in the case of structural compromise. The drawback of this approach is
that healing can occur only once in a certain spot due to the “single use” properties of the included
healing agents. Secondly, dynamic crosslinks or building block interconnections can be
incorporated into the material. Several such dynamic crosslinks are applicable and include
aromatic disulfide metathesis or photolytically active disulfide bonds; however, the DA reaction
is attractive for this application due to the reversible nature of the FM–DA cycloaddition.46
In 2016, Feng and coworkers presented a strategy for the preparation of thermally healable
silicone–based FM–DA crosslinked networks with potential applications in recyclable adhesives.
Polysiloxane (silicone) materials are a very popular solution towards applications such as coatings,
adhesives, dental restorative materials, and other elastomers owing to their thermally stable and
hydrophobic properties. Silicone materials are also frequently used in applications that require
prolonged exposure to severe conditions for long–term service. The ability to integrate silicones
with self–healing properties would be beneficial to prolong the networks’ service life (Scheme
24).47
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Scheme 24. Polysiloxane FM–DA crosslinked network (Feng et al.).47

Feng and coworkers first functionalized a cyclotetramethyltetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane
with furfuryl mercaptan using the thiol–ene reaction with 2,2–dimethoxy–2–phenylacetophenone
(DMPA) as a photoinitiator to produce the highly functionalized siloxane, R19.47,48 The R19
cyclosiloxane was then mixed with N,N’–4,4’–diphenylmethane–bismaleimide (R20) in THF at
60 °C to undergo FM–DA crosslinking over 24 hours. Solvent resistance swelling studies of the
crosslinked network were performed in THF, toluene, and CHCl3 to assess crosslink densities by
swelling ratios. The highly crosslinked R21 network gave a swelling ratio of 187%. The remolding
behavior of R21 was tested by crushing the network into a powder and heating the powder to 120
°C to undergo retro–DA, with the powder melting into a liquid. The solution was slowly cooled,
and a reformation of the network was observed. The performance of R21 as a glass adhesive was
tested by coating two glass slides cleaned with solvents. The glass slides were able to hold
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approximately 2.3 kg before structural damage to the slides and R21 occurred. The R21 network
is a good example of a material easily synthesized through green “click” reactions, producing a
highly crosslinked siloxane network capable of thermal self–healing as well as being a good
candidate for recyclable glass adhesives.47
Taking the idea of polysiloxane–based FM–DA crosslinked networks even further, in 2017
Zelisko and coworkers presented a unique strategy for the preparation of FM–DA crosslinked
polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane–based elastomeric materials.49 Crosslinked thermoset
materials, while typically possessing advanced properties such as heat and chemical resistance, are
typically not as moldable or recyclable as their thermoplastic counterparts. By utilizing the self–
healing capabilities of the FM–DA crosslinking reaction, the moldability or re–moldability, and
the recyclability of thermoset materials can be increased. Additionally, while few studies have
employed modified POSS as a crosslinking agent, the rigid framework of POSS closely resembles
the smallest possible particle of silica. When utilized as a crosslinker in thermoset networks, POSS
offers the unique opportunity to prepare a truly dispersed nano–composite material with enhanced
properties including flame resistance, thermal stability, and increased mechanical properties
(Figure 37).49–52

Figure 37. Polyoligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS).50,52
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Two model reactions were reported by the authors. The first model reaction included the
preparation of a maleimide functionalized siloxane through the hydrosilylation of 4–penten–1–ol
by

heptamethyltrisiloxane

with

the

use

of

Karstedt’s

catalyst

(Pt(dvs)),

giving

hydoxyalkylsiloxane (R22). Compound R22 was then reacted with a phenylmaleimide acyl
chloride to produce the final maleimide functionalized phenylesteralkylsiloxane, R23 (Scheme
25).49

Scheme 25. A model reaction to prepare maleimide functionalized trisiloxane (Zelisko et al.).49

The authors also prepared a furyl functionalized siloxane through the esterification of 10–
undecanoic acid with furfuryl alcohol using the lipase catalyst Novosym–435, and subsequent
hydrosilylation with heptamethyltrisiloxane with the use of Karstedt’s catalyst gave compound
R24 (Figure 38).49

Figure 38. A model furan-containing siloxane compound (Zelisko et al.).49

The maleimide–functionalized R23 and furan–functionalized R24 model compounds
underwent the FM–DA cycloaddition reaction at 40 °C for 24 hours. Solid–state NMR
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spectroscopy was utilized to measure reaction completion. Due to the success of the model
reactions, the authors proceeded with the maleimide functionalization of a commercially available
silylhydride–functionalized polydimethylsiloxane copolymer through the same synthetic route as
shown

in

Scheme

25.

The

authors

also

functionalized

commercially

available

octakis(dimethylsiloxy)–T8–silsesquioxane (POSS) with furan moieties using the same synthetic
strategy presented in Figure 38 (Scheme 26).49

Scheme 26. (A) Maleimide functionalized polydimethylsiloxane, and (B) Furan–functionalized
POSS (Zelisko et al.).49

A solution of both the maleimide–functionalized polydimethylsiloxane copolymer and
furan–functionalized POSS was prepared in chloroform in a 1:3.5 maleimide:furan mole ratio.
After casting the polymer mixture, a cure at 80 °C was applied for two hours, resulting in a material
with elastomeric properties (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. FM–DA crosslinked polydimethylsiloxane and POSS networks (Zelisko et al.).49

The self–healing capacity of the silicone material was illustrated through various methods,
including solid state NMR spectroscopy and DSC measurements. Furthermore, the rigidity of the
incorporated POSS resulted in a material that retained its structural integrity at elevated
temperatures without hindrance of the self–healing process. This was demonstrated by cutting a
piece of the material in half, re–joining the two pieces and heating the samples to 80 °C, at which
time the samples maintained their structural shape without any major deformation. After heating
for two hours, the two pieces formed a singular piece of material, all while remaining free from
solvents. This represents a leap forward in material design by the production of an elastomeric
material containing intrinsic self–healing capabilities without the loss of structural integrity.
Highly crosslinked thermoset networks typically possess very high glass transition
temperatures (Tg) due to the decreased flexibility of the networks. Simply put, this usually means
the networks are hard or glassy at moderate temperatures such as room temperature or
physiological temperatures, which can limit the usefulness of these materials depending on the
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application in mind.12,53 Many types of elastomeric thermoset materials have been produced and
even though these materials are very flexible at moderate temperatures with a low Tg, they are not
easily recyclable like their thermoplastic counterparts. A good example of this is vulcanized rubber
in car tires which, while an elastomer with low Tg, is unable to be easily recycled due to its
irreversible nature, leading to a vast amount of accumulated scrap.54 For this reason, in 2002,
Gandini and coworkers presented a strategy to produce an elastomeric thermoset capable of easily
being recycled through DA and retro–DA reactions. Using polydimethylsiloxanes functionalized
with pendant maleimides and a flexible silane–based bisfuran crosslinker, the authors prepared an
elastomeric crosslinked silicone material capable of being recycled through retro–DA (Scheme
27).55

Scheme 27. Preparation of FM–DA crosslinked polysiloxane networks (Gandini et al.).55

To prepare a polydimethylsiloxane copolymer functionalized with pendant maleimides, the
authors took a commercially available (6–7% aminopropylmethylsiloxane)dimethylsiloxane
copolymer with molecular weight of 4,000–5,000 and reacted it in toluene with acetic anhydride
to produce maleamic acid functionalities. The maleamic acid moieties were then cyclized through
reaction with acetic anhydride in the presence of triethylamine. The bisfuransilane crosslinker was
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prepared through the silylation of furfuryl alcohol with dichlorodimethysilane. The maleimide–
functionalized siloxane copolymer and bisfuransilane crosslinker were then mixed in
stoichiometric ratios in methylene chloride and the reaction mixture was stirred at room
temperature for three days to form a gelled product, after which the solvent was removed from the
crosslinked material. The crosslinked material was characterized using FTIR spectroscopy, and
DSC was used to determine the glass transition temperature of –111 °C.55 The thermal reversibility
of the network was proved through thermolysis of the poly–adducts at high temperature in the
presence of excess n–phenylmaleimide as a trap for the bisfuransilane crosslinker. The completely
solubilized copolymers were successfully recovered with their original maleimide functionalities
intact as confirmed with FTIR and NMR spectroscopy. This strategy was successful in
demonstrating crosslinking/de–crosslinking of FM–DA elastomeric material. Furthermore, the
process was simple and efficient, and recyclability of the networks was easily accomplished by
heating the network in the presence of an excess of a complementary monofunctional reagent, used
as a trap for the bifunctional furan crosslinking agent released through the retro–DA reaction.55
Very recently, in 2019, Madl and Heilshorn presented a synthetic strategy focusing on the
expansion of the chemical “toolkit” for the preparation of biologically sound hydrogels based on
the crosslinking DA reaction between furans, methyl–furans, or fulvenes with maleimides for the
purposes of cellular encapsulation (Scheme 28).56
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Scheme 28. A proposed furan and maleimide adduct crosslink (Madl and Heilshorn).56

The use of the DA hydrogels as three–dimensional scaffolds for tissue engineering
applications has been limited in part due to the slow gelation kinetics of the commonly used furan
and maleimide DA reaction pair.56 Despite the acceleration of the DA reaction in water, FM
crosslinked hydrogels can take many hours to crosslink under physiological conditions (i.e. 37
°C),57,58 with long gelation times resulting in nonhomogeneous cell distributions within the
hydrogel due to gravity–induced sedimentation. Decreased cell viability may also be an important
concern if the DA crosslinking reaction is undertaken in saline buffer solution as opposed to a cell
culture medium. Previous studies of this nature have focused almost solely on varying the
substituents of the furans, including electron–donating groups such as the methyl group to further
enhance the DA reaction and lower the temperature threshold. The authors, however, posit that by
using an even more electron–rich cyclic diene, such as fulvene, the DA reaction rate would be
drastically enhanced, allowing the DA crosslinking reaction to occur at physiological conditions
more rapidly.56
For this study, a series of multi–armed poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) macromers were
functionalized with furan, methylfuran, or fulvene dienes, and maleimide dienophiles. This took
place through standard amide coupling reactions using HATU– or NHS–activated carboxylic acid
precursors. Hydrogels were then produced by mixing the maleimide–PEGs with the furan–,
methylfuran–, or fulvene–PEGs in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 37 °C (Figure 40).56
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Figure 40. Networks produced through the DA crosslinking reaction (Madl and Heilshorn).56

Functionalized multi–arm PEGs were dissolved separately in phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) at a concentration of 50 mg/mL, and hydrogels were cast directly onto a rheometer stage by
mixing the solutions at a 1:1 volume ratio. The gels were then subjected to oscillatory shear
rheology at 1 Hz, 5% strain, and 37 °C to determine gelation kinetics.56 The authors took two
metrics into account when determining gelation kinetics via oscillatory shear rheology: (1) time
until the critical gelation point (the time when a percolating network is first formed), and (2) the
time until the hydrogels reached half of their maximal storage modulus.56 It was found that the
furan and methylfuran hydrogels took roughly 10 hours and 7 hours, respectively, to reach the
critical gelation point. Furthermore, the fulvene hydrogels reached the critical gelation point in
less than 20 minutes, greater than a 10–fold decrease in gelation times. Similarly, while the fulvene
gels reached half–maximal modulus in 40 minutes, the furan and methylfuran gels took longer
than 10 hours, allowing the authors to conclude that the fulvene–based hydrogels undergo DA
crosslinking at a substantially faster rate than either the furan or methylfuran hydrogels under
physiological conditions.56
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1.3. The Hydrolytically Unstable Silyl Ether Bond

The need and desire for degradable polymer networks have resulted in many new and
exciting approaches to the development of novel degradable systems possessing advanced
properties, allowing for their implementation in an ever–growing range of applications. This recent
surge in attention towards degradable polymer networks is largely derived from the many
inadequacies of their non–degradable counterparts in terms of environmental impact, ecological
considerations, and sustainability. Newly realized degradable polymers need to fulfill complex
requirements which are determined by the specific application in which they are used.59
Hydrolytically degradable polymer networks have seen extensive use in the biomedical field for
applications such as tissue engineering,2 drug delivery,60 vascular stents,61 and even degradable
biocompatible adhesives.62 These hydrolytically degradable materials can be prepared by the
incorporation of a variety of hydrolytically unstable moieties, allowing them to degrade through
the cleavage of covalent bonds. Hydrolytically labile functionalities useful for production of these
materials include esters, anhydrides, acetals, carbonates, amides, and phosphates.1 Degradable
materials produced with these functionalities, however, suffer from poor tunability, toxic
byproducts, or relatively difficult syntheses.63
Recent advances in the utilization of the silyl ether moiety in degradable crosslinked
networks have been limited; however, the increased focus on these materials in recent years by a
few research groups have proven their efficacy and viability towards the controlled release of an
encapsulated agent through degradation profiles. Silyl ethers (alkoxysilanes; Si(OR’)nR4–n, n = 1
to 4) have been widely used as protection groups throughout organic chemistry.64 The primary
reason for their popularity is the ability to successfully modulate their deprotection stabilities and
rates through the attachment of various alkyl substituents on the silicon atom. A good example of
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this is the use of either trimethylsilyl ether (TMS), triethylsilyl ether (TES), or triisopropylsilyl
ether (TIPS) as protection groups, where changing the substituents can increase stabilities towards
acidic hydrolysis from 1, 64, to 700,000, respectively.64 The selective protection and deprotection
of various common primary, secondary, and tertiary alcohols was extensively reviewed by Crouch
in 2013, with the conclusion that silyl ether protection and deprotection chemistry allows for
increased flexibility when challenging situations are encountered.65 Although silyl ether chemistry
has gone relatively unnoticed outside of protection chemistry, they are, however, attractive for use
in degradable materials. This attraction is attributed to their ability to provide precise control over
hydrolytic degradation rates through substituent modification, the production of relatively benign
byproducts including silicates, and their ability to add thermal and structural stability to degradable
linear polymers, dendrimers,66 and networked materials.67–71 The silicon–oxygen bond in silyl
ethers is easily cleaved through hydrolysis in aqueous environments, allowing silyl ether
crosslinkers and networks to be especially useful in applications in aqueous or extreme pH (acidic
or basic) environments.69
Very recently in 2019, Johnson and coworkers reported the synthesis of backbone–
degradable polynorbornene–based linear, bottle brush, and star copolymers through ring–opening
metathesis with the use of silyl ether monomers.72 Ring–opening metathesis polymerization
(ROMP) has been widely used to generate functional materials for applications such as resin,
biomedicine, catalysis, and sensing technologies.73,74 Furthermore, with the use of ROMP in
conjunction with norbornene– based macromonomers with diverse sidechains, advanced polymer
architectures are possible that can simultaneously perform drug delivery, imaging agent dispersal,
and self–assembly.75,76 The lack of degradability, however, is a limitation of polynorbornene–
based polymers.

A straightforward approach to the incorporation of backbone–degradable
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copolymers of norbornene–based macromonomers would expand the availability of these
materials for a wider range of applications.72 With this in mind, the authors reported the use of
bifunctional silyl ether–containing cyclic olefins for copolymerization with a variety of norbornene
derivatives to improve the degradability of these type of polymeric materials (Figure 41).72

Figure 41. Monomers utilized to prepare silyl ether and norbornene copolymers (Johnson et al.).72

A selection of four different norbornene–containing monomers were mixed with an eight
membered cyclic diisopropyl silyl ether olefin in 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of functional groups.
Additional reactions between a series of methyl, ethyl, phenyl, or i–propyl functionalized silyl
ether olefins and a PEG–norbornene monomer (R25) allowed the preparation of a degradable
bottlebrush polymer. With the use of a third–generation Grubbs bipyridyl complex, the monomers
polymerized through ROMP to produce a copolymer containing silyl ether groups within the
backbone in just 30 minutes. In order to assess whether the resulting polymers were statistical
copolymers rather than block copolymers, they were exposed to 0.2 M HCL in 10:1 dioxane/water
and the resulting products were analyzed through GPC. The polymers were shown to degrade into
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various lower mass species in a modestly broadened molar mass distribution compared with the
analogous norbornene homopolymers.72 Polymers produced through the copolymerization of R25
and the series of silyl ether olefins containing different functionalities were examined in a
degradation study. The authors degraded the copolymers in phosphate–citrate buffers at various
pH including pH 5.5, 6.5, and 7.4. Samples were taken from the solutions at various time points
and analyzed through gel permeation chromatography (GPC). Considerable degradation was
found for all copolymers over a 35–day period at all pH levels.72 Furthermore, by tuning the
substituents on the silyl ether olefins, the extent of degradation as a function of time could be tuned
by several orders of magnitude. Copolymers produced using methyl substituted silyl ether olefins
were found to degrade the quickest, while copolymers produced using i–propyl substituted silyl
ether olefins were found to degrade the slowest.72 With the inclusion of silyl ether moieties
throughout their backbone, these polymers will allow for the production of degradable materials
that contain self–assembly and stimuli–responsive properties while also affording sustainability in
biomedical applications.72
In 2010, DeSimone and coworkers synthesized a series of bifunctional silyl ether
crosslinkers (BSE) for the production of degradable materials to encapsulate and release a drug
agent (Figure 42).63
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Figure 42. BSE crosslinkers (DeSimone et al.).63

The synthesis of these crosslinkers utilized commercially available starting materials and
required only a single synthetic step. It is important to note that these crosslinkers possess an
increase in synthetic viability due to lowered costs of reagents and ease of synthesis with relatively
high yields (Table 19).63

Table 19. Reaction conditions and yields to produce BSE crosslinkers (DeSimone et al.).63
Compound

Reagents

Steps

Conditions

Yield (%)

R26

2

1

TEA, DCM, 0 °C

61%

R27

2

1

TEA, DCM, 0 °C

78%

R28

2

1

TEA, DCM, 0 °C

73%

R29

2

1

Pyridine, DCM, 0 °C

67%
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Using the new crosslinkers, the authors produced microparticles using a technique known
as particle replication in nonwetting templates (PRINT). Two particle shapes were produced: 5
m cube particles and 3 m hexnut particles. These particles were loaded with 2 wt % rhodamine
B dye as a drug surrogate.63 The particles were then degraded over a period of three months at
simulated physiological conditions and varying pH levels of 5.0, 6.0 and 7.4 to determine the effect
of an acidic environment on degradation rates. During particle degradation, the concentration of
released rhodamine B dye was determined with the use of UV spectroscopy.63 The degradation
was accelerated for particles at decreased pH, as determined by released rhodamine B
concentrations. Particles dispersed in buffer at pH 5.0 exhibited a degradation half–life of 2.19
hours, while particles dispersed in buffer at pH 6.0 had a half–life of 1.08 days, and particles
dispersed in buffer at pH 7.4 had a half–life of 2.94 days.63 The authors also discovered that the
degradation rates, or acidic hydrolysis of the silyl ether moieties, were greater for the less sterically
hindered substituted BSE crosslinkers, with the methyl–substituted R26 degrading the fastest. The
di–tertbutyl substituted R29 crosslinker did not appreciably degrade under any of the tested
conditions. The degradation rates of these crosslinkers were tuned from hours to days to even
months.63
As a follow up to the previous study,63 in 2017 Fu and workers reported the ability to tether
the hybrid prodrug silyl ether camptothecin to thiol functional mesoporous silica nanoparticles
(Figure 43).77
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Figure 43. Prodrug attached to a silica nanoparticle through silyl ether linkages (Fu et al.).77

The mercaptopropyl surface-functionalized mesoporous silica nanoparticles were prepared
through the condensation reaction of tetramethylorthosilicate under basic conditions, followed by
the addition of 3–mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane to the reaction mixture.77 Silyl ether
camptothecin was prepared by mixing camptothecin, 4–dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), and
imidazole with either dichlorodiethylsilane or dichlorodimethylsilane and hydroxyethyl acrylate,
over two hours.77 Attaching silyl ether camptothecin to the mercaptopropyl functional silica
nanoparticles was accomplished by mixing the mercaptopropyl functional silica nanoparticles with
silyl ether camptothecin using DMAP and UV light as a catalyst. Particle size and structure were
characterized through FTIR spectroscopy, solid–state NMR spectroscopy, and transmission
electron microscopy. The particle sizes ranged from 151.2 ± 2.5 nm for neat mercaptopropyl
functional mesoporous silica nanoparticles, to 292.9 ± 5.5 nm for the largest, silyl ether
camptothecin tethered nanoparticles with ethyl groups attached to the silane moiety.77
Additionally, particles were degraded in a series of solutions of pH 4.0, 6.8, or 7.4 to determine
their prodrug releasing capabilities. Decreasing pH increased prodrug release, as confirmed
through high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).77 Furthermore, the camptothecin
tethered particles containing methyl groups attached to the silane moiety degraded and released
the tethered prodrug at a greater rate than particles containing ethyl moieties. The authors
concluded that these degradation and release effects were due to steric bulk introduced by the
presence of ethyl moieties on the silyl ether tether.77
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In 2018, Gräfe et al. reported the preparation of a similar series of acrylamide–based
crosslinkers for the production of photoresists for 3D laser lithography capable of undergoing
chemically selective subtraction (Figure 44).78

Figure 44. An acrylamide–based crosslinker (Gräfe et al.).78

The three different crosslinkers were prepared by reacting dichlorosilanes with either
methyl, ethyl, or isopropyl substituents on the silicon atom, with 2–hydroxyethyl acrylamide in
the presence of triethylamine.78 The reactions proceeded over the course of twelve hours and the
products were characterized by NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry to confirm their
structures. In separate experiments, each of the crosslinkers was reacted with pentaerythritol
triacrylate (PETA) in the presence of the photoinitiator Irgacure 369 for use in a direct laser writing
(DLW) system to produce model structures. Degradation of the 3D model structures was
performed in saturated solutions of NaHCO3, K2CO3, and KF in methanol and their degradation
was monitored via scanning electron microscopy. The different DLW structures prepared using
the three different silyl ether crosslinkers degraded in different amounts depending on the basicity
of the salt solutions they were immersed in.78 Model structures prepared using the methyl
substituted silyl ether crosslinker completely degraded in all salt solutions. The ethyl and i-propyl
substituted crosslinkers, on the other hand, only began to degrade in the most basic salt solutions
and required considerably more time to degrade.78 The authors concluded that with the use of these
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three different silyl ether crosslinkers, DLW structures may be prepared with chemically selective
degradation profiles and with increasingly sophisticated structures.78
In 2014, Son and Voit synthesized a series of silyl ether allyl and thiol monomers with
either methyl or phenyl substituents on the silicon atom (Figure 45).79

Figure 45. A series of thiol and allyl functional silyl ether monomers and an allyl functional triazine
monomer (Son and Voit).79

The silyl ether allyl and thiol monomers were combined to produce a series of uniform and
highly crosslinked hydrolytically degradable networks via the free radical thiol–ene reaction, using
0.1 wt% 2,2–dimethoxy–2–phenylacetophenone (DMPA) as a photoinitiator.79 Because the
monomers were substituted with differing amounts of either methyl or phenyl groups, a gradient
of steric hindrance and hydrophobicity existed across the series of produced networks, allowing
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for the tunability of degradation rates. The authors measured degradation rates at physiological
conditions over a six–week period by periodically massing the degrading samples. According to
the authors, networks formed from R35 and R36 degraded 29 ± 1%, while the four networks
formed from R30, R31, R33, and R34 degraded between 60–80% over the same period.79
Additionally, the networks were mechanically characterized, and it was found that networks
produced with the use of R30, R31, R33, and R34 gave very narrow glass transition temperatures
(Tg), ranging from –55 °C to –28 °C.79 These networks were also found to be elastic at room
temperature. The authors also prepared networks from the hydrolytically stable tri–allylic
monomer R36 with silyl ether thiols R31, R32, R34, and R35, and mechanical analysis showed
the Tg of these networks were significantly higher, at 28–40 °C.79 Degradation products for the
networks were analyzed by NMR spectroscopy and gas–chromatography mass–spectrometry
(GC–MS) and compared with starting materials.79
Epoxy polymers have been used extensively in biomedical, aerospace, and industrial
applications and are prepared using a variety of curing agents and curing conditions. Attractive
characteristics of epoxy polymers include excellent adhesion, lack of byproducts produced through
curing, high strength, high versatility, and minimal shrinkage on curing. Epoxy polymers also
possess many disadvantages, especially with short–term use, including difficulty in removal and
lack of recyclability. Recent strategies into producing degradable epoxy polymers have focused
primarily on the incorporation of cleavable bonds within the epoxy component; however, little
research has been devoted to the integration of cleavable bonds within the curing agent. For this
reason, in 2017, Son and coworkers reported the synthesis of hydrolytically labile silyl ether amine
curing agents for the production of degradable crosslinked epoxy networks (Figure 46).80
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Figure 46. Silyl ether amine curing agents (Son et al.).80

The authors synthesized the silyl ether amine curing agents through nucleophilic
substitution reactions with chloroalkylsilanes or with transetherification reactions with
alkoxysilanes.80 The silyl ether amine curing agents were reacted with a commercially available
diglycidyl ether epoxy resin (D.E.R 331) to produce a series of four distinct networks with varying
crosslink densities. Degradation rates were controlled by varying the crosslink densities through
the number of reactive functional groups on the amine curing agents (Figure 47).80

Figure 47. Monomers used to prepare amine–epoxy networks (Son et al.).80

The four networks were characterized by ATR–FTIR spectroscopy using crushed samples.
There was no indication of unreacted epoxy groups, indicating that curing was complete for all
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networks. Degradation studies were performed by immersing samples of each network separately
into three different solvents at 37 °C: PBS, aq HCl 5% (v/v), and aq NaOH 5% (w/v). Mass changes
for the networks in each solvent were measured over a period of 30 days. While network samples
using R37 and R38 displayed net mass gains in all solutions, networks prepared with R39 and
R40 displayed net mass losses in all the solutions over the 30–day study.80 Degradation rates in all
media were affected by two factors: (1) crosslink density, and (2) the number of Si–O linkages
present in each network. The networks were also thermomechanically characterized using
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) studies, with the networks produced from R37 and R38 possessing
the highest crosslink densities, glass transition temperatures, and storage moduli. Variations in
degradation rates of the networks through the differences in crosslink densities and silyl ether
functionalities suggest the ability to finely tune degradation rates.80
Currently in preparation by Son and coworkers is a similar study involving the preparation
of degradable thiol–epoxy networks using a silyl ether thiol curing agent. Thiols have been
extensively utilized as crosslinking agents to prepare epoxy networks.81–83 Reactions between
epoxides and thiols proceed through a base–catalyzed mechanism in which a suitable base
deprotonates the thiol groups to produce a thiolate anion. The thiolate anion then undergoes
nucleophilic attack on the less hindered side of the epoxide, forming an alkoxide anion. These
alkoxide anions can attack other epoxide units and so the reaction continues. In this study, two
different thiol–containing crosslinking agents were utilized, including a synthesized trifunctional
silyl ether thiol agent and a commercially available trifunctional alkyl–ester crosslinking agent
lacking the hydrolytically labile Si–O linkage. Triethylamine was used as the base. With crosslink
density remaining fixed across the series of networks prepared, degradation rates were solely
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dependent on the relative amount of silyl ether crosslinking agent utilized. By increasing the
concentration of the silyl ether crosslinking agent within the network, an increase in degradation
rate was observed (Scheme 29).

Scheme 29. Work in progress on the preparation of degradable thiol–epoxy networks, using a
combination of two distinct thiol crosslinkers (Son et al.).

Through the combination of a degradable silyl ether thiol and a non–degradable alkyl–ester
thiol at varying concentrations of each, the degradation rates of the networks can be finely tuned.
A breakdown of the crosslinker ratios used is as follows (Table 20).
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Table 20. Ratios of crosslinkers used to prepare a series of thiol-epoxy networks (Son et al.).
Network

R34 (%)

R41 (%)

R42

0

100

R43

25

75

R44

50

50

R45

75

25

R46

100

0

Degradation studies for networks R42–R46 are currently being performed by measuring
mass change in PBS at 37 °C over three months. The networks have also been thermally
characterized, with increased glass transition temperatures observed for the networks containing
increased concentrations of R41. This can be attributed to the flexible nature of the Si–O bond,
which lowers the glass transition temperatures of the networks.
In yet another study in progress by Son and coworkers, degradable silyl ether–based thiol–
Michael networks were prepared from trifunctional silyl ether thiols and trifunctional silyl ether
acrylates (Scheme 30). Polymeric networks prepared with the use of thiol–click chemistry have
recently become very attractive for use in biomedical applications because they are relatively non–
toxic and easily produced. With this in mind, for the authors prepared a series of networks for the
controlled release of an encapsulated agent by tuning the substituents on the silicon atom (Scheme
31).
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Scheme 30. Synthesis of silyl ether thiols and silyl ether acrylates (Son et al.).

The trifunctional silyl ether thiol (R34 and R35) and trifunctional silyl ether acrylate
monomers (R47 and R48) react through a thiol–Michael reaction with the use of n–hexylamine as
a base catalyst. n–Hexylamine extracts the thiol proton, producing a thiolate anion which adds to
the least substituted acrylic carbon, producing a thioether linkage. Monomers R34–R35 and R47–
R48 were combined to produce a series of four distinct networks containing either methyl, phenyl,
or a mixture of both substituents on the silicon atom (Scheme 31).
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Scheme 31. Production of silyl ether thiol–acrylate networks and their degradation (Son et al.).

The networks were thermally characterized using TGA and DSC. Although the glass
transition temperatures (Tg) for all networks were found to be relatively low, the Tg’s increased
with increased concentration of phenyl–Si substituents in the networks. Degradation studies were
performed on the series of networks in PBS at 37 °C, with increased degradation rates found in
networks with a lower presence of phenyl–Si substituents. This is due to the hydrophobic and steric
nature of the phenyl group, hindering hydrolytic degradation by repelling water molecules from
the hydrolytically unstable silyl ether linkages. Encapsulated agent release studies were also
performed on all networks in PBS at 37 °C, using disodium fluorescein dye as a UV absorbable
encapsulated agent surrogate. It was determined that release rates were strongly correlated with
degradation rates. The product of network degradation (R49) was identified through NMR
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spectroscopy and was synthesized through the base–mediated thiol–Michael reaction of 2–
mercaptoethanol with 2–hydroxyethyl acrylate with n–hexylamine as a basic catalyst. MTT assays
were utilized to determine the cellular toxicity of R49 and indicated that the degradation product
significantly decreased cellular viability only above concentrations of 50 mM.

1.4. Research Objectives

The preparation of novel degradable networks has only recently received increased
attention. Because of this, many diverse types of degradable networks have become increasingly
available for various applications. However, there still exists a great need for degradable networks
that are cheap, easily synthesized or produced, possess advanced properties such as self–healing
or tunable degradation rates, and are compatible with environmental and biological concerns. With
that in mind, one goal of this research is the preparation of degradable networks that are
inexpensive and easy to synthesize. Furthermore, it is desirable that the networks possess favorable
properties that will make them attractive for many applications, including the controlled release of
an encapsulated agent and other biomimetic applications. This research describes the efficient
synthesis of silyl ether monomers with varying silicon substitution. With the use of FM–DA
cycloaddition, the monomers were crosslinked to produce networks with varying degradation rates
and encapsulated agent release rates. Thermal properties were also measured with the use of TGA
and DSC. The networks can be crosslinked at relatively low temperatures, without the need for
potentially problematic solvents or other additives such as catalysts. The degradation product of
the networks was characterized and found to be highly biocompatible. These degradable networks
have the potential to fulfill current needs and to enhance the further progression of other advanced,
highly tunable materials.
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2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of this research was the production of a novel degradable crosslinked
network with the use of FM–DA cycloaddition as the crosslinking reaction. With that in mind, a
series of monomers was proposed. These monomers include two silyl ether maleimide monomers
of increasing substitution about the silicon atom, a silyl ether bismaleimide monomer with a
siloxane spacer, and a silyl ether furan monomer (Figure 48). The proposed syntheses of the
monomers, particularly the maleimide monomers, required the acquisition or preparation of
starting materials in a cost–efficient manner.

Figure 48. Proposed silyl ether monomers. Hydrolytically unstable silyl ether bonds shown in red.
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2.1. Synthesis of HEMI reagent

To

prepare

the

maleimide

monomers

necessary

for

this

project,

n–(2–

hydroxyethyl)maleimide (HEMI) was synthesized (Scheme 32). Although this reagent has been
previously reported in the literature and is commercially available, it is nonetheless very expensive
($337/gram at the time of this writing),84 making it difficult to purchase large quantities for this
project.

Scheme 32. The three–step synthesis of the HEMI reagent. (A) Diels–Alder at room temp to
produce 1a. (B) Imidization of 1a to produce 1b. (C) Reverse Diels–Alder of 1b to produce HEMI
(1c).

The synthesis of HEMI takes place over the course of three separate reactions (Scheme
32).85–87 The use of three distinct reactions eliminates any side reaction of amine with the C–C
double bond of maleic anhydride. The first reaction (A) is a DA reaction between furfuryl alcohol
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and maleic anhydride to give 1a. We found that using ethyl acetate instead of toluene87 resulted in
a cleaner product in higher yield. The synthesis is continued (B) with an imidization reaction of
1a with ethanolamine. We found that using ethanol instead of methanol as the solvent resulted in
a cleaner product in higher yield.87 Reaction (B) is carried out under refluxing conditions at 85 °C
for 4 hours to produce 1b. For the final reaction (C), 1b undergoes reverse DA by refluxing at 110
°C for 4 hours to produce HEMI. All three reactions have been scaled up 10–fold, resulting in the
ability to produce the reagent in the 80–90 gram scale in one week.

2.2. Synthesis of Furyl and Maleimide Silane and Siloxane Monomers

A selection of furyl and maleimide functionalized monomers were synthesized through
silylation reactions of chlorosilanes with either furfuryl alcohol or the HEMI reagent. A tri–
functional furyl–containing silane monomer (2), di– and tri–functional maleimide silane
monomers (3 and 4), and a di–functional maleimide siloxane monomer (5) were synthesized in
this manner.
To synthesize the furyl–containing monomer 2, silylation of furfuryl alcohol with
trichloromethylsilane at 0 °C gave the product in 85% yield (Scheme 33).

Scheme 33. Silylation of furfuryl alcohol using trichloromethylsilane
trifuryl(methoxy)methylsilane (2). Water sensitive bonds are shown in red.
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to

produce

In a similar manner, dichlorodimethylsilane was reacted with HEMI at 0 °C to give
bismaleimide(ethoxy)dimethylsilane (3) in 59% yield (Scheme 34).

Scheme
34.
Silylation
of
HEMI
using
dichlorodimethylsilane
bismaleimide(ethoxy)dimethylsilane (3). Water sensitive bonds are shown in red.

to

give

Likewise, trichloromethylsilane was reacted with HEMI at 0 °C to give
trismaleimide(ethoxy)methylsilane (4) in 83% yield (Scheme 35).

Scheme
35.
Silylation
of
HEMI
using
trichloromethylsilane
trismaleimide(ethoxy)methylsilane (4). Water sensitive bonds are shown in red.

to

give

Finally, dichlorotetramethyldisiloxane was reacted with the HEMI reagent to produce
bismaleimide(ethoxy)tetramethyldisiloxane (5) in 77% yield (Scheme 36).
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Scheme 36. Silylation of HEMI using dichlorotetramethyldisiloxane to produce
dimaleimide(ethoxy)tetramethyldisiloxane (5). Water sensitive bonds are shown in red.

While distillation under reduced pressure was successful for the purification of 2,
monomers 3–5 were crystalline powders and required a different purification method. Crude
monomers 3–5 was each separately dissolved in chloroform to produce a solution which was added
to a separatory funnel. Repeated washings of the chloroform solution with deionized water was
used to extract impurities from solutions, leaving the pure monomers in the organic phase. Rotary
evaporation was utilized to remove residual volatiles, resulting in highly pure, crystalline powder
monomers 3–5 (Table 21).

Table 21. Properties of synthesized monomers 2–5.

Monomer

Appearance

m.p. (°C)

b.p. (°C)

Solubility

2

Amber, very nonviscous liquid

––

246.8–248.2
(88 °C at
0.735 Torr)

chloroform, DMSO,
EtOH, THF, acetone,
DCM, IPA, DMF,

3

White, crystalline
powder

88.3–89.1

––

H2O, chloroform,
acetone, DMF, IPA

4

White, crystalline
powder

139.8–
140.2

––

chloroform, DCM, ACN

5

White crystalline
powder

51.9–52.6

––

chloroform, acetone,
ACN, DMF, benzene
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2.3. Thermal Studies and Network Preparation

One application of the proposed networks is the controlled release of an encapsulated agent
(EA). With that in mind, the first objective was the determination of the onset and peak
temperatures at which the monomers undergo DA crosslinking. These temperatures are necessary
to maximize monomer conversion and decrease the possibility of unreacted monomers leaching
out of the networks and consequently increasing potential contamination or toxicity.
The Diels–Alder and retro–DA reactions were investigated using differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) to determine reaction completion and material characteristics, including glass
transitions for the two network formulations XL1 and XL2. Mixing furan and maleimide
monomers in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of functional groups, monomers 2 and 5 gave network
XL1. Before polymerization, the monomer mixture was placed into a differential scanning
calorimeter and scanned at a temperature range of –5 °C to 200 °C at a 10 °C/min ramp rate. A
second DSC thermogram was also obtained for XL1 after curing for two hours at 80 °C and
scanned at a temperature range from –5 °C to 200 °C at a 10 °C/min ramp rate (Figure 49).
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Figure 49. DSC thermograms prepared by mixing monomers 2 and 5 with (A) the initial, uncured
mixture, and (B) a cured XL1 sample (cured at 80 °C for two hours). Thermograms were
completed from -5–200 °C with a ramp rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen gas.

For the DSC thermogram of the initial formulation mixture of XL1 (A) a broad initial
melting endotherm was observed from around 40–50 °C.88 A broad exotherm, indicative of the
DA reaction, was observed from 50–110 °C with a peak at 81 °C and a secondary, smaller
exotherm was observed from 120–150 °C with a peak at 135 °C. An endotherm, indicative of retroDA was observed from 135–185 °C with a peak at 153 °C. For the DSC thermogram obtained
from the cured XL1 sample (B) an initial softening (Tg1) was found at 22 °C. Due to its small size
and temperature, this glass transition (Tg1) is potentially due to hydrolytic degradation of the
sample facilitated from absorbed moisture, where hydrolytic cleavage of silyl–ether bonds reduces
crosslink density, increasing material softness.89,90 A second softening (Tg2) was found at 106 °C.
This glass transition (Tg2) is due to retro–DA reactions of the furan–maleimide adducts. This was
quickly followed by a retro–DA endotherm found from 130–180 °C with a maximum at 150
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°C.91,92 The absence of a DA exotherm in the thermogram for the cured XL1 (B) indicated that the
curing conditions (80 °C for two hours) were sufficient in completing the DA reaction.
The procedure mentioned above was repeated by mixing monomers 2 and 3 to give
network XL2. Before polymerization, the monomer mixture was placed into a differential
scanning calorimeter and scanned at a temperature range of –5 °C to 200 °C at a 10 °C/min ramp
rate. A second DSC thermogram was also obtained for XL2 after curing for two hours at 80 °C
and scanned at a temperature range from –5 °C to 200 °C at a 10 °C/min ramp rate (Figure 50).

Figure 50. DSC thermograms prepared by mixing monomers 2 and 3 with (A) the initial, uncured
mixture, and (B) a cured XL2 sample (cured at 80 °C for two hours). Thermograms were
completed from -5–200 °C with a ramp rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen gas.

For the DSC thermogram of the initial formulation mixture of XL2 (A) a broad exotherm,
indicative of the DA reaction, was observed from 63–108 °C with a peak at 80 °C and a secondary,
smaller exotherm was observed from 118–150 °C with a peak at 133 °C. An endotherm, indicative
of retro-DA was observed from 133–200 °C with a peak at 154 °C. For the DSC thermogram
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obtained from the cured XL2 sample (B) an initial softening (Tg1) was indicated at 45 °C. Due to
its small size and temperature, this glass transition (Tg1) is potentially due to hydrolytic degradation
of the sample facilitated from absorbed moisture, where hydrolytic cleavage of silyl–ether bonds
reduces crosslink density, increasing material softness.89,90 A second softening (Tg2) was found at
100 °C. This glass transition (Tg2) is due to retro–DA reactions between furan and maleimide
substituents and was quickly followed by a retro–DA endotherm found from 130–158 °C with a
peak at 146 °C.91,92 The absence of a DA exotherm in the thermogram for the cured XL2 (B)
indicated that the curing conditions (80 °C for two hours) were sufficient in completing the DA
reaction.
Once appropriate crosslinking conditions were established, the networks were prepared by
mixing the appropriate monomers in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of functional groups, placing the
mixtures into PE cap molds, and heating the samples at 80 °C for two hours (Figure 51 and Figure
52).

Figure 51. Network sample preparation.

Two distinct networks were produced from mixing 2 with either 3 (XL2) or 5 (XL1)
(Figure 52).
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Figure 52. Networks structures produced through the DA reaction between 2 and 5 (XL1), and 2
and 3 (XL2).

In order to prepare networks with equivalent crosslink density, maleimide monomers of
equivalent substitution were utilized. For this reason, the trismaleimide(ethoxy)methylsilane (4)
monomer was not further utilized in this study. Future studies will include monomers that are
further substituted (e.g. 4), possess more flexible connectors, and contain other substituents on the
silicon atom besides methyl. These modifications may affect degradation and release rates of the
networks and allow for fine-tuning of behavior.

2.4. The Effect of Monomer Structure on Network Degradation

Degradation rate affects release rate behaviors of degradable networks by increasing the
surface area of degraded material, which consequently increases the diffusion rate of the
encapsulated agent (EA) into the surrounding environment. Depending on network structure,
crosslink density, and network interaction with the EA, network degradation may also allow neat
EA to reach the outside environment by “dumping” particles or larger masses of clumped EA into
the surrounding environment.93
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The partition coefficient value of the monomers is a good tool towards understanding their
hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature and their corresponding networks’ overall ability to readily
undergo degradation through hydrolysis.94 The partition coefficient (P) describes the propensity of
a neutral or uncharged monomer (or other compound) to dissolve in an immiscible biphasic system
of a lipophilic organic solvent and water. It measures how much of the solute can dissolve in the
water portion versus the organic portion of the biphasic system. Typically, these measurements
use the octan–1–ol and water system as a standard.95 The Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 value is defined by the following
𝑎𝑞

equation (Equation 10).95

[𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟]

Equation 10. Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 = Log [𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟]𝑜𝑐𝑡
𝑎𝑞

𝑎𝑞

A positive Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 value indicates that the monomer in question has a greater affinity for
𝑎𝑞

the organic (octan–1–ol) phase or is more hydrophobic. Conversely, a negative Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 value
𝑎𝑞

indicates that the monomer in question has a greater affinity for the aqueous (water) phase or is
more hydrophilic. A Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 value of 0 indicate that the monomer in question is equally partitioned
𝑎𝑞

between the organic (octan–1–ol) and aqueous (water) phases.94,95 While the Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 values of
𝑎𝑞

monomers can typically be measured experimentally, the water sensitivity of the monomers
employed in this study prohibit experimental measurement due to degradation. All Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 values
𝑎𝑞

for the monomers in this study were obtained from ACD/Labs ChemSketch Freeware, version
2015.2.5. ACD/Labs ChemSketch Freeware uses a mixed atom/fragment constructionist structure
approach and is reported to be a reliable source for predicting Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 values (Table 22).
𝑎𝑞
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Table 22. Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 values for the monomers in this study.
𝑎𝑞

Monomer

Calculated Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡

Structure

𝑎𝑞

2

2.95 ± 0.51

3

–0.64 ± 0.37

4

–0.15 ± 0.55

5

3.67 ± 0.83

It is important to note that while the Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 value of 3 indicates it is fairly hydrophilic or
𝑎𝑞

has more affinity to the aqueous (water) phase of a biphasic system, the addition of a disiloxane
group in 5 drastically increases the hydrophobic nature of the monomer. This is thought to
drastically lower the rate at which this monomer can undergo hydrolysis, due to the siloxane
moiety repelling water from the local domain.
To investigate degradation of the selected furyl–maleimide crosslinked networks, samples
of XL1 and XL2 were prepared without an EA by mixing monomers 2 and 5, and monomers 2
and 3, respectively, in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of functional groups. Monomers 5 and 3 are
crystalline powders that are partially soluble in the liquid monomer 2 at room temperature and
fully dissolve with heating. After each of the network mixtures were prepared, a thin paste was
formed that became completely liquid at curing temperature. For XL1, this liquification at curing
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temperature was due to heating above the melting point of 5, while for XL2, the liquification at
curing temperature was due to the increased solubility of 3 in 2. After curing at 80 °C for two hours
in PE cap molds, the XL1 samples appeared light yellow in color and were optically transparent.
They also appeared glassy and hard. The XL2 samples were found to be very light yellow in color
and opaque in appearance. The opaque nature of the samples is thought to be due to either the
increased crystallinity of the samples or some phase separation occurring. This contrasts with the
optically transparent XL1 samples, which include flexible siloxane moieties, increasing the
network’s amorphous structure. The XL2 samples were also very glassy and hard, but not brittle.
After curing and allowing the samples to cool to room temperature, hardness of both the XL1 and
XL2 samples were inspected by trying to dent the samples with a fingernail. The samples were not
able to be indented in any way and remained glassy, with glass transition temperature for XL1
(Tg2) at 106 °C and XL2 (Tg2) at 100 °C (Figure 53).

Figure 53. Photographs of XL1 (left) and XL2 network samples (right). The samples are 0.5 cm
in height and 1 cm in diameter.

The furyl–maleimide crosslinked networks undergo degradation through hydrolysis to
produce a furyl–maleimide degradation product (DP) and di– or tri–hydroxysilane degradation
products, which can undergo additional condensation (Scheme 37).
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Scheme 37. Hydrolysis and subsequent degradation of network XL2 with major degradation
products shown.

Neat samples of XL1 and XL2 were massed and placed into PBS at 37 °C. The samples
were removed from PBS, massed, and placed into fresh PBS at various time intervals, with the
average time interval being 24 hours, to determine degradation of the network samples (Figure
54).

Figure 54. Mass change (%) vs Time (h) for XL1 and XL2 in PBS at 37 °C performed over 15
days.
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The mass loss study indicates that for the first three days both XL1 and XL2 began to
absorb PBS solution, increasing in mass. After the first three days, samples of XL2 had gained
1.5% of their original mass and then began to lose mass at a rapid rate until the samples had
degraded to the point that they were not able to be massed, losing a total of 88% mass after 14
days. In contrast, samples of XL1 continued to gain mass until day 11, gaining 8% of their original
mass, and then began to rapidly lose mass until day 15, at which point they had lost a total of 42%
of their original mass. This is a direct reflection of the ability of the siloxane (Si–O–Si) moiety,
located directly adjacent to the hydrolytically unstable silyl ether moieties, to repel water due to
its hydrophobic nature. As water absorption continues and the concentration of water within the
network increases, the networks begin rapid hydrolytic degradation.

2.5. The Effect of Monomer Structure on Dye Release

With degradation rates for the two networks elucidated using mass loss studies, it was
important to understand the relationship between degradation and release rates for the networks in
question. Release rate measurements were performed by encapsulating a disodium fluorescein
(DF) dye within the networks as a surrogate for small molecule agents. DF was chosen for its ionic
and consequently hydrophilic nature and acts well as a hydrophilic drug surrogate. Additionally,
DF dye is easily solvated by the starting monomers of these networks, producing highly
homogeneous mixtures and consequently, highly dispersed encapsulated dye networks. Also, the
controlled release of ionic or hydrophilic dyes (drug surrogates) is much more difficult due to their
solubility in aqueous environments.93 XL1 and XL2 network samples with 1% w/w of
encapsulated DF dye were prepared, massed, and placed into PBS at physiological temperature
(37 °C) (Figure 55).
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Figure 55. Disodium fluorescein dye (1% w/w) loaded network samples. XL1 (left) and XL2
(right). The samples are 0.5 cm in height and 1 cm in width.

The DF dye was allowed to release over a period of 17 days, during which time the
networks were periodically removed from solution, massed, and placed into fresh PBS solution.
Concentrations of released dye were measured using UV–vis spectroscopy at 497 nm against a
measured calibration curve. Using concentration measurements and mass of DF dye placed into
each sample, a fraction of dye (%) released was plotted versus time (Figure 56).
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Figure 56. Fraction of dye released (%) vs Time (h) for XL1 and XL2 in PBS at 37 °C performed
over 17 days. UV–vis spectroscopy was used to determine released dye concentrations with max
= 497 nm for disodium fluorescein dye (1% w/w).

During the first 24 hours of degradation, both networks released encapsulated DF dye fairly
quickly. This is likely due to increased concentrations of DF dye on the exterior or just inside the
surface of the networks. The DF dye located at those areas is either easily able to “slough” off the
network samples or may undergo diffusion much more readily than DF dye located further within
the networks. After the first 24 hours, DF dye release from the XL1 samples began to slow
considerably due to lack of hydrolytic degradation, whereas the XL2 samples continued to release
DF at an increasing rate due to increased degradation (Figure 54). Corresponding closely to the
mass loss data for the networks (Figure 54), the XL1 samples began to quickly degrade and release
DF dye at an increased rate after day 11. At this point the hydrolytically unstable silyl ether bonds
are quickly undergoing hydrolysis, causing degradation and subsequently increasing DF dye
release. As the network samples degrade, the surface area of the networks increases, which allows
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DF dye to release at a faster rate. This increase in surface area can be seen visually as the networks
degrade (Figure 57).

Figure 57. Photos showing the degradation of XL2 containing 1% w/w disodium fluorescein dye
performed over 12 days. Surface area increase may be seen by “pitting” or pores appearing on the
surface and within the network samples during degradation.

During degradation, the networks began to soften while the surfaces of the networks
became increasingly rough and non–uniform. The overall structure of the networks however,
remained intact throughout the degradation process. This contrasts with many other degradable
systems that tend to crumble or break off in large pieces during degradation.93,96 A more controlled
degradation behavior is advantageous for two important reasons: (1) encapsulated agent release
rates remain more uniform and predictable in networks that remain intact during degradation, and
(2) some applications may require the premature removal of the networks before release has
completed, which is more easily accomplished with networks that remain intact during
degradation.93,96

2.6. Characterization of the Degradation Product

Hydrolytic degradation of networks XL1 and XL2 results in the formation of an organic
FM adduct degradation product (DP) and its subsequent release into the surrounding aqueous
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environment (Scheme 38). This degradation product is identical in both the XL1 and XL2
networks.

Scheme 38. The predicted organic furan–maleimide degradation product (DP) generated through
hydrolytic degradation of the XL1 network.

In order to confirm the structure of the degradation product (DP), a neat XL1 network
sample was prepared (without the incorporation of an EA) by crosslinking monomers 2 and 5
through FM–DA at 80 °C for two hours. Once the network sample was prepared, it was soaked in
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D2O for one week to undergo hydrolytic degradation. Additionally, the expected degradation
product (DP) was synthesized by the stoichiometric reaction of furfuryl alcohol and HEMI
through the FM–DA reaction at 80 °C for two hours to produce the FM–DA adduct DP (Scheme
39).

Scheme 39. Diels–Alder synthesis of the degradation product (DP) for both the XL1 and XL2
networks.

A DSC thermogram of a 1:1 stoichiometric mixture of furfuryl alcohol and HEMI was
obtained to observe the DA exotherm and confirm the reaction between the reagents. To determine
the completion of the FM–DA reaction to prepare the synthesized DP, an additional DSC
thermogram was obtained utilizing a 1:1 furfuryl alcohol and HEMI reaction mixture after reacting
for two hours at 80 °C (Figure 58).
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Figure 58. DSC thermograms of a furfuryl alcohol and HEMI mixture to prepare DP with (A) the
initial, unreacted mixture, and (B) a reacted reaction mixture (reacted at 80 °C for two hours). The
thermograms were completed from 25 °C to 110 °C with a ramp rate of 5 °C/min under nitrogen
gas.

The 1H NMR spectrum of the degraded XL1 network in D2O was obtained and compared
with spectra obtained from the synthesized predicted degradation product (DP). The cleavage of
the Si–O bonds within the network resulting in the formation of DP was confirmed (Figure 59).
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Figure 59. 1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) spectra of (A) the synthesized degradation product DP, and
(B) DP obtained after one week of degrading XL1 in D2O.

2.7. Toxicity Study of the Degradation Product

The primary reason for the preparation of these networks is the controlled release of an EA
(drug) through network degradation; therefore, the toxicity and biocompatibility of degradation
products are of interest. A toxicity study of the degradation product (DP) was accomplished with
the use of MTT assays at various concentrations of DP. During the study, cells take up 3–(4,5–
dimethylthiazol–2–yl) –2,5–diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), a positively charged, tetrazole
compound with a yellowish color. Due to the MTT’s positive charge, it can pass through the
negatively charged cell membrane and into the cell. Intracellular enzymes within the living cells
called NAD(P) oxidoreductases reduce the MTT to formazan, which is characterized by a dark
purple color. Without the enzymes (like in dead cells) the media in the well remains yellow. After
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a set period of time, a crystal dissolving reagent is added to the assay well plates to dissolve the
reduced MTT reagent (formazan) into solution. Cellular viability can then be determined by
measuring the concentration of the enzymatically reduced (dark purple) MTT reagent through
UV–vis spectroscopy at max=570 nm. If the analyte compound, in this case DP, causes a decrease
in cell viability, a decrease in reduced MTT reagent (formazan) concentration is observed (Figure
60).97

MTT assay HEMI degradation product
2.5

Ratio

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Control

50 μM

500 μM

5 mM

50 mM

Negative
control

Concentration
Figure 60. MTT assay of the synthesized network degradation product, DP, p < 0.078.

MTT assay results indicated that the degradation product (DP) did not cause a significant
reduction of cell metabolic activity at concentrations below 5 mM. At 5 mM and 50 mM DP
concentrations, cell metabolic activity was reduced; however, the cell viability ratio did not fall
below the negative control value, indicating that even at very high concentrations, DP did not
reduce cell viability significantly (Figure 60). A negative control is produced by placing only MTT
and crystal dissolving reagents in corresponding well plates, in the absence of cells or additives
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such as analytes; cell viability is then measured via UV-vis spectroscopy at max=570 nm. Because
of the absence of cells, the negative control provides a baseline for complete cell death (maximum
toxicity with no reduction of MTT reagent). Ideally, the negative control will be zero however,
because of the presence of MTT and crystal dissolving reagents, some absorbance at 570 nm is
possible. The control on the other hand, is measured by placing cells with MTT reagent in
corresponding well plates in the absence of any analyte. In the control, the cells still take up the
MTT reagent, where it is enzymatically reduced, characterized by the appearance of a dark purple
color which can be measured through UV–vis spectroscopy. The presence of large error bars
within the MTT assay results is an indication of the fluctuation in the number of cells placed into
each well of the MTT assay. Duplicate assays were used for each concentration and as cell numbers
in each well fluctuated, corresponding concentrations of reduced MTT assay may have fluctuated
as well, causing an increase in standard error calculations.
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3.

In

closing,

we

have

trismaleimide(ethoxy)methylsilane

CONCLUSIONS

designed

monomer,

and

efficiently

synthesized

bismalieimide(ethoxy)dimethylsilane

a
and

bismaleimide(ethoxy)tetramethyldisiloxane monomers, and a trisfuryl(ethoxy)methylsilane
monomer. With these monomers and the use of the Diels–Alder (DA) reaction as a key synthetic
step, we have produced two distinct networks capable of degradation through hydrolysis. DSC was
useful in determining the optimum curing conditions for these networks through analysis of the
DA exotherm. Using this analysis, moderate curing temperatures for a short period gave networks
without the need for catalysts or complicated procedures. Mass loss measurements in PBS at 37
°C indicated that monomer structure plays an important role in degradation rates. Release studies
were performed with the use of an ionic disodium fluorescein dye as an encapsulated agent
surrogate, in PBS at 37 °C. Released dye amounts were determined using UV–vis spectroscopy at
497 nm. The release studies showed a substantial difference in release rates between the two
studied networks. Expectedly, as network degradation increased, encapsulated agent release
increased. The primary organic hydrolytic degradation byproduct for the networks was identified,
and an MTT assay cellular viability study was performed on various concentrations of the
synthesized degradation product (DP). The MTT assay of DP found that MTT cell viability did
not significantly decrease in the presence of the furyl–maleimide degradation product (DP) at
lower concentrations. Additionally, DP was determined to be relatively non–harmful at higher
concentrations, with no apparent effect on cell viability. Finally, these networks should prove
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useful for the controlled release of polar small molecules in applications where additives, fillers,
and degradation byproducts are of considerable concern. Future studies will focus on the
incorporation of additional monomers containing various non–reacting substituents on the Si atom,
increasing linkage lengths, and adding additional flexibility to the networks through the
incorporation of additional siloxane units. The addition of these considerations will allow for
further tuning of network degradation and encapsulated agent release. Additionally, the retro–DA
reaction will be studied in further depth to determine its role in potential re-healing properties.
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4.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and general comments. All solvents and reagents were purchased at the highest
level of purity and used as received except as noted. Anhydrous solvents were purified and dried
by passing through a purification system (INERT Pure Solv) or by conventional distillation
techniques. PE cap molds were purchased through VWR (part #60965D-1), with 1 cm x 0.5 cm
inner dimensions, fitting 1–dram borosilicate glass scintillation vials. NMR spectra were measured
on a JEOL ECA 500 MHz NMR spectrometer in the Department of Chemistry at Southern
Methodist University using 7 inch, 5 mm o.d. NMR tubes, and chemical shifts are reported in parts
per million (ppm) referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS) at 0 ppm (CDCl3 δ = 7.24 ppm and d6–
DMSO δ = 2.50 ppm). DSC was performed on a Netzsch Polyma DSC–214 using 40 L standard
concavus aluminum pans/lids. A UV–vis calibration curve was developed through the preparation
of a series of dilute DF dye solutions of known concentration in phosphate buffered solution (pH
7.4) with max=497 nm (0.1 mM, 0.5 mM, 1 mM, 10 mM; y=6975x-0.3431, R2=0.8951). UV–vis
spectra were measured using BRAND teck 1.5 mL smi–micro cuvettes (path length 1 cm) at 23
°C in PBS on an Agilent Cary 8454 UV–visible spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA). Log𝑃𝑜𝑐𝑡 values were obtained using ACD/ChemSketch Freeware, version 2018.2.5.
𝑎𝑞
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4.1. Monomer Synthesis
4,10‐Dioxatricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec–8–ene–3,5–dione (1a). A 1000 mL round–bottomed
flask was charged with a magnetic stirring bar, maleic anhydride (40 g, 0.41 mol), furan (50 mL,
0.69 mol), and ethyl acetate (125 mL). The mixture was purged with nitrogen, sealed, and stirred
for 24 hours at room temperature. The mixture was placed in a –37 °C freezer for one hour, filtered,
and the white crystalline product was washed on the filter with cold anhydrous diethyl ether (57.4
g, 85%). No further purification was needed. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 6.54 (s, 1H), 5.31
(s, 1H), 3.27 (s, 2H).98
4–(2–Hydroxyethyl)–10–oxa–4–aza–tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec–8–ene–3,5–dione (1b). A
1000 mL three–necked round–bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stirring bar, 1a (40.3
g, 0.24 mol) and absolute ethanol (70 mL). Ethanolamine was added dropwise via syringe (15 mL,
0.25 mol) at room temperature. The mixture was refluxed at 85 °C for four hours using a chilled
water condenser. The solution was then cooled and placed into a –37 °C freezer overnight, during
which time a crystalline product formed. The mixture was filtered, and the pale–orange crystalline
product was washed on the filter with cold isopropyl alcohol (25.6 g, 51%) No further purification
was needed. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 6.51 (s, 2H), 5.08 (s, 2H), 3.37 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 4H),
2.89 (s, 2H).98
1–(2–Hydroxyethyl)–2,5–dihydro–1H–pyrrole–2,5–dione (HEMI, 1c). A 1000 mL
three–necked round–bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stirring bar, 1b (20 g, 0.096
mol), and toluene (340 mL). The mixture was stirred under reflux at 110 °C for 24 hours using a
Vigreux condenser. During reflux, the space above the mixture was constantly purged with low
pressure nitrogen gas to remove the furan byproduct. The solution was then cooled and placed into
a –37 °C freezer overnight, during which time a crystalline product formed. The mixture was
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filtered, and the white crystalline product was washed on the filter with cold hexanes (11.8 g,
87%). No further purification was needed. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 6.98 (s, 2H), 4.79 –
4.73 (m, 1H), 3.45 – 3.40 (m, 4H).98
Tris[(furan‐3‐yl)methoxy](methyl)silane (2). A 500 mL three–necked round–bottomed
flask was charged with anhydrous diethyl ether (400 mL), furfuryl alcohol (22.13 mL, 0.25 mol),
and triethylamine (35.33 mL, 0.25 mol). Trichloromethylsilane (10 mL, 0.085 mol) was added
dropwise under nitrogen gas, upon which a white, foamy precipitate formed. The mixture was
stirred mechanically at 0 °C for 16 hours. Using a fritted funnel, the mixture was filtered under
vacuum and the filtrate was recovered, leaving the white amine salt byproduct on the filter. The
filtrate was transferred to a round–bottomed flask and rotary evaporation was used to remove
remaining diethyl ether solvent, yielding crude 2 as an orange oil (24.1 g, 85 %). Distillation under
reduced pressure was used to purify the crude product, giving 2 as a clear yellow oil (23.5 g, 83%).
bp 246.8–248.2 °C (88 °C at 0.735 Torr). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): 1H NMR (500 MHz,
chloroform–d) δ 7.39 (s, 3H), 6.32 (dd, J = 3.4, 1.7 Hz, 3H), 6.26 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 3H), 4.71 (s, 6H),
0.13 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, chloroform–d) δ 153.47, 142.57, 110.46, 108.26, 57.27, –6.83.
Si NMR (99 MHz, chloroform–d) δ –40.26. Anal. Calcd for C14H18N2O6Si: C, 57.47; H, 5.43.
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Found: C, 57.68; H, 5.22.
1–[2–({[2–(2,5–Dioxo–2,5–dihydro–1H–pyrrol–1–
yl)ethoxy]dimethylsilyl}oxy)ethyl]–2,5–dihydro–1H–pyrrole–2,5–dione (3). A 500 mL three–
necked round–bottomed flask was charged with anhydrous diethyl ether (250 mL), 1c (11.7 g,
0.083 mol), and triethylamine (11.49 mL, 0.082 mol). Dichlorodimethylsilane (5 mL, 0.041 mol)
was added dropwise under nitrogen gas, upon which a white, foamy precipitate formed. The
mixture was stirred mechanically at 0 °C for 16 hours. The mixture was filtered under vacuum,
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and the filtrate was recovered, leaving the white amine salt byproduct on the filter. The filtrate was
transferred to a round–bottomed flask and rotary evaporation was used to remove remaining
diethyl ether solvent, yielding crude 3 as a crystalline white solid (19.5 g, 71.8 %). The crude
crystalline product was dissolved into chloroform (250 mL), and the solution was placed into a
separatory funnel. The solution was washed with deionized water (50 mL x 3 washes). The
chloroform layers were collected, dried with magnesium sulfate (1.5 g), and transferred to a round–
bottomed flask. Rotary evaporation was used to remove the chloroform, yielding purified 3 as a
crystalline white solid (11.6 g, 59 %); mp 88.3–89.1 °C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, chloroform–d) δ
6.69 (s, 4H), 3.75 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 4H), 3.64 (t, J = 5.8 Hz, 4H), 0.02 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (126 MHz,
chloroform–d) δ 170.74, 134.20, 59.36, 39.78, –3.41; 29Si NMR (99 MHz, chloroform–d) δ –0.71
(ddq, J = 14.3, 6.9, 4.0, 3.5 Hz). Anal. Calcd for C14H18N2O6Si: C, 49.69; H, 5.36; N, 8.28. Found:
C, 49.26; H, 5.35; N, 8.21.
1–[9–(2,5–Dioxo–2,5–dihydro–1H–pyrrol–1–yl)–4,4,6,6–tetramethyl–3,5,7–trioxa–
4,6–disilanonan–1–yl]–2,5–dihydro–1H–pyrrole–2,5–dione (4). A 500 mL three–necked
round–bottomed flask was charged with anhydrous diethyl ether (250 mL), 1c (18.0 g, 0.13 mol),
and triethylamine (17.82 mL, 0.13 mol). Trichloromethylsilane (5 mL, 0.043 mol) was added
under nitrogen gas, upon which a white, foamy precipitate formed. The mixture was stirred
mechanically at 0 °C for 16 hours. The mixture was filtered under vacuum, and the filtrate was
recovered, leaving the white amine salt byproduct on the filter. The filtrate was transferred to a
round–bottomed flask and rotary evaporation was used to remove remaining diethyl ether solvent,
yielding crude 4 as a crystalline white solid (17.1 g, 86.5 %). The crude crystalline product was
dissolved into chloroform (250 mL), and the solution was placed into a separatory funnel. The
solution was washed with deionized water (50 mL x 3 washes). The chloroform layers were
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collected, dried with magnesium sulfate (1.5 g), and transferred to a round–bottomed flask. Rotary
evaporation was used to remove the chloroform, yielding purified 4 as a crystalline white solid
(16.3 g, 83 %); mp 139.8–140.2 °C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, chloroform–d) δ 6.70 (s, 6H), 3.77 (t, J
= 5.7 Hz, 6H), 3.62 (t, J = 5.7 Hz, 6H), –0.01 (s, 3H);

13

C NMR (126 MHz, chloroform–d) δ

170.78, 134.21, 59.76, 39.71, –7.62; 29Si NMR (99 MHz, acetone–d6) δ –41.86.: Anal. Calcd for
C14H18N2O6Si: C, 49.24; H, 4.57; N, 9.07. Found: C, 48.55; H, 4.50; N, 9.00.
1–[2–({Bis[2–(2,5–dioxo–2,5–dihydro–1H–pyrrol–1–
yl)ethoxy](methyl)silyl}oxy)ethyl]–2,5–dihydro–1H–pyrrole–2,5–dione (5). A 500 mL three–
necked round–bottomed flask was charged with anhydrous diethyl ether (250 mL), 1c (3.6 g, 0.026
mol), and triethylamine (3.57 mL, 0.026 mol). 1,3–Dichlorotetramethyldisiloxane (2.5 mL, 0.013
mol) was added under nitrogen gas, upon which a white, foamy precipitate formed. The mixture
was stirred mechanically at 0 °C for 16 hours. The mixture was filtered under vacuum, and the
filtrate was recovered, leaving the white amine salt byproduct on the filter. The filtrate was
transferred to a round–bottomed flask and rotary–evaporation was used to remove remaining
diethyl ether solvent, yielding crude 5 as a crystalline white solid (4.2 g, 79.4 %). The crude
crystalline product was dissolved into chloroform (250 mL), and the solution was placed into a
separatory funnel. The solution was washed with deionized water (50 mL x 3 washes). The
chloroform layers were collected, dried with magnesium sulfate (1.5 g), and transferred to a round–
bottomed flask. Rotary evaporation was used to remove the chloroform, yielding 5 as a crystalline
white solid (3.8 g, 77 %); mp 51.9–52.6 °C. 1H NMR (500 MHz, chloroform–d) δ 6.57 (s, 4H),
3.59 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 4H), 3.48 (t, J = 6.0 Hz, 4H), –0.14 (s, 12H); 13C NMR (126 MHz, chloroform–
d) δ 170.67, 134.19, 134.15, 58.94, 39.65, –1.35;
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Si NMR (99 MHz, chloroform–d) δ –10.48

(dddd, J = 14.5, 10.0, 7.2, 2.8 Hz): Anal. Calcd for C14H18N2O6Si: C, 46.58; H, 5.86; N, 6.79.
Found: C, 46.44; H, 5.86; N, 6.77.

4.2. Degradation Product Synthesis
4–(2–Hydroxyethyl)–1–(hydroxymethyl)–10–oxa–4‐azatricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec–8–ene–
3,5–dione (DP). A 50 mL round–bottomed flask was charged with a magnetic stir bar, HEMI (2
g, 0.014 mol), and furfuryl alcohol (1.23 mL, 0.014 mol). The mixture was stirred in an oil bath at
80 °C for two hours. The mixture was filtered under vacuum and the product was washed on the
filter using fresh anhydrous diethyl ether (50 mL), yielding a white crystalline product (2.6 g, 52
%). No further purification was needed. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO–d6) δ 6.52 – 6.45 (m, 2H),
5.04 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H), 4.92 (dd, J = 6.0, 5.5 Hz, 1H), 4.78 – 4.72 (m, 1H), 3.99 (dd, J = 12.5, 6.0
Hz, 1H), 3.65 (ddd, J = 12.5, 5.4, 0.7 Hz, 1H), 3.40 – 3.35 (m, 4H), 3.00 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 2.84
(d, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H).90,99 ATR–FTIR (neat)  (cm–1): 3427 (br, OH), 3083 (w, aromatic C–H), 2976
(w, alkane C–H), 2884 (w, alkane C–H), 1766 (m, C=C), 1678 (vs, C=C), 1402 (m, vinylene C–
H).

4.3. Network Synthesis

Di–substituted maleimide(ethoxy)disiloxane and tri–substituted furyl(methoxy)silane
(XL1). To a 25 mL scintillation vial was added 5 (1.2 g, 2.9 mmol) and 2 (0.65 g, 1.9 mmol). The
mixture was stirred well with a glass stir rod and then placed into a bath type sonicator for five
minutes to finish mixing, producing a thin paste. The mixture was placed into a PE cap mold using
a spatula. The cap mold containing the mixture was placed into a convection oven at 80 ºC for two
hours. The cap mold containing the sample was removed from the oven, and the sample was
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removed from the mold using a needle with compressed air, inserting the needle into the bottom
of the cap mold slightly, allowing the compressed air to push the sample out of the cap mold.
Di–substituted maleimide(ethoxy)silane and tri–substituted furyl(methoxy)silane
(XL2). To a 25 mL scintillation vial was added 3 (1.2 g, 3.5 mmol) and 2 (0.79 g, 2.4 mmol). The
mixture was stirred well with a glass stir rod and then placed into a bath type sonicator for five
minutes to finish mixing, producing a thin paste. The mixture was placed into a PE cap mold. The
cap mold containing the mixture was placed into a convection oven at 80 °C for two hours. The
cap mold containing the sample was removed from the oven, and the sample was removed from
the mold using a needle with compressed air, inserting the needle into the bottom of the cap mold
slightly, allowing the compressed air to push the sample out of the cap mold.

4.4. Mass Loss Study

Neat XL1 and XL2 (no encapsulated agent added) network samples were prepared as
described above. Three replicates of each network were prepared in this fashion. The samples were
then massed and placed into 20 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) solution, and placed into an incubator at 37
°C. At time intervals, the samples were removed from PBS, lightly dried with a Kimwipe, massed,
and placed into 20 mL of fresh PBS and back into the incubator at 37 °C. This procedure was
repeated for all network samples over a period of 15 days. The mass data obtained were then
collected and plotted vs time.

4.5. Disodium Fluorescein Dye Release Study

Samples of XL1 and XL2 containing disodium fluorescein dye were prepared by mixing
the corresponding monomers together in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of functional groups in a glass
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scintillation vial. A 1% w/w disodium fluorescein dye was added to each mixture and stirred well
for five minutes with a glass stir rod. For the preparation of dye loaded XL1 as an example, to a
25 mL glass scintillation vial was added 5 (1.2 g, 2.9 mmol) and 2 (0.65 g, 1.9 mmol). The mixture
was stirred vigorously with a glass stir rod. To the XL1 mixture was added DF dye (0.019 g, 1%
w/w), and the mixture was mixed vigorously with a glass stir rod for 60 seconds. The mixtures
were then sonicated for five minutes to ensure homogeneity. Equal masses of each network
mixture were placed into PE cap molds and placed into a convection oven to undergo the FM–DA
reaction at 80 °C for two hours. Three replicates of each network were prepared in this fashion.
The network samples were removed from the oven and removed from their cap molds by inserting
a needle connected to compressed air slightly into the bottom of the cap molds, allowing the
compressed air to push the samples out of the cap molds. The samples were briefly dipped in 10
mL of PBS (pH 7.4) solution to remove any excess, non–encapsulated DF dye from the sample
exterior. The samples were then massed, and placed into 20 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) solution in a glass
vial, and into an incubator at 37 °C. At time intervals, the samples were removed from PBS, lightly
dried with a Kimwipe, massed, and placed into 20 mL of fresh PBS and back into the incubator at
37 °C. The supernatant PBS solution containing released dye was measured using UV–vis
spectroscopy at 497 nm to determine released dye concentrations for each time interval.

4.6. Toxicity Study (MTT assays)

Human lung adenocarcinoma epithelial cells (A549) were purchased from ATCC and
cultured in Ham’s F–12K (Kaighn’s) media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and
1% antibiotics (penicillin/streptomycin, 100 U/mL). Cells were maintained in a humidified
incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2. One day before the assay, cells were passaged and seeded in a
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96–well plate to a total of 205 L/well. The plate was incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2 for 18
hours. The media was then removed when 70–80% confluency was reached, and the cells were
washed with PBS. The synthesized furyl–maleimide degradation product (DP) was added at 0,
0.05, 0.5, 5, and 50 mM respectively in 100 L of complete F–12K media, followed by incubation
for another 20 hours. 10 L of the MTT reagent (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI) was then
added to each well and mixed gently. After three hours of incubation, 100 L of crystal dissolving
solution was added to each well to dissolve the formazan crystals that had formed. UV absorbance
for each well was recorded the next day in a Cytation 5 BioTek plate reader at 570 nm. Cell
viability was expressed as a ratio of the control (no DP added). Experiments were accomplished
with six technical replicates and two biological replicates.97
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Figure 61. 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz, DMSO–d6) of the HEMI intermediate (1a).
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Figure 62. 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz, DMSO–d6) of the HEMI intermediate (1b).
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Figure 63. 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz, DMSO–d6) of the HEMI reagent (HEMI, 1c).
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Figure 64. 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz, chloroform–d) of the trisfuryl(methoxy)methylsilane
monomer (2). Minor peaks are due to presence of residual diethyl ether solvent.
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Figure 65. 13C NMR spectrum (126 MHz, chloroform–d) of the trisfuryl(methoxy)methylsilane
monomer (2).
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Figure 66. 29Si NMR spectrum (99 MHz, chloroform–d) of the trisfuryl(methoxy)methylsilane
monomer (2).
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Figure 70. 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz, chloroform–d) of the trismaleimide(ethoxy)methylsilane
monomer (4).
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